CATALOGUE OF MONUMENTS

1. Godarpurā
I shall begin my account with Godarpurā (Map 2.1), because Amareśvara,
apparently the most ancient shrine at OM, was located here.28 As already
mentioned, Godarpurā is divided by local tradition into two parts, the
western ‘Viṣṇupurī’ and the eastern ‘Brahmāpurī’. Both are situated on
elevated plateaus intersected by a ravine in which a small river, the Kapilā,
flows (Plates 2.1–4). While the Brahmapurī plateau is precipitous at the
west and north and gently slopes down to its eastern and southern sides,
the Viṣṇupurī plateau is quite precipitous on its eastern and southern
sides and merges with the surrounding terrain only towards the south
and west. At the south-east, the old link road connects OM via Sanāvad
and Morṭakkā to the Indore-Khandwa highway.
1.1. The Kapilā ravine
Nowadays, the Kapilā is concealed by the Māmleśvar bāzār, a narrow
market street leading from the harbour to the Amareśvara temple complex, and adjacent buildings. At its confluence with the Narmadā, the
Kapilāsaṅgam (Plate 3.1), it finally issues out of an old gargoyle (praṇāla)
with a head of a crocodile (makara), commonly believed to represent a
cow’s head (gomukha). Here, the Paramāra emperor Arjunavarman took
a bath in 1215 before he made a grant to a brāhmaṇa.29
1.1.1. Fortification walls
The most impressive remains of old fortification walls at Godarpurā are
found to the western and southern sides of Brahmāpurī. They run inside
the Kapilā ravine and enclose the Amareśvara temple complex (Map 2.2,
No. 1). It is here, that an old portion of this wall is best preserved (Plate
3.2). It is about 2 m strong, up to 4 m high and made of large blocks of almost black stone laid without mortar, resembling the massive walls on the
north side of Mucukund hill (cf. Plate 56.2). Further to the north, a large
28 See NEUSS 2013: 144–145.
29 Sehore Copper Plate Grant of Arjunavarman, see HALL 1860: 30.
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portion of this wall has been reconstructed in more recent times. Here,
the size of stones differs considerably, they are set with mortar and even
parts of some old sculptures have been used (Plate 3.3). Other remains of
fortification walls in the Kapilā ravine (Map 2.2, No. 2) are only traceable
in the vicinity of the Kapileśvara temple, but here, their original course is
largely indeterminable.
1.1.2. Temples
All the temples in the Kapilā ravine are built on terrain considerably elevated above the normal water level of the Narmadā presumably to avoid
damage by the annual monsoon floods, which submerge varying portions
of the ravine each year.
1.1.2.1. The Amareśvara temple complex
The original Amareśvara liṅga and its surrounding area was apparently
the most ancient religious centre at OM.30 Inscriptional evidence proves
that at least from about the middle of the eleventh century a stone temple
of Amareśvara existed at Godarpurā. The temple seems to have enjoyed
popularity over a long period, as HIRALAL reported an inscription, dated
1562 CE, on the left door jamb which still contains the name Amareśvara.31
However,
Amareswar was altogether lost during the wars of the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries, the south banks having been deserted and
overgrown with jungle, and when, towards the close of the eighteenth
century, the Peshwá[32] desired to rebuild the temple, neither the
Linga nor its old temple could be found. The temple was, however, built,
together with a group of smaller ones, from slabs brought chiefly from
the ruined temples on the island […]. (FORSYTH 1870b: 258; footnote in
square brackets mine).

The present Amareśvara temple complex (Fig. 1, Plate 3.4) comprises seven
temples and one separate maṇḍapa in front of the Amareśvara temple
housing a stone bull which faces the Amareśvara temple’s liṅga. Although
FORSYTH claims that these temples were built from material “brought
chiefly from the ruined temples on the island” it is evident that much old

30 See NEUSS 2013.
31 HIRALAL 1916: 72.
32 If FORSYTH’s assertion is correct, the Peśvā referred to must have been either Mādhav
Rāv II (1774–95) or, more likely, Bājī Rāv II (1796–1818).
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material found in situ has also been used, such as the stone slabs which
now form the inner north and south walls of the antarāla which certainly
belonged to the original Amareśvara temple. This is proved by several
inscriptions engraved on them in VS 1120, i.e. 1063 CE.33 Their presence
alone puts some doubt on FORSYTH’s assertion that the original temple
could not be found at the time of its restoration. Rather, it seems that
three of the temples, Amareśvara, Vr̥ddhakāleśvara, and, perhaps, Kuntī,
have been reconstructed on pre-existing, old temple bases of Paramāra
times. At the same time, a considerable variety of material and divergent
styles found in these buildings lend credit to FORSYTH’s claim that a lot of
material had been brought from other sites. Despite its proven antiquity,
the Amareśvara temple complex was declared a monument of national
importance only in 1967.34
1.1.2.1.1. The Amareśvara temple
The Amareśvara35 temple is the main shrine of the complex and the only
one which opens to the west, all the others facing east (Fig. 1, Plate 4.1).36
The building looks very heterogeneous today, marking different phases
of restoration,37 but the extant plinth (vedībandha) and parts of the wall
33 NEUSS 2015 and 2013: 125–130. Whether the present arrangement of the inscribed
slabs reflects in any way the original one is uncertain.
34 The proposal under section 4 of the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Sites and
Remains Act, 1958, was announced in The Gazette of India, June 4, 1966, pp. 1485–
1487 and its execution declared in The Gazette of India, May 27, 1967, pp. 1836–1838.
35 The temple and its liṅga is currently called ‘Māmaleśvar’. It is not clear, when and
why this corruption of the original ‘Amareśvara’ occured, but that seems to have taken place quite recently, because even as late as 1989 TRIVEDI uses the original name
in his edition of the Halāyudhastotra (TRIVEDI 1989: 604–611). In this paper I shall
retain the original designation ‘Amareśvara’ throughout.
36 AIIS Acc. Nos. 81914–81923, 81944 (proposed date: “ca. 1000–1099 CE”).
37 The following works have been reported: “Mamalesvara Temple, Mandhata, District East Nimar. – Apart from providing barbed-wire fencing, removal of modern accretions, double-shutter wicket gate was provided and boundary walls of the fallen
portions of the temple were restored.” (IA–R 1977–78: 104); “Mamaleshwar Temple,
Mandhata, District East Nimar. – The damaged and decayed stone pillar was replaced by a new one matching the original.” (IA–R 1982–83: 185); “Mamaleshwara
Temple, Mandhata, District East Nimar. – The bulged out stones of sikhara have been
reset, and the fresh fine chiselled ashlar stones were provided to replace the damaged
and missing stones. The stone flooring of inner side of the temple has been reset and
pointed. The work of providing and laying flagstones flooring on lime concrete base
is in progress.” (IA–R 1984–85: 216–217); “Mamlesvara Temple, Mandhata, District
Khandwa – M.S. grill over Compound wall for security purpose was mounted.” (IA–R
1998–99: 277). In 2002, I witnessed extensive restoration work in the course of which
the towers of the Amareśvara and Vr̥ddhakāleśvara temples were renovated.
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(jaṅghā) belong to the original Amareśvara temple (Plates 4.2–3). Krishna
DEVA, dated this ‘original nucleus’ to the latter half of the tenth century
and regarded the original Amareśvara temple to represent the earliest
specimen of bhūmija temples,38 while other parts of the jaṅghā indicate
that the temple had already been rebuilt in the late eleventh century.39
While DEVA’s dating is based on stylistic considerations, his claim that the
temple belongs to the bhūmija mode40 is based on two arguments: a) a supposed stellar ground plan, and b) pilasters crowned with representations
of square pavilions (kūṭastambha), which adorn the jaṅghā. Both arguments are, however, problematic, because a) the plan of the temple is not
stellate, but orthogonal in essence, and b) the existence of kūṭastambhas
does not per se mark the temple as belonging to the bhūmija mode.41 This,
however, does not necessarily mean that DEVA’s classification is false, but
that this question requires further investigation.42
The extant structure consists of the main shrine (mūlaprāsāda) housing
a Śiva liṅga and crowned by a completely restored, modern tower (śikhara),
a vestibule (antarāla) and a pillared hall (maṇḍapa) with three entrances
in the cardinal directions. Another, apparently modern, square maṇḍapa
which houses a sculpture of Śiva’s bull facing the liṅga, stands detached
38 For his account of bhūmija temples, see DEVA 1975. Since then much fresh research on
bhūmija temples has been published by Adam HARDY who has more recently argued
that the earliest specimen of Bhumija temples may be found at Bilotā near Āśāpurī
(HARDY 2014: 36; 2015b: 345).
39 DEVA 1975: 92–93, 100–101.
40 I follow here the basic typological framework of ‘language’, ‘mode’, ‘type’ and ‘style’
proposed by Adam HARDY (2012: 104–106).
41 See TICHIT *2010 (I): 81–82.
42 One of the most characteristic features of bhūmija temples are their spires (śikhara)
which have four spines (latā) between which, in the four quadrants, varying numbers of horizontal and vertical rows of miniature śikharas (śr̥ṅga) are arranged. Unfortunately, the śikhara of the Amareśvara temple has completely disappeared and
even among the fragments found in the compound I have noticed just one or two such
śr̥ṅgas. One is lying among a heap of stones on the south side of the temple and may
or may not belong to the temple. That there are not more such pieces is quite astonishing as there is another temple of comparable style, the Vr̥ddhakāleśvara, found in
the compound (see below, 1.1.2.1.2., p. 10). If both temples originally had such bhūmija
śikharas, one would expect to find a lot more of such śr̥ṅgas than just one or two in
the area of the compound or around it. While it is also possible that they have been
removed and cut to size for use in later reconstruction work such as, for instance, the
northern reconstructed portion of the enclosure wall or the comparatively modern
Candramauleśvara temple (see below, 1.1.2.4., p. 14) etc., their conspicuous absence
and the demonstrable use of such śr̥ṅgas in śekharī śikharas at OM (see, for instance,
the Brahmeśvara temple, below, 1.2.2.1., p. 15) leave doubts that the temples were indeed originally built in the bhūmija mode.
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immediately in front of the temple (Plate 7.1, right side). As already stated,
the mūlaprāsāda has an orthogonal ground-plan with five offsets (pañcaratha) and is nirandhāra, i.e. without ambulatory around the sanctum
(garbhagr̥ha).43 Its tower (śikhara) is completely lost and portions of its base
(pīṭha) apparently lie underground, as the lowest visible mouldings are the
kumbha of the vedībandha with a horizontal band of kīrttimukhas (grāsapaṭṭī)
beneath it at the south side; on the north side also the top-most layer of
the pīṭha (kapotikā) is exposed (Plate 4.2). The jaṅghā is devoid of niches
(devakoṣṭha) in the central offsets (bhadra), except for a single one on the
south side, which contains a fine relief of an eight-armed Andhakāri (Plate
4.3).44 This striking irregularity (i.e. the presence of only one bhadra niche)45
shows that the jaṅghā cannot be original in its present composition, though
almost all of its parts are made of the same kind of whitish stone. There are a
few more sculptures fixed into the modern maṇḍapa walls46 and an extensive
inscription is found on the inner north and south wall of the antarāla.47 The
entrance leading from the antarāla into the garbhagr̥ha is surrounded by an
old pañcaśākhā doorframe with five figures including Gaṅgā and Yamunā
standing in miniature shrines at its base on both sides (Plate 4.4).

43 DEVA thought that this was a feature invariably found in bhūmija temples, as, according to him, a sāndhāra ground-plan is incompatible with a bhūmija śikhara (DEVA
1975: 91). HARDY (2014: 40; 2015a: 69ff.), however, argues that the Śiva temple at
Bhojpur was planned to be a sāndhāra bhūmija temple – the only known example for
such a construction. As the temple was left unfinished, this is, however, not entirely
certain.
44 AIIS No. 81944. This sculpture was published, but not identified by DEVA (1975:
Pl. 23) and PASRICHA (1972: 43, upper Plate), the latter attributing it falsely to a
“Birdheshwar Temple” (=Vr̥ddheśvara, i.e. Vr̥ddhakāleśvara, see below, 1.1.2.1.2., p.
10). ALI (2002: 48, Pl. 8B) erroneously identified it as ‘Tripurāntaka’ and wrongly locates it on the north side of the temple. The correct identification as Andhakāri is
found in MELZER *2002: (I)102–103, (II) Pl. XIV–A83, but her description of the sculpture is slightly inaccurate, apparently due to the poor quality of DEVA’s reproduction
of the sculpture on which it is based.
45 The placement of Andhakārī in the south bhadra niche may, however, reflect its original situation, as this is its place in most of the bhūmija temples listed by TICHIT (*2012: Plates 146–147). The only apparent exception is the Udayeśvara temple,
Udaypur, where a comparable icon is found on the south kapilī. (See ibid.: Plate 146
and TICHIT 2012: 10).
46 Photos are found AIIS Nos. 81917 (Cāmuṇḍā), 81918 (amorous couple and a standing
female), 81919 (Naṭeśa) and 81920 (Tripurāntaka); also TICHIT *2010 (II): Plate 94,
Fig. 1 (Naṭeśa), Plate 106, Fig.1 (Andhakāri), Plate 117, Fig. 1 (Cāmuṇḍā), Plate 135,
Fig. 1 (Tripurāntaka).
47 For a summary of the previously published portions of this inscription, see NEUSS
2013: 123–124 and 125–130. For a previously unpublished portion of it and other unreported short ones, see: NEUSS 2015: passim.
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1.1.2.1.2. The Vr̥ddhakāleśvara temple
The Vr̥ddhakāleśvara temple48 stands at a little distance to the southwest of the Amareśvara (Fig. 1, Plates 5.1–2). Like the latter, the present
building comprises an orthogonal pañcaratha mūlaprāsāda and an antarāla. The garbhagr̥ha is nirandhāra and contains a liṅga. The original
śikhara is lost, but was replaced by a modern construction. The maṇḍapa
is missing. The ground-plan is comparable to that of the corresponding
parts of the Amareśvara temple. Of the original temple, only the lower
part of the jaṅghā and the vedībandha are preserved, which in this case
are built from yellow-red sandstone. As in the Amareśvara temple, the
lowest visible mouldings are the kumbha with a grāsapaṭṭī beneath it,
suggesting that the pīṭha portion of the temple lies underground. The
antarāla represents a fairly modern reconstruction built around some old
pillars and beams in the front wall. Although not explicitly mentioned,
DEVA dates the old core of this temple to the late eleventh century.49 The
entrance to the garbhagr̥ha is flanked by an elaborate saptaśākhā doorframe. The lintel is, however, missing, but has been replaced by another
one (Plate 5.3). In front of the antarāla, to the north and south of its
entrance respectively, lie two large old sculptures, one depicting a bull
and the other one a lion killing an elephant (faintly visible in Plate 5.1). In
the northern niche of its reconstructed front wall, a relief slab depicting
Lakṣmīnārāyaṇa is placed (Plate 5.4). At present, the temple functions as
a store-room for about 26 interesting sculptures placed along the inner
walls of the garbhagr̥ha around the temple’s liṅga. These include the remainder of the so-called caubīs avatāras (Plate 5.6).50
48 AIIS Nos. 81926–81932 (proposed date: “ca. 1000–1099 CE”). The temple is mentioned as ‘Vrihadeshwara’ in RAG 2012: 218, but the description is useless and the
corresponding picture shows only the maṇḍapa of subsidiary shrine No. 1 (see below,
1.1.2.1.4., p. 11).
49 I assume that the “nearly half a dozen Bhūmija temples” (DEVA 1975: 100), which he
dates to this period, also include the Vr̥ddhakāleśvara temple.
50 These stylistically identical, rectangular slabs of a dark greenish stone uniformly
show standing figures of Viṣṇu. They were brought from the Caubīs Avatāra temple
located in the former Panthiā village (see below, 3.1.1., p. 85). It is, however, doubtful whether they ever comprised twenty-four; at least there is considerable confusion
about their number in historical records. When Henry COUSENS visited the temple in
December 1893, he found only 17 of these reliefs with the remaining seven ‘missing’
(COUSENS 1894: 4). In 1908, Theodor BLOCH (1908: 27–28) reported altogether only
nine of them, plus the well–known zoomorphic Varāha sculpture which is made of the
same greenish stone (published in RANGARAJAN 1997: 128–130 and Figs. 110–117), a
relief of Śeṣaśāyin (still found in the temple, Plate 5.5) and one of Lakṣmīnārāyaṇa
(perhaps the one in the northern niche of the antarāla front wall, Plate 5.4). Stunningly, when the Caubīs Avatāra temple was dismantled and rebuilt in the wake of the
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1.1.2.1.3. The Kuntī temple
The Kuntī temple stands to the north-west of the Amareśvara temple (Fig.
1, Plates 6.1–2). It is a small building consisting of a mūlaprāsāda with
three offsets (triratha), an open antarāla and a maṇḍapa. The garbhagr̥ha is nirandhāra and houses a liṅga. The current name of the temple
stems from a large mutilated sculpture of a seated goddess made from
white stone and fitted into the eastern latā of the śikhara, above the entrance (Plate 6.3).51 The śikhara, though reconstructed, seems to contain
some old parts (especially in the latās). It seems to belong to the śekharī
mode,52 albeit of a late type, with two uraḥśr̥ṅgas. In the construction of
the śikhara, the ribbed, disc-like cornerstones (āmalaka) are replaced by
representations of water-pots (kumbha).
On the reconstructed front wall of its antarāla, the temple has two
niches, the southern one containing a small relief of Gaṇeśa (Plate 6.5)53
and the northern one a small slab of Lakṣmīnārāyaṇa (Plate 6.6). The
short side walls of the antarāla each have a niche on the inside, which
contain a dancing Gaṇeśa in the southern and Brahmā with consort in
the northern one.54 The doorframe of the garbhagr̥ha is of a rather late
and simple style, with only one flanking figure at its base to either side
(Plate 6.4).
1.1.2.1.4. Subsidiary shrines
At the western side of the compound, between the Vr̥ddhakāleśvara and
Kuntī temples stand four more small shrines (Fig. 1, Nos. 1–4; Plate 7.1).
They all consist of a square sanctum containing a liṅga with a maṇḍapa
in front. The outer walls of their mūlaprāsāda are completely plain and
made entirely of cubic rocks laid with mortar, except in the case of No. 3,
which has a moulded base. Barring the latter, all structures including

51

52
53
54

construction of the Oṃkāreśvar dam, a loss of some of the sculptures was reported,
the remaining number given as eighteen (SHAINI 2006). From my photographs taken
in 2013 at the Vr̥ddhakāleśvara temple, which cover all the different pieces stored, I
count twelve avatāra slabs.
The figure seems to have been four-armed, but the upper hands are broken. The lower
right is held in the gesture of protection (abhayamudrā), with a ‘rosary’ (akṣamālā)
held by the bent thumb, and the left hand which is also broken off, apparently held a
water flask (kamaṇḍalu), which is visible about the middle of the leg.
For a detailed analysis of the śekharī mode, see HARDY 2002.
TICHIT *2010 (II): Plate 112, Fig. 3.
AIIS Nos. 81924 and 81925 respectively, but erroneously assigned to the
Vr̥ddhakāleśvara temple (proposed date: “ca. 1000–1099 CE”).
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their śikharas represent comparatively recent constructions, although in
all their maṇḍapas old material (mainly pillars, brackets and doorframes)
of various types and styles have been used. Nos. 1 and 2 have been rebuilt
on pre-existing platforms that rise above the compound’s ground level, the
front pillars of their maṇḍapas being mounted on older pillar fragments.
No. 1 houses a couple of sculptures, the most remarkable of which are the
head of a large kīrttimukha placed to the north of its entrance, which also
has an old, simple doorframe (Plate 7.2). The garbhagr̥ha houses, among
others, small reliefs of Sūrya surrounded by figures of eleven Ādityas, and
of Varāha (Plate 7.3).
1.1.2.1.5. Hero stones
There are three hero stones found in the compound. The more interesting
one stands close to the south-eastern corner of the mūlaprāsāda of the
Kuntī temple (Plate 6.1, left side). It carries the usual symbols of sun and
moon on its northern, the figure of a warrior holding sword and shield
on its eastern, a short inscription giving the date saṃvat 1320 (i.e. 1263
CE) on its southern, and the figure of a craftsman apparently dressing a
contemporary pillar on its western face (Plates 8.1–4). The remaining two
hero stones stand close to the south-western corner of shrine No. 2.55
1.1.2.2. The Viśvanātha temple
According to FORSYTH, the Viśvanātha temple (Plate 9.1),56 which stands
to the south-west of the Amareśvara complex, was built some time in the
first quarter of the nineteenth century by the then Rāv of Māndhātā,
Daulat Siṅgh, allegedly over the original Amareśvara liṅga.57 The temple
contains no old fragments and the claim about the originality of the liṅga
55 Their faces show the following motifs: a) N=sun/moon; E=warrior; S=seated male worshipping liṅga, W=the same male kneeling and worshipping a standing two-armed
male holding a full-blown lotus (right) and a sugarcane rod (left). — b) N=sun/moon;
E=warrior; S=seated male worshipping a liṅga; W=person lying on a bed (deathbed?)
with standing female.
56 First published in RAG 2012: 221.
57 “[…] some time afterwards […] the old {Amareśvara} Linga was found standing on
four arghás, one above the other, showing that it had existed through the four ages of
the world. It was also pronounced to be the true one by the Benares pundits, in consequence of being situated in a line with Omkár and the Kapila Sangam, where a small
stream joins the Narbadá. Ráo Daulat Singh, the last rájá of Mándhátá, built a temple over it; but its honours and name were gone, and it has now been dubbed Viswa
Náth, to distinguish it from its fraudulent rival.” (Forsyth 1870b: 258; addition in
braces mine).
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in its sanctum is highly questionable. Close to the north wall of the temple
stands a weathered foundation stone with an almost completely illegible
inscription engraved on its north face (Plate 9.2).58
1.1.2.3. The Indreśvara temple
The Indreśvara temple,59 which serves as the local seat of the Jūnākhāṛā,
stands to the north-east of the Amareśvara complex, on a small plateau
which seems to have been excavated and levelled prior to its construction.
The temple opens to the west and consists of an orthogonal pañcaratha
mūlaprāsāda, an antarāla and a maṇḍapa with three entrances in the
cardinal directions (Plates 10.1–2).
The garbhagr̥ha is nirandhāra and contains a liṅga. It is entered
through a pañcaśākhā doorframe (Plate 10.3), which looks as if composed
of older fragments in its lower parts and more modern ones above. At the
extreme left and right side two slabs depicting deities are found, which
seem a bit out of place; while I cannot from my photographs identify
the one on the left side, the other one on the right is a representation of
standing four–armed Viṣṇu holding cakra and śaṅkha in his upper hands.
The jaṅghā has bhadra niches on all three sides but their sculptures
are missing (Plate 10.4). From the outside, the temple, which is certainly
much later than Paramāra times – it may perhaps have been built in the
fifteenth or sixteenth century – looks quite homogenous although some
old fragments seem to have been incorporated in the construction at some
time. The śikhara is certainly not entirely original and may probably
have been reconstructed in the seventeenth or eighteenth century. It is
composed of many miniature śikharas (śr̥ṅgas, some of them of typical
bhūmija style) in the four quadrants between the central offsets, the latter
being composed of four uraḥśr̥ṅgas each (Plate 10.2). The features of the
śikhara characterize the temple as belonging to the śekharī mode (type 4).
Many of the elements in the śikhara appear to have been re-used, some
have even been re-cut from diverse sorts of stones. HARDY has pointed
to a considerable predominance of the śekharī mode in recent centuries
asserting that “Rajput rulers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries saw the śekharī as the most appropriate form for a Hindu shrine”.60

58 According to RAG 2012: 221 the inscription is dated VS 1829 (ca. 1773 CE).
59 AIIS Nos. 81895–81897. Here the temple is called Dattātreya temple (proposed date:
“ca. 1100–1125 CE”).
60 HARDY 2002: 82.
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Thus it is conceivable that the present form of the śikhara may not be the
original one. It is, however, more likely that the constructional features of
the remains determined the type of superstructure and that the original
tower was indeed built in the śekharī mode (compare the tower of the
Brahmeśvara temple, below, 1.2.2.1. p. 15).
1.1.2.4. The Candramauleśvara temple
This rather modern temple stands on a high, free standing platform to
the north-west of the Indreśvara (Plates 11.1–2). It faces north and was
probably built in the late nineteenth or early twentieth century by the
mahārāja Hoḷkar of Indore, of whom an old stone label is fixed above the
entrance to the garbhagr̥ha. To the right of that entrance another inscription on stone is found which states that the temple’s idol was (re-)consecrated and the temple dedicated to the public on March 4, 1981 on the
occasion of mahāśivarātrī. Except, perhaps, for the platform whose lower
portion seems to have been built around the same time when the northern
portion of the fortification wall (Map 2.2, No. 1) was reconstructed, this
temple is of no significance in the present context.
1.1.2.5. The Kapileśvara temple
This temple is located to the south-west of the Candramauleśvara and
stands on a small levelled plateau about half way up the eastern slope of
the Viṣṇupurī hill (Plate 12.1). The extant building faces east and consists
of a square main shrine with a liṅga and a closed, rectangular hall with
arched doorways opening to the south and north. Attached to this hall in
the east is another small, pavilion-like structure which houses a fine old
sculpture of a bull with a separate liṅga in front. All three structures have
flat roofs crowned by a low, stunted cupola.61 These as well as all the inner
and outer walls are covered with plaster. The cupolas as well as the arch of
the doorway in the pavilion-like structure suggest that the extant building
was reconstructed in the seventeenth or eighteenth century incorporating
parts of the mūlaprāsāda of a much older temple, whose remains are best
preserved on the west and south and, to a lesser extent, on the north sides
(Plate 12.2–3). These apparently comprise, as far as they are exposed, parts
of the vedībandha and pīṭha. The lower courses of the latter seem to lie
61 A similar cupola is found on the shrine of Dvārkādīśa in the R̥ṇamukteśvara temple,
(see below, 2.4.2., p. 67). A similar one once crowned the garbhagr̥ha of the Siddhanātha
temple, but was removed by the Archaeological Survey of India around 1904, apparently on order of Lord Curzon (see MARSHALL 1909: 6–7).
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underground as is suggested by the location of an old praṇāla on the north
side (Plate 12.4) which probably corresponds (approximately) with the floor
level of the garbhagr̥ha, which is accessed through an old doorframe, of
which only the lower portion is preserved (Plate 12.5). The jaṅghā, if preserved at all, is almost completely hidden behind a thick layer of plaster.
The exposed portions of the pīṭha and vedībandha show that the
temple had a stellate ground-plan and was very elaborately moulded and
decorated (Plate 12.6). Even the corner kūṭastambhas were stellate as can
be seen at the south-western corner of the temple (Plate 12.02)
A large number of old śr̥ṅgas and āmalakas incorporated in the modern
walls of the temple (Plate 12.2, 6) as well as others found scattered all
over the site (Plate 12.7) attest to the prior existence of a corresponding
śikhara.
Moreover, there are a couple of loose sculptures found here which also
must have been part of the original structure. One example represents a
cornerstone placed outside in front of the temple (Plates 12.8–9). All these
remains leave no doubt that this temple represents a specimen of stellate
bhūmija temples.
1.2. Brahmāpurī
Brahmāpurī comprises that part of Godarpurā which lies to the east of the
Kapilā ravine. The area borders on the Narmadā to the north and forms
a kind of plateau which is very steep at the north-western edge gradually
sloping down to the south and east.
1.2.1. Fortification walls
The few rather insignificant fragmentary remains of fortification walls at
Brahmāpurī (Map 2.2, No. 3) run along the western edge of the plateau
(immediately behind the Indreśvara temple) and then turn to the east,
running roughly parallel to the eastern fort wall in the Kapilā ravine
(Map 2.2, No. 1).
1.2.2. Temples
1.2.2.1. The Brahmeśvara temple
The Brahmeśvara is the only temple at Brahmāpurī62 in which remains
of an old shrine are found (Plates 13.1–2). It was formerly accessed by a
62 Mentioned in RAG 2012: 219.
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steep old staircase, now rarely used, which runs up the north-western
edge of the plateau overlooking the Narmadā, on which it stands.
The temple faces west and consists of an octagonal saptaratha mūlaprāsāda, an antarāla and a small, open maṇḍapa. The temple has recently
been completely coated with a thick layer of yellow paint which makes
it very difficult to discern the different phases of reconstruction. While
the jaṅghā seems to be almost entirely modern with only its lower-most
course partly preserved, the vedībandha and pīṭha of the mūlaprāsāda
are old, as is the doorway to the garbhagr̥ha (Plate 13.3). The faces of the
kumbha of the vedībandha carry small sculptures of female deities sitting
in stylized miniature shrines all around the mūlaprāsāda (Plate 13.2).63
Like the jaṅghā, the front wall of the antarāla with its arched entrance
(Plate 13.1), the maṇḍapa and the śikhara appear comparatively recent.
The latter looks somewhat similar to that of the Indreśvara temple, suggesting that both towers may have been rebuilt at the same time in the
śekharī mode. But unlike in the case of the Indreśvara temple, we find
here a considerable number of bhūmija śr̥ṅgas incorporated in the lower
bhūmis of the śikhara especially in the north-west and south-east quadrants. These śr̥ṅgas represent bhūmija spires (Plate 13.5)64 typically used
in bhūmija śikharas and are placed in their appropriate original positions.
An interesting four-armed sculpture of Viṣṇu is found in a niche in the
reconstructed upper portion of the southern kapilī (Plate 13.4).
1.3. Viṣṇupurī
Viṣṇupurī represents what was formerly called Godarpurā65 and is the
most densely populated area of OM. It is limited at its northern, eastern
and southern sides by steep precipices which form a kind of plateau which
gradually slopes down to the south-west. Here, the village is linked to the
old road to Morṭakkā where the Oṃkāreśvar Road railway station on the
old Akola–Ajmer metre gauge line is located. Of all parts of OM, Viṣṇupurī
has seen the most extensive settlement activity during the latter half of the
twentieth century. All public institutions and offices as well as numerous
dharmśālās established and run by different castes (jātī) are situated here.
63 The figure on the northern kapilī represents Gaṇeśa. Similar figures in the same position are found on the Viṣṇutemple, below, 1.3.2.1., p. 18
64 The design is quite similar to those found at Bijamandal, see TICHIT *2010 (II): 159,
Fig. 2.107.
65 The name derives from the Godarākhāṛā which formerly possessed most of the area
and still has its seat here.
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It may therefore be assumed that considerable portions of old remains, as
far as they existed, may either have been dismantled and reused in modern
construction work or now lie buried under modern buildings.
1.3.1. Fortification walls
There are remains of a long stretch of a fortification wall running roughly
north-east to south-west right through the modern village (Map 2.2, No.
4). Original portions can nowadays only be traced at very few locations
as most parts are now inaccessible and concealed by modern structures.
The few original remains comprise just one to three layers of large stone
blocks laid without mortar comparable to the remains to the west of the
Amareśvara temple complex. It is impossible to determine whether this
wall originally continued along the precipices on the south and west side
to enclose the adjoining area completely. It is equally difficult to determine
whether this wall was in any way connected to the remains of fortification
walls running along the ridge of a deserted hill to the west of Viṣṇupurī
(Map 2.3).66
Though these latter walls have almost completely collapsed, their
course is, at least in the dry season, comparatively easy to follow (Plate
14.1). They form an enclosure within which a number of settlement structures are found at different places (Plate 14.2). Most prominent among
these is a large rectangular structure towards the north-east, clearly visible in Map 2.3, but much less identifiable in the field. The outer fortification wall forks into two in the north-west to enclose another small hill
close to the bank of the Narmadā. This hill may have been of strategic
importance as it offers a panoramic view far down the river. Another
strategically important feature is a passage through the Narmadā which
lies close by, just down the northern slope. This is the only place where
the river could be crossed, at least on horseback, in the dry season. These
strategic advantages suggest that the area may have been of predominantly military use. It must be noted that the walls enclosing this area
seem to have largely been built from smaller blocks of stone as those
found, for instance, in the northern walls of Mucukund hill or in those
near the Amareśvara temple complex. Although this enclosure appears to
close off access to Māndhātā island from the south bank of the Narmadā,
the differences in style and workmanship may probably point to a later
date.
66 This, however, appears unlikely, as these structures appear to be of a later date.
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1.3.2. Temples
As already stated, a large number of religious establishments are nowadays located at Viṣṇupurī, often with small temples attached to them
which, however, are mostly of recent origin. There are only two temples
which can be said to be of antiquity.
1.3.2.1. The Viṣṇu temple
The Viṣṇu temple67 stands on a large platform at the north-eastern side
of Viṣṇupurī, overlooking the Kapilāsaṅgam (Plate 15.1). It opens to the
east and faces the Brahmeśvara temple. The temple consists of a saptaratha mūlaprāsāda, an antarāla and a maṇḍapa with three entrances
in the cardinal directions which all stand on an original raised common
platform. This is one of the instances, where the temple base is exposed
almost in its entirety.
The śikhara as well as parts of the antarāla and maṇḍapa have been
reconstructed probably in the eighteenth century. The temple was recently
renovated and is covered by a thick layer of whitewash which obstructs
many sculptural details. The maṇḍapa floor has been refurbished with
polished slabs of dark red stone and the garbhagr̥ha completely tiled. However, as in all the other temples described so far, remains of the original
construction are still found. Thus, the pīṭha, vedībandha and jaṅghā of
the mūlaprāsāda, all elaborately moulded, are apparently completely preserved (Plate 15.2). The small bhadra niches of the jaṅghā are, however,
empty. Similar to the Brahmeśvara temple, the faces of the kumbha of
the vedībandha carry small sculptures of female deities sitting in stylized
miniature shrines, albeit only on the southern and western sides; on the
north side we find a diamond-shaped geometrical figure instead.
The inner pillars of the maṇḍapa are very elaborately carved with
bands of standing and seated figures (Plate 15.3). The remainder of the
pillars appear also old but are carved in various styles. The doorframe
of the garbhagr̥ha has a lintel with the saptamātr̥kās carved on it (Plate
15.5) and is at its sides partly obstructed by the apparently modern south
and north walls of the antarāla (Plate 15.4). Four-armed guardian figures flanking the doorway and holding cakra (upper left) and gadā (upper
right) and śaṅkha (lower left), and padma (lower right) attest to an original
vaiṣṇava affiliation of the temple. Both side walls of the antarāla have a
niche each containing sculptures which differ considerably in style. The
67 First mentioned in RAG 2012: 220.
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southern one contains a fine sculpture of Lakṣmīnārāyaṇa (Plate 15.6)
and the northern one a four-armed standing Viṣṇu made from black stone
(Plate 15.7). The rear portion of the maṇḍapa is closed to the north and
south by modern walls which have two shallow niches on the inside. The
southern one contains an interesting sculptured devapaṭṭa, originally
from Mathurā, which depicts scenes from the life of Kr̥ṣṇa (Plate 15.8).68
There are some more interesting sculptures on the outer walls of the
temple and in the compound. Perhaps the most important is a large image
of a four-armed standing Viṣṇu which stands opposite to the northern
maṇḍapa staircase leaning against a wall (Plate 15.9). Remarkable too, is
the existence of an erotic sculpture on the modern south wall of the rear
portion of the maṇḍapa (Plate 15.10).
1.3.2.2. The Nāga temple
The Nāga temple stands to the north-west of the Viśvanātha temple, on
top of the plateau near its eastern and southern slopes. It is in a photo
from the middle of the 1970s (Plate 2.3, upper right corner) that old remains of the Nāga temple can be seen standing in an open ground. The
whole area is nowadays covered with houses. The Nāga temple still exists,
but has been completely rebuilt and does not show any old feature today.
2. Māndhātā island
As mentioned before, the island comprises three hills in south-east to
north-west succession, i.e. the Bīrkhalā hill, the Māndhātā hill proper,
and the Mucukund hill (Map 1.3). The island is commonly considered holy
because its shape (or that of the fortification walls) is popularly believed
to represent the symbol ¤ – albeit a pious misconception. Therefore it is
circumambulated on a footpath, the parikramāpatha, stretches of which
apparently still follow routes that already existed in the ancient fort.
I shall begin my account with the Bīrkhalā hill, the smallest and
eastern-most of the three hills on Māndhātā island.
2.1. Bīrkhalā hill
The Bīrkhalā hill is a small precipitous hillock at the south-eastern end of
the island (Plate 16.1). It figures prominently in one of the earliest references to Māndhātā of colonial times presently available to me, a letter

68 A more detailed discussion of this devapaṭṭa is found in NEUSS 2016.
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dated November 29, 1822 written by a certain Captain Douglas, Political
Assistant in Nimar, to the Resident at Indore.69 The letter gives an eyewitness account of the religious suicide of a young man, who hurled himself
down in the same year from the Bīrkhalā hill onto the Bhairavaśilā, nowadays held to be situated at the south-western foot of the hillock right on
the bank of the Narmadā (Plate 16.2).70 The starting point for the suicidal
leap is unknown today, but is said to have been located straight up the
hillock, where remains of an old temple are found.71 The Bīrkhalā hillock
is the only hill on the island which is not enclosed by remains of fortification walls.
2.1.1. Temple remains
Few local names for individual temple remains on the Bīrkhalā hillock and
elsewhere on the island are known today. In such cases, I shall number
monuments or find-spots consecutively. On the Bīrkhalā hillock I shall
describe the remains from west to east, as shown in Map 3.
2.1.1.1. Temple B1
The remains of temple B1 are found near the western corner of the
Bīrkhalā hill close to the southern precipice falling down to the Narmadā.
The surrounding area is full of architectural fragments from the almost
completely collapsed temple (Plate 17.1–2). FORSYTH description of the
temple differs considerably from its present condition:
The oldest Sivite temple in the place is probably that on the Bírkhalá
rocks, at the extreme eastern point of the island. It consists of a sort
of closed court-yard with a front verandah, through which apparently
was a passage to the shrine which has now completely disappeared. It
is totally different in plan from any of the other temples which consist of
the ordinary shrine and porch. The stones are of great size, the verandah
and colonnades of the court-yard being supported on massive pillars very
plainly carved in rectilineal figures. (FORSYTH 1870b: 260).

69 See FORSYTH 1871: 173–176.
70 The present Bhairavaśilā shown in Plate 16.2 appears to be much too small a target
for a lethal leap from the top of the hill. The original rock must have been considerably larger if not to be missed. If it was really situated at this place, it must now be
covered with rocks deposited by the annual monsoon floods. Although the ritual suicides were banned by the British in 1824, the rock is still smeared with vermillion and
plastered with silver foil which attests to the still living local veneration of Bhairava.
71 However, it seems almost impossible to jump from that place straight down onto the
rocks because the hill is far too curved at the upper end.
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There are nowadays no traces of a ‘closed courtyard’, only parts of the
verandah or maṇḍapa remain. These comprise seven pillars with brackets
and beams, but no roof slabs. The two front pillars are shorter than the
rest and mounted on a kind of balustrade which is moulded and ornamented. This and the other, ‘regular’ pillars stand on a high platform
with elaborately carved mouldings parts of which are exposed only on the
eastern, southern and northern side (Plate 17.3–4). To the south-west of
the maṇḍapa remains of the base of the collapsed rear part of the building
are found (Plate 17.5). The exposed parts probably represent the top of
either the kumbha or kalaśa mouldings of the vedībandha of a shrine
with a typical pañcaratha ground-plan. At one corner of the bhadra, four
akṣaras are found inscribed which are palaeographically similar to those
in other records of Paramāra times (Plate 17.6).72 Shape and size of this
structure suggest that it represents the base of the mūlaprāsāda with the
garbhagr̥ha oriented to the east. Though FORSYTH claimed the temple to be
śaiva, there is no indication to that effect found here now. Instead, there is
a large mutilated sculpture of Viṣṇu, with its head missing, leaning on the
platform at the south-eastern side of the maṇḍapa (Plate 17.7), but it is
unclear whether it originally belonged to the temple or was brought from
elsewhere. Mention may further be made of a hero stone found toppled at
the southern side (Plate 17.8) which may perhaps, at this particular place,
commemorate an old-time human sacrifice.
2.1.1.2. Structure B2
This structure stands to the east of and on a slightly lower level than
temple B1 (Plate 18.1). It does, most likely, not represent an original construction, although it contains some old fragments. The most interesting
one is an old doorframe (Plate 18.2). The walls of the building are composed of a variety of material and stand on natural rock without any trace
of an old platform. To the west of the temple is a mound overgrown with
shrubs, where a number of carved stones are partly exposed.
2.1.1.3. Platform B3
To the east of B2, down a staircase made from old stones, and on a yet
lower level a small modern platform made from concrete with a liṅga is
found (Plates 19.1–2). It is surrounded by a few old temple fragments,
most notably a door lintel (Plate 19.3).
72 The legible akṣaras read de vā i ta or de va| i ta.
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2.1.1.4. Liṅgas
Further east, down a very steep precipice are said to be two more ancient
liṅgas in a small natural cave in the rock. I did not visit these liṅgas,
because the very narrow footpath is extremely steep and dangerous.
2.2. Māndhātā hill
Māndhātā hill proper is that part of OM where, at least on the surface,
the largest number of antiquarian remains are found. It roughly covers
about one third of the total area of the island. We shall consider here only
the area inside the old fort on top of the hill, where two of four ‘protected’
monuments listed by COUSENS in 1897,73 including the more famous
Siddhanātha temple, are situated. The foot and slope of the hill along the
south-western side, i.e. the modern settlement of Śivpurī, will be dealt
with separately (see below, 2.5., p. 73), as the ancient remains found there
have in the course of time been disturbed and altered on such a massive
scale that the site stands somewhat apart from the rest. The Oṃkāreśvara
temple, for instance, though containing Paramāra components, was rebuilt, more or less in its present form, at about the same time when the
extant Rājmahal was constructed which is said to have been inaugurated
by Rāv Daulat Siṅgh Cauhān in 1657.74
2.2.1. Fortification walls
Let us again begin with FORSYTH’s observations:
The walls of the different forts, two of which enclose the two sections of the
island itself, and two more the rocky eminences on the southern banks,
display some excellent specimens of the old style of Hindú architecture.
They are formed of very large blocks of stone without cement. The stone
is partly the basalt of the hill itself, and partly a coarse yellow sandstone
which must have been brought from a considerable distance.[75] The
gateways are formed with horizontal arches, and ornamented with much
fine carving, statues of gods, &c. The best are those on the eastern end
of the island, or Mándhátá Proper which also appears to be the only part
that has ever received any repairs. It is easy to distinguish these from
the old works, some being even as recent as the Mohammadan period,

73 COUSENS 1897: 40–41.
74 According to personal information from Devendra Siṅgh Cauhān, senior member of the
Cauhān family and managing trustee of the Śrī Oṃkāreśvar Jyotirliṅg Mandir Ṭrasṭ.
75 This is probably not the case, as such a variety of sandstone is found on the southeastern side of the Bīrkhalā hill.
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as at the Bhímárjuní gate (opposite the Bírkhalá rocks), where there is
a distinct pointed archway laid in mortar. (FORSYTH 1870b: 259–260; fn.
in square brackets mine).

The plateau on Māndhātā hill is enclosed on all sides by a massive inner
wall running along the edge of the hill top (Map 4.1). The course of this
wall can easily be determined for most parts, except for some portions at
the south-eastern, southern and south-western sides of the hill, where it
has almost completely disappeared. Another outer wall, running about
15–20 metres below and approximately parallel to the inner one, is almost
completely destroyed apart from a few extant fragments at the eastern end
of the hill. Therefore its exact course cannot be conclusively determined
today. However, large amounts of stones fallen down the hill especially on
the northern side, as well as some other indicators like the existence of the
Outer north gate (see below, 2.2.2.5., p. 31), suggest that it once formed a
complete second enclosure. The absence of remains of the outer wall and
large portions of the inner one on the south side of the hill is certainly due
to the reuse of the material in later buildings like, for instance, the present
Rājmahal of the Cauhān family (see below, 2.5.1.7., p. 81). At the eastern
end of Māndhātā hill the course of the inner wall is almost completely
untraceable, too. But this is probably due to the fact that the surrounding
area was last extensively disturbed when, about four decades ago, many
stone slabs were used to built a long footpath along the south-eastern
and further along the eastern slope of the hill leading up to the tower-like
pumping station of the municipal water supply which was implemented
some time in the 1980s (see Map 4.3). This path is lined with a large
number of old stone slabs, some of them sculptured, and ends in a steep
staircase made of similar slabs. All of them seem to have been brought
from structures around Area A (see below, 2.2.4.1., p. 36) and adjoining remains of the inner fort wall which were the nearest and most conveniently
exploitable deposits of suitable material for the task.
2.2.2. Gateways and staircases
There are altogether six extant gateways in different states of preservation
found on Māndhātā hill (Map 4.1), four of which stand in the course of the
inner wall, roughly in the cardinal directions, and represent what Parul
Pandya DHAR calls pratolī.76 Only one gateway originally standing in the
course of the outer fortification wall (‘Outer north gate’) is preserved at a
76 DHAR 2010: 172.
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little distance from the North or Cāndsūraj gate of the inner fortification
wall. One more gateway (‘Inner or Huṇḍī-kuṇḍī gate’, see below 2.2.2.6.,
p. 31) stands somewhat isolated in the midst of the enclosure near a central
crossroads apparently in the course of an intermediate wall that is hardly
traceable in the field now, but which must once have divided the settlement into a western and eastern (or inner and outer) section.
At all the extant gates it is evident that a considerable amount of
remains are still buried underground. Five of the six gates stand on the
verge of the hill and must originally have been accessible by staircases.
Nowadays there are six staircases leading up Māndhātā hill (Map 4.2), but
only the staircases leading to the East and North or Cāndsūraj gates can
with certainty be stated to be original ones. The staircase leading through
the Inner and Outer north gates has been refurbished a few years ago with
red stone slabs, but it still follows its original course. The remaining four
staircases are all situated at the south-western end of the hill, around the
Rājmahal and the Oṃkāreśvara temple which is the most populated area
on the island today. As the most extensive settlement activity with frequent
restorations and alterations has taken place here in more recent times, it
is difficult to tell which portion of the footpaths and staircases in this area
might belong to or reflect the situation in Paramāra times. A photograph of
Māndhātā shot some time in the 1880s by the Indian photography pioneer
Lala Deen Dayal does not show any intact staircase around this area.77
The South and West gates, however, would necessitate staircases to
access them, too. Hence, the long staircase leading up to the West gate
may also, at least partly, be original. The staircase nearest to the South
gate lies a little bit to the west of it and the gate is now bypassed by the
existing footpath. The other remaining staircase which leads up the hill
between these two is situated immediately to the east of the Rājmahal
and reaches the summit of the hill, where Dayal’s said photograph shows
another dilapidated gate which is now completely gone (‘South-west gate’).
This suggests that this staircase, too, may follow the course of an old one.
The footpath leading from the North or Cāndsūraj gate to the centre of the
hill and the central stretch of another footpath crossing it near the Inner
gate which leads today from the West gate to the Siddhanātha temple
probably indicate the original course of the two ancient main roads within
the enclosure on Māndhātā hill.
77 The photograph is held by the British Library (BL), Curzon Collection, Shelfmark Photo 430/21(14), accessible at: http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/apac/photocoll/n/
019pho000430s21u00014000.html [last retrieved on November 26, 2016].
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The gateways are interesting regarding their architectural features and
the sculptures found on or around them which may bear clues regarding
their historical sequence. However, most parts of the original gateways are
lost either due to destruction or decay. In a few cases original parts have
been replaced in the course of later renovations. Other gates, that must
originally have existed with some certainty have completely vanished.78
2.2.2.1. The North or Cāndsūraj gate79
The North gate, locally called Cāndsūraj gate,80 is located about the
middle of the northern stretch of the inner fortification wall on Māndhātā
hill (Map 4.1, Plates 20.1–2). The gate is shown in one of a series of seven
photographs from OM that were shot between 1850 and 1870 by an unknown photographer, and are now held by the Victoria and Albert Museum (V&A), London (Plate 20.3).81

78 Such as other corresponding gates in the outer wall and another, inner gateway
(‘South-west gate’) at the top of the staircase which now leads down to Śivpurī at the
south-western side approximately midway between the extant South and West gates.
79 AIIS Nos. 81901–81911 (proposed date: “ca. 1100–1150 CE”).
80 I shall retain the traditional names of the gates on Māndhātā hill to distinguish them
from those located on Mucukund hill.
81 V&A No. E.208:2177–1994. The photo is accompanied by the following information:
“Francis Frith was one of the most successful commercial photographers
from the 1850s and 1860s. He also established what was to become the largest photographic printing business in England. This image is part of the
V&A’s Francis Frith ‘Universal Series’ archive which consists of over 4000
whole-plate albumen prints predominantly of historical and topographical sites.
Images such as these were highly desirable throughout the 1850s and 1860s.
It is now known that nearly all of the works bearing the F. Frith and Co. stamp were
not taken by Frith himself, but by one of his travelling employees. (…)
In addition to hiring his own photographers, Frith also bought the negative stocks
of established photographers such as Roger Fenton and Francis Bedford. The images
that make up the V&A Frith ‘Universal Series’ are file prints acquired from F. Frith
& Co. Ltd of Reigate, Surrey. Mounted on brown card, with the place name and
stock number usually handwritten on the print itself, they were most probably used
as place-markers within the company’s filing system, allowing for easy retrieval of
stocks of unmounted prints.” (‘Summary’ found at: http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/
O216507/mandhatta-jain-templephotograph-francis-frith/; last retrieved on March 1,
2017).
The seven prints are numbered 4423–4429 and the hand-written title ‘Mandhatta.
Jain Temple’ is uniformly found on all of them, although six were taken at other locations. Three were shot at the Siddhanātha temple, but even these are not consecutively numbered. Obviously the person who sorted the photographs at Frith Co. had
no knowledge neither about the photographs nor about OM itself. Hence, the OM series was most likely not shot by one of Frith’s associates, but was bought from another
company.
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The Cāndsūraj gate represents the only entrance to the enclosure from
the north side of the hill. It stands close to the precipice where a steep
staircase leads through the Outer North gate down to the ravine which
separates Māndhātā and Mucukund hill on which another staircase ascends again up to the latter’s now almost completely vanished East gate.
This path represents a sole direct link between Māndhātā hill proper and
the Gaurīsomanātha plateau on Mucukund hill.
Though COUSENS reported the Cāndsūraj gate to be “in a very ruinous
condition”82 and hence considered it unnecessary to be preserved,83 it was
declared a ‘protected monument’ in 1912 by the Chief Commissioner of the
Central Provinces and confirmed by the Governor in Council in 1925.84
Most parts of the extant massive walls of the gatehouse have been erected
around six old pillars to prevent the gatehouse from collapsing. All parts
of these walls are made from stones laid with mortar and are certainly the
result of subsequent conservation work undertaken especially in more recent times.85 Their course seems to be largely oriented at the original one,
especially in the northern part, as is indicated by the four niches which
are probably in their original position; this is certainly the case with the
two large north-facing ones. Thus, the northern part of the structure in
front of the gatehouse passage seems to give a more realistic impression
of the original arrangement, whereas the remaining portions of the extant
structure appear rather disturbed.
Only the inner part of the original gatehouse has survived. It is composed of eight pillars, four each standing in two east–west oriented rows
(Fig. 2). The four pillars to either side of the passage stand at the corners of
large raised recesses in the lower storey of the gatehouse. On both sides of
the passage was a second storey, of about half the height of the lower one,
as is indicated by an old doorframe in the west face of the building which is
accessed by a damaged staircase at the south-western corner (Plate 20.4).

82 COUSENS 1897: 41. The condition of the gate at that time is documented in one of eleven photographs (No. 1388) taken by Henry Cousens in 1893–94 for the ASI, now held
by the BL (Shelfmark Photo 1003/1268; see below, Appendix 1, Table 3, p. 112).
83 He classified it as to fall into category III, i.e. “Monuments which from their advanced
stage of decay, or comparative unimportance, it is impossible or unnecessary to preserve.” (COUSENS 1897: ii).
84 See CPG 1912, Jul–Dec (Pt. I), p. 957 and CPG 1925, Jan–Dec (Pt. I), p. 483.
85 At least one such instance is documented: “Chand Suraj Gateway, Mandhata, District
East Nimar. — The damaged and missing stone flooring was restored and area fenced
with G.I. barbed wire on angle iron posts to check encroachments.” (IA–R 1987–88: 181).
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The structure of the pillars are the most prominent feature of the
gatehouse and expose a rather peculiar and delicate construction of the
latter. The lower pillars are crowned by cross-shaped brackets carrying
stones shaped like miniature shrines. These are again topped by rectangular stones which end in elephant heads protruding into the passage. On
top of these are placed short pillars forming the low upper storey which
are crowned by cross-shaped brackets supporting the architraves. On
their inner faces, i.e. those facing the passage, exquisitely carved stones
resembling toraṇas are attached.86 Most of these elements appear to be
detached from the pillars and have apparently been put in place separately, as is suggested by the figures in the upper rear parts, whose heads
had to be chiselled off in order to fit the stones in (Plate 20.5). Remains of
a comparable toraṇa an the south-eastern side of the passage suggest that
the gatehouse originally contained at least one more such pair of pillars
flanking the passage (Plate 20.6). The doorframe of the western entrance
to the upper storey stylistically matches the toraṇas and is probably in its
original position (Plates 20.4, 7).
As already mentioned, the northern portion of the gate in front of the
actual passage has four niches. Two inner niches flank an open space in
front of the gatehouse to the east and west. They are placed in line with
the course of the inner fort wall (Fig. 2). The eastern niche faces west and
contains an eight-armed image of Mahiṣāsuramardinī87 (Plate 20.8). The
western one, facing east, contains a sculpture of a six-armed Gaṇeśa88
(Plate 20.9). Both niches are completely preserved including socle, pilasters, architrave and nicely carved toraṇas above that have in the centre
an identical four-armed goddess inside a miniature shrine, seated in
lalitāsana.
Two more, much larger niches are found to the west and east on the
outer or north face of the fortification wall flanking the gateway. The
western one is better preserved than the eastern one, of which only parts
of the socle remain (Plates 20.1, 10). This niche was originally flanked by
pilasters and contained a large sculpture of a male śaiva deity, probably
Bhairava, parts of which lie half-buried in front (Plate 20.11). The figure
holds a khaṭvāṅga in its upper left hand which is the only attribute discernible. The western niche contains a large, probably twelve-armed, but
86 The arrangement of the pillars represents what DHAR (2010: 172–78) designates
pratolī toraṇa.
87 AIIS No. 81908, TICHIT *2010 (II): Plate 137, Fig. 5.
88 AIIS No. 81907, TICHIT *2010 (II): Plate 112, Fig. 4.
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badly mutilated sculpture of Cāmuṇḍā89 (Plate 20.12). It was also flanked
by pilasters, a broken fragment of which is lying nearby.
Among stray finds in the vicinity of the Cāndsūraj gate, most notable are
four loose sculptures kept in the large recess on the western side of the
passage (Plate 20.13). These comprise a hero-stone, a male three-headed
bust, a stone with sculptured niches in its four sides, one side containing
an image of a four-armed Maheśvarī and a worn-off relief of a seated male.
2.2.2.2. The East or Bhīmārjunī gate90
This gate is located at the south-eastern corner of Māndhātā hill (Map
4.1, Plate 21.1–2). At least since FORSYTH’s time it is locally known as
Bhīmārjunī gate, because the large sculptures flanking the entrance are
held to represent Bhīma and Arjuna. The gateway has been rebuilt some
time probably by Muslim masons as is attested by the arched doorway
which incorporates an old core of Paramāra times. Remains of the latter
are found in the outer structures flanking the gateway as well as in the
niches and sculptures in the south wall. The original gatehouse had two
storeys (Plate 21.2) and was probably part of a larger structure (Fig. 3). At
the north side of the gatehouse the fort wall turns to the east almost in a
right angle and runs as a comparatively high wall around the ridge of a
ravine up to an originally probably tower-like square structure, of which
only the base is preserved, before it merges into the surrounding area
(Plate 21.3).
The original gateway was flanked by a probably double-storeyed gatehouse whose original plan and structure are now difficult to determine.
There are neither original pillars or pilasters, nor are there remains of
original brackets supporting the architraves of the gatehouse left along the
passage. A fragment of an old door lintel, probably a part of the original
lintel of the outer gateway, is found half-buried in front (east) of the gate.
Its lalāṭabimba shows a nicely carved figure of Gaṇeśa (Plate 21.4). Old
pillars are found only in the northern part of the upper storey (Plate 21.5).
Whether the original gatehouse contained pratolī toraṇas comparable to
those found in the Cāndsūraj gate is uncertain, but their original presence
is suggested by two stylistically comparable architectural elements. They
probably represent socles of niches, and are found facing each other on
the north and south sides of the entrance in the upper storey (Plate 21.6).
89 AIIS No. 81906, TICHIT *2010 (II): Plate 117, Fig. 2.
90 AIIS Nos. 81898–81900 (proposed date: “ca. 1100–1150 CE”).
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The main niches in the front wall and their sculptures which flank the
gateway apparently belong to the original construction, as is borne out
by the socles beneath the sculptures (Plates 21.7–8). Both are of similar
design but differ in their lower portions. The niches were originally
framed by pilasters whose bases are still found on the socles. Those in the
northern niche are much worn off, but the single base in the south niche
contains on its front face a four-armed goddess seated in lalitāsana.91 The
outer superstructure of the niches is lost, but both contain large images
(ca. 140x230 cm) of eight-armed standing figures of male śaiva deities,
probably variant forms of Bhairava. The southern one stands in a dancing
posture, the northern one in a static position. The latter is apparently
accompanied on its proper left by a dog. The attributes in their hands, (as
far as preserved) are as follows:9293
South niche92
ḍamaru
[broken]
[broken]
[?]
[broken]
cut-off head
triśūla(?)
khaṭvāṅga

North niche93
sword
shield
[broken]
[broken]
[broken]
[broken]
[?]
[?]

2.2.2.3. The South gate
The South gate (Map 4.1, Plates 22.1–2) is located at about three-quarters
to the west in the southern course of the inner fortification wall, on the
verge of the hill at the eastern end of Śivpurī. As mentioned before, the
southern stretches of the inner and outer fortification walls represent their
worst preserved portions. Accordingly, the South gate stands somewhat
isolated, with few remains of the adjoining walls preserved to either of
its sides. Except on the south side, where it stands very close to the slope
down to the Narmadā, the surrounding area reaches up almost to half of its
own height, indicating that the gate has remained abandoned for a rather
long period. A modern plaster coating of the extant ceiling may perhaps
represent the floor of a more recent, now vanished, dwelling, rather than
91 Comparable figures are very commonly found at OM, for instance in the toraṇas
above the smaller niches of the Cāndsūraj gate (Plates 20.8–9), or in the lintels of the
Dhavalīmaṭh (see below, 2.4.3.1., p. 69 and Plates 62.20–21).
92 AIIS No 81899. The sculpture is locally identified as Bhīma, borne out by modern
painted labels below reading “bhīm mahārāj” and “bhīm mahārāj kī jay ho”.
93 AIIS No 81900. This image is locally believed to represent Arjuna as is likewise attested by modern painted labels below reading “arjun mahārāj” and “arjun mahārāj
kī jay ho”.
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remains of conservation work, as the existence of the gate has not been
previously brought to notice. The building is much damaged, but the inner
gatehouse is preserved including its ceiling, probably thanks to the plaster
coating. Also preserved are four niches with sculptures and a few pillars
and architraves of a second storey on the structure’s eastern side.
The gateway is somewhat similar in plan to the Cāndsūraj gate, albeit
of a much smaller size (Fig. 4.). Like the latter, it has two larger outer
and two smaller inner niches flanking the gatehouse in similar positions.
However, the gatehouse probably never had pratolī toraṇas as is indicated
by the position of the architraves which are placed immediately on comparatively simple pillar brackets as well as the limited overall size of the
passage. The outer niches are found on the outer south face of the fortification walls flanking the passage and are in different states of preservation.
In the western one the socle is well preserved, but the pilasters and the
superstructure have vanished (Plate 22.3). The niche contains an eightarmed, probably male sculpture of a śaiva deity standing in a similar pose
as the sculpture in the southern niche of the Bhīmārjunī gate. Most of
its arms are broken off, but the only discernible attribute is a shield in
the figures own upper left hand. The outer eastern niche is even more
damaged (Plate 22.4). Here, the socle is completely gone but one pilaster
is preserved, albeit much worn-off. The niche contains another badly mutilated eight-armed sculpture of a male śaiva deity. Its legs and arms are
all broken off, but on its own left side a khaṭvāṅga is visible which may
probably have been held by its own lower left hand. Like in the Cāndsūraj
gate, two inner niches flank an open space in front of the gatehouse. Both
niches are preserved except for their superstructures. The western inner
niche contains an eight-armed sculpture of Mahiṣāsuramardinī94 (Plate
22.5), the eastern one a badly mutilated image of a standing eight-armed
female deity. Its legs and all its arms are broken off, but in its own upper
right hand it holds an object which appears to represent a cakra (Plate
22.6).
2.2.2.4. The West gate
The West gate stands at the extreme western end of Māndhātā hill (Map
4.1, Plate 23). The entrance is very narrow, allowing the passage of only
few persons at a time. Though much damaged, the gate appears to have
been entirely constructed from stone slabs without pillars or pilasters.
94 TICHIT *2010 (II): Plate 137, Fig. 6.
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The outer door lintel is placed on top of two bracket stones supported by
the walls of the passage. The gate is in such a bad condition that it may
collapse in the near future.
2.2.2.5. The Outer North gate
This is the only (extant) gateway in the course of the outer fortification
wall on Māndhātā hill (Map 4.1, Plate 24.1–2). It stands about a hundred
metres to the north-west of the Cāndsūraj gate down the northern slope of
Māndhātā hill in line with the outer wall, whose course can be traced to
the east of the gate along the slope, despite its almost completely ruined
condition. Contrary to the inner gateways, this gate does not face one of
the cardinal directions of the compass, but is oriented west north-west.95
The gatehouse is in a much ruined condition. It contains four pillars
each to either side of the passage which stand on a raised platform (Plate
24.3). While the eastern row of these pillars stands in line with the inner
wall of the recesses to either side of the passage, the western row of pillars stands a little removed from the recesses’ western inner walls which
have no pillars, but brackets built into the wall supporting the architraves
(Plate 24.4). The gate is in acute danger of collapse; its passage has recently provisionally been blocked, the pilgrim’s path now bypasses the
gate along its eastern side.
2.2.2.6. The Inner or Huṇḍī-kuṇḍī gate
This gateway, locally known as Huṇḍī-kuṇḍī gate, stands a little bit to
the west of the middle of Māndhātā hill (Map 4.1, Plates 25.1–2). Most
parts of the gatehouse have collapsed though the gate was renovated in
comparatively recent, perhaps Marāṭhā, times, as a panel with a royal
emblem fixed into the south side of the gateway as well as the use of
mortar, suggest. A few pillars, brackets and beams from Paramāra times
are found incorporated in the construction, but some of them are in odd
positions. The door lintel on the east side, is probably also old and carries
a small figure of Gaṇeśa in its centre which, however, is not as exquisitely
carved as the one on the original lintel of the South gate (cf. Plate 21.4).

95 Presumably, there were more gates in the outer wall, but as no traces whatsoever of
any other such gateway are found, their number and positions are presently impossible to determine.
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An old sign-board in Hindī96 gives Huṇḍī-kuṇḍī dvār as its name and states
that the extant structure represents a gate of a defence wall belonging to
the twelfth century. The gate is oriented east–west and probably stands
in the course of an inner wall, originally running north–south. However,
the course of this wall can hardly be traced in the field, especially on its
north side, where the area is difficult to access. To the south-east, in the
immediate vicinity of the gate, the area is open and somewhat elevated
compared to the surrounding surface level. It is here, that the course of
the wall can be traced in satellite images, where it appears to run due
south. It probably forms the western limit of the area just referred to. Immediately to the south-east of the gate lie a number of rough stones, pillar
fragments and a half-buried large old broken sculpture of Gaṇeśa (Plates
25.3–4). It is doubtful whether this gate already existed in Paramāra
times. The few old fragments incorporated in the extant structure could
as well have belonged to a temple to which the architectural remains lying
around this place, as well as the Gaṇeśa sculpture, and a broken pair
of door guardians, probably part of an old doorframe, seem to fit much
better. A giant statue of Hanumān (ca. 3,40 x 1,20 m) which is broken into
two parts at the legs, stands at the north-east in front of the gate (Plate
25.5). It is much larger in size than the Gaṇeśa sculpture and appears to
be considerably younger, ruling out the possibility that both represent a
pair originally standing in two flanking niches of the gate. This Hanumān
statue is completely smeared with vermillion with a couple of patches of
silver foil attached, indicating that it is still under local worship.
2.2.2.7. Non-extant gateways
2.2.2.7.1. The South-west gate
This gateway has completely vanished today, but its former existence is
attested by Deen Dayal’s photograph already referred to above (p. 24). In
the upper left corner the gate can be clearly seen standing at the head of
a still extant staircase leading from the Rājmahal up the hill.
96 Such sign-boards, all of the same type and age, are found at a few monuments, i.e. the
Surakṣācaukī (see below, 2.2.3.b, p. 33), the ‘Kuntīmātā’ temple (see below, 2.2.4.1.1.,
p. 36), the temple ruin E1, (see below, 2.2.4.5.1., p. 47), the Sitāmātā mandir (see below,
2.3.1.3.4., p. 59), the western or Dharmrāj gate (see below, p. 64) and the Kedāreśvara
temple (see below, 2.4.1., p. 66). They appear quite old, and are worn off and are difficult to decipher. Apart from some details about the respective monuments they give
as the issuing authority the following: purātattva evaṃ saṃgrahālay ma° pra° śāsan
ke liye ārakṣit. This, however, proves that these boards can, at least, not be older than
November 1956, when the state of Madhya Pradesh came into existence.
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2.2.2.7.2. The Outer East gate
This gate, too, has completely disappeared. Its existence can only be postulated on the basis of the course of the outer wall as indicated by respective
remains adjacent to the Bhīmārjunī gate. Here, the wall traverses an old
and probably original staircase (Plate 21.3) that leads uphill.97 It may be
assumed that there was not just a gap in the wall, but that a gate of perhaps
comparable dimension as the Outer north gate once existed at this place.
2.2.3. Other structures in the course of the fortification walls
Apart from the gateways, there are remains of three other buildings in the
course of the inner fort wall, all situated within its southern stretch.
a) To the north-east of the Bhīmārjunī gate, at the end of the extant
stretch of the inner fort wall adjacent to the gate, is a small platform (Fig.
3) with four supporting beams at the south side projecting above the fort
wall (Plates 21.3, 26.1). It is topped by a heap of stone fragments, like
pillars and beams (Plate 26.2) which represent the collapsed remains of
what may once have been something like a watch-tower. An interesting
detail here is a water outlet found projecting on the south face of the fortification wall a few metres to the west of that platform, but at a much lower
position (Plate 26.1). This position suggests, that the present ground level
behind this part of the fortification wall must originally have been much
lower than it is today. The water outlet may either be part of a drainage
system in that area, or, perhaps more likely, belong to an old tank situated
immediately to the east of the Siddhanātha temple (see below, p. 44, Plate
32.10 and Map 4.7).
Another water outlet in a similar position is found in a stretch of the
inner fort wall between the Bhīmārjunī gate and the ‘surakṣacaukī’ (Plate
26.3). But in this case, it is more likely that it belongs to a drainage system
and not to another tank. And here, too, it may be assumed that the ground
level of the surrounding area to the north of the wall (Area B, see below,
2.2.4.2., p. 38) was originally much lower than it is today.
b) Further to the west stands a second building in the course of the
inner wall. An old sign board98 labels it ‘surakṣācaukī’ (watch-post) and
dates it to the twelfth century. What remains of it is a small two-storeyed
structure raised on a stretch of the inner fort wall (Plates 26.3–5). The
97 The place is indicated in Plate 21.3 by a small platform with a thatched roof situated
at the left hand side of the staircase.
98 See also fns. 96 and 154.
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lower storey is rectangular in plan with two rows of four pillars in east–
west direction and probably one more row of pillars in front (to the south),
of which only a single pillar survives. This part of the building, now almost completely collapsed, was mounted on beams projecting over the
edge of the fort wall. Three of these beams with a portion of the original
floor slabs remain on the western side. The upper storey of the building
is square with four pillars supporting the roof which was apparently once
crowned by a small pyramidal tower.
c) The third structure lies again further west about the middle of the
course of the southern stretch of the inner fort wall and is represented by
the remains of a platform and a doorframe made of just two plain pillars
with cross-shaped brackets supporting a damaged beam (Plates 26.6–7).
The slope of the hill and the area around this doorframe is strewn with
stone blocks, most of them carved without ornamentation. One large slab
lying immediately next to the doorframe has a typical ornamental band of
rhombuses on its narrow sides (Plate 26.7). It is difficult to say, to which
kind of structure this doorframe once belonged or what purpose it may
have served.
2.2.4. Inside Māndhātā fort: settlement areas and temples
The Māndhātā hill seems to have remained deserted for a long period and
modern settlements are presently confined to two areas. One lies in the
western part of the hill with domestic dwellings reaching eastwards up
to the modern Āśādevī temple99 and the municipal water supply’s tanks
behind the South gate. The other area is situated at the eastern side of the
hill, just north of the Siddhanātha temple. Its centre is represented by the
modern Śrī Vedmātā Gāyatrī Mandiram which is a monastery with a large
gauśālā (Map 4.3). Apart, perhaps, from a valley in the north-eastern part
near that gauśālā, settlements within the fortification on Māndhātā hill
seem to have been rather evenly distributed in Paramāra times. This is
suggested by satellite imagery and also corroborated by extensive remains
of settlements which can be traced all over the hill in the field. The satellite
map I had initially prepared100 shows, apart from the well-known Siddhanātha temple and the modern settlements, sixteen conspicuous mounds at
different locations on Māndhātā hill (Map 4.4) which, apart from a single
one (B2), could all be traced in the field. Most of these mounds turned out

99 Āśādevī is the family deity of the Cauhān Rāv family.
100 See Introduction, p. 1–2 and Map 1.1.
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to represent ruins of temples which all remain unreported till date. They
are located off the main footpaths in different areas which are densely
overgrown with vegetation and are rarely visited by local people, except
for the occasional herdsman in search of cows or goats.101 Only at the peak
of the dry season these areas can be reasonably surveyed and it becomes
obvious that, apart from the temple ruins, they bear extensive remains
of profane structures buried underground. Going by the distribution of
structural mounds, five such areas can be distinguished (Map 4.4, A–E)
which are partly separated by old footpaths, some stretches of which presumably go back to Paramāra times, especially the one which leads from
the Cāndsūraj gate to the Hūṇḍī-kuṇḍī gate and from there eastward up
to the Siddhanātha temple. The distinction of the five areas is, of course,
arbitrary and used here only for clarity, as I presently possess insufficient
evidence to meaningfully distinguish such areas by settlement patterns or
structural function. Two larger areas seem to be devoid of settlement structures. One of these is the shallow valley to the north of Area C, where I only
found remains of fortification walls at a few places along its edges. The
valley itself seems to be devoid of settlement structures, but possibly a few
are only concealed by vegetation. The second ‘barren’ area lies immediately
to the east of and adjacent to this valley. It represents the north-eastern
edge of Māndhātā hill which is quite rocky here with a steep precipice
falling down to the Kāverī river.102 Vegetation and the rocky character of
the terrain renders exploration difficult. Although this area seems to be
devoid of large structures, at least a stretch of the Inner fort wall must
once have existed here. If at all, only loose and weathered stones are found
here which are mostly difficult to identify as old artefacts. This is probably
one of the sites where old material was collected and cut for the footpath
and staircase of the pumping station (Map 4.3). At some places, the rocky
ground seems to show marks of stone masons’ work, at other spots, parts
of rock cut architecture seem to be exposed.

101 Despite the fact that there have never been any archaeological excavations on
Māndhātā hill except in the close vicinity of the Siddhanātha temple (see NEUSS
2013: 118–121), sign boards installed after 2010 by the DAAM are found at a number of locations. They declare the surrounding area as protected archaeological sites
and prohibit any settlement activity within a radius of 100 metres.
102 The arm of the Narmadā which flows along the north side of the island and which
marks indeed its older course, is popularly regarded as (the extension of) the Kāverī
river which joined the Narmadā about two kilometres to the west of Godarpurā. People say, that if you placed a coconut in the Kāverī, it floated across the Narmadā into
that very arm.
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2.2.4.1. Area A
This area is represented by a roughly rectangular strip running north to
south along the eastern end of Māndhātā hill (Maps 4.4, 4.5). It is confined to the east and south by the (partly proposed) course of the inner
fort wall, to the west by the Siddhanātha enclosure and to the north by
the rocky terrain adjacent to the valley behind the territory of the modern
Vedmātā Gāyatrī Mandiram which obstructs parts of its north-western
portion, where it borders or rather merges with Area C.
In Area A we find four mounds (Map 4.5, 1–4) which stand more or less in
a line running north to south. All of them contain ruined architectural structures and while much of the collapsed material seems to have been removed in
the course of time, much material lies presumably still buried underground.
Nevertheless, in all cases (apart from, perhaps, A2) some characteristic architectural fragments of the Paramāra period remain at these sites. Area A was
last extensively disturbed when the municipality implemented the municipal
water supply about four decades ago (see Map 4.3).
2.2.4.1.1. Temple A1
This temple which is named Kuntīmātā mandir and dated to the twelfth
century on an old sign board103 stands near the south-eastern slope of
Māndhātā hill under a tree in an area overgrown with vegetation (Plate
27.1). Of the original structure which is oriented to the west, only the
platform, of which only the surface is partly exposed, portions of the
garbhagr̥ha walls, the udumbara (doorsill) and lower portions of the
garbhagr̥ha doorframe remain. A large sculpture of a (probably) twelvearmed goddess now occupies the sanctum (Plate 27.3).
As far as it is exposed, the platform is about ten metres wide and nine
metres long from the staircase in front up to the udumbara at the garbhagr̥ha entrance. The garbhagr̥ha is almost square and adds another three
metres to the total length of the platform whose original dimension is difficult to determine as it disappears into the surrounding ground at many
places. In any case, the original temple seems to have been quite large .
Both side beams (dvāraśākhās) of the doorframe carry five female figures
each at the bottom, the central ones representing four-armed female deities
of śaiva affiliation.104 The remaining figures represent two-armed female
103 See also fns. 96 and 154.
104 The figure on the right side carries ḍamaru(?) and khaṭvāṅga in its upper hands, the
lower hands are broken. Beneath it and to the side of the udumbara we find again
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attendants. The large female sculpture in the garbhagr̥ha is broken at the
knees and preserved (or at least visible) only from its knees upwards. It
measures ca. 2,20 m in height and ca. 1,20 m in width. Except the lower
two, all of its twelve arms are completely broken off. The fingers of the
lower right hand are preserved and stretched out holding an akṣamālā.
The lower left hand is damaged but holds an object which could either
have represented a fruit or, perhaps, a kamaṇḍalu. It is unclear whether
this statue originally belonged to this (or any other) temple. Judging from
its size I would rather assume that it may instead have flanked one of the
(vanished?) gateways of the fort.
Many architectural artefacts are found strewn around the site among
them fragments of pillars, brackets, beams etc. Especially interesting here
is a miniature śikhara (śr̥ṅga) which originally belonged to the śikhara of
the temple (Plate 27.2). Apart from the extant remains, other fragments
of the temple now line the modern footpath leading up to the pumping
station of the municipal water supply (see Map 4.3).
2.2.4.1.2. Structure A2
This structure stands to the north-west of A1 and to the east of the
Siddhanātha temple in an area densely covered with vegetation (Plate
28.1). All that is left of it is a large platform made of raw-cut stones which
rises about three to four metres above the surrounding ground level. On
its western side it is stepped, perhaps representing the foundation of a
staircase and suggesting that the original structure was oriented west. On
its eastern side the platform merges into the surrounding terrain and its
limits are hard to determine here. As far as I could judge, its whole length
may lie somewhere between 12 to 18 metres. Just a few sculptured stones
could be found on or near this platform (Plate 28.3), but there are probably
more fragments hidden in the vicinity. The site is so thickly overgrown
that it would need clearance before any reasonable investigation can be
undertaken. Hence, it is presently impossible to determine which kind of
edifice this structure originally represented.

the figure of a female deity sitting in lalitāsana, but here it is apparently mounted
on a large animal (perhaps a lion?). The figure on the left side carries a triśūla in its
own upper right hand, the other attributes are either damaged or broken off. The
figure beneath and to the right side of the udumbara represents Gaṇeśa.
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2.2.4.1.3. Temple A3
Temple A3 is situated to the north-east of structure A2 and its longer
sides lie a few metres removed from the southern limits of the modern
Vedmātā Gāyatrī Mandiram enclosure. The site appears as a large rectangular strip of land strewn with stone blocks (Plate 29.1), forming a large
rectangular expanse with an even surface in its middle and eastern parts,
the latter probably representing the floor of the original building. The
whole structure is oriented east to west.
The entire base of the structure seems to lie underground, even though
the structure gradually projects above the ground level towards its eastern
end. At the extreme western end, traces of an adjoining cross-shaped structure is partly exposed which presumably represents a maṇḍapa with three
entrances in the cardinal directions. The ground-plan of the structure
as well as a large number of sculptured fragments like pillars, brackets,
beams, socles etc. (Plates 29.3–4) prove beyond doubt that the whole structure represents the ruin of a rather spacious temple which opened to the
west with a maṇḍapa in front. A few śr̥ṅgas of the śikhara are also found
at the site (Plate 29.5). The remains suggest that the whole structure originally represented a bhūmija temple of about the twelfth century.
2.2.4.1.4. Temple A4
Temple A4 is represented by a mound under a tree behind the northeastern corner of the modern Vedmātā Gāyatrī Mandiram (Plate 30.1).
Only on closer inspection one notices that the site bears a number of architectural fragments, pillars, brackets, beams etc. which suggest that this
mound marks an old temple site. This is corroborated by the remains of
the temple base which is partly exposed at the eastern side of the mound,
where portions of the kumbha and kalaśa of the vedībandha of a typical
pañcaratha temple are visible (Plate 30.2). The lotus petal design on the
kumbha found here is reminiscent of, for instance, the Udayeśvara temple,
Udaypur.105 The temple seems to have been oriented to the west, but this
can not be said with certainty.
2.2.4.2. Area B
Area B is represented by a large irregularly-shaped stretch of land representing the south-eastern part of Māndhātā island (Maps 4.4, 4.6).

105 See TICHIT *2010 (I): 129, Fig. 2.73.
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Its northern limit is marked by a long straight line of earthwork (Plate
31) which perhaps marks the course of an inner wall running parallel to
the main footpath leading from the Inner or Huṇḍī-kuṇḍī gate up to the
Siddhanātha temple enclosure which it includes. In the east, it merges
into Area A. To the south, Area B reaches up to the southern slope of
Māndhātā hill from the platform with doorframe (see above, 2.2.3.c., p. 34)
in the west up to the Bhīmārjunī gate in the east, from where it can directly be accessed. The western limit is demarcated by the proposed inner
fort wall running from the Huṇḍī-kuṇḍī gate due south.106
Area B is densely overgrown with vegetation and its ground level appears considerably elevated above the surrounding terrain. In the field,
Area B gives the impression of an old settlement site. Among the dense
vegetation one constantly stumbles over old stones, many of which seem
to form lines and rows or small rectangular structures. However, an overview of larger structures alone is difficult – a consistent exploration of
the layout of settlement structures in this area is probably impossible
without prior clearance. Apart from the Siddhanātha temple (Map 4.6,
No. 1) which is the only site ever excavated (to some extent) on Māndhātā
island at all, my basic map seemed to show two small mounds (Map 4.6,
Nos. 2 and 3) further to the west. While it was easy to find the westernmost one in the field, I was even on several occasions unable to trace No.2.
Nevertheless, I am convinced that some structure must exist at that place
and I am equally sure, that the whole area represents an ancient settlement site.
2.2.4.2.1. The Siddhanātha temple (B1)
The Siddhanātha temple has been regarded the most important historic
monument at OM ever since the place was first surveyed by the Archaeological Survey of India in 1893.107 And although it indeed is one of the most

106 The area further to the west is occupied by the tanks of the municipal water supply.
107 COUSENS had first visited OM in November or December 1892 in the course of the
preparation of updated lists of antiquarian remains in Central India, when he earmarked OM for a close survey in the next year that was then carried out between
November 1893 and April 1894 (HELD *2015: 28–29). Photos of the Siddhanātha
temple are AIIS Nos. 81947–81970 (proposed date: “ca. 1100–1150 CE”). The earliest known historic photographs are: a) three prints from Frith’s ‘Universal Series’ (1850–70; Nos. 4425, 4427 and 4429) held by the V&A (Nos. E.208:2174-1994,
E.208:2176-1994 and E.208:2178-1994), and b) two photographs taken by COUSENS
in 1893–94 for the ASI (Nos. 1386 and 1387), held by the BL (Shelfmarks Photo
1003/(1265) and 1003/(1266).
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remarkable among the extant temples architecturally, it had till recently
not found the attention it deserves.108
The Siddhanātha temple is a large building of exquisite workmanship
with a rather unusual sarvatobhadra ground-plan (Fig. 5). The garbhagr̥ha
is square and opens to all the cardinal directions with pillared halls in front
of each of the four entrances. The temple stands on a large cross-shaped,
stepped platform which is adorned at its vertical faces with large relief slabs
depicting elephants in various positions (Plate 32.1). A rectangular platform
in front of the staircase leading to the western entrance hall suggests the existence of a separate maṇḍapa at this side (Plate 32.2). This and a number of
inscriptions carved onto the western garbhagr̥ha doorframe and udumbara
(Plate 32.3) seem to mark the western entrance as the main one.
A first survey of the Siddhanātha or Siddheśvara temple109 by the
ASI took place in 1893–94 and was reported in the respective PRASWI
volume.110 In the course of this survey, the ASI prepared four drawings
including a general plan of the temple, took two photographs and copied
one inscription found on a pillar.111 Of these, unfortunately, only the photographs are available today.112 By 1897 the temple had already been proposed for protection by the ASI.113 A first campaign of restoration work
108 It is not even included in the AIIS’ Encyclopaedia of Indian Temple Architecture.
At least a ground-plan has once been published (SAGAR 1979: 58, Fig. 2). In 2015,
Patrick HELD submitted a thesis to the Art History Department, Free University
Berlin, which represents a rather exhaustive monographic account and analysis of
the extant temple and the loose remains found in the compound (HELD *2015).
109 Siddheśvara seems to be the earlier (original?) of the two designations for the temple. It was first used by FORSYTH (1870a: 20) and adopted by Cousens (1894: 3) in
his first report on Māndhātā. In the lists of drawings, photographs and inscriptions
of the same report (ibid.: 15–17), the temple is, however, for the first time named
Siddhanātha.
110 COUSENS 1894: 3.
111 COUSENS 1894: 15–17. It is unknown, whether the ground-plan published by SAGAR
(1979: 58, Fig. 2) is identical with the one prepared by the ASI, which seems to be
lost (see next fn.).
112 The photographs are presently held by the BL (Shelfmark Photo 1003/(1265) and
1003/(1266). Originally they belonged to the Indian Museum, Calcutta (BLOCH
1900: 54; see also Appendix 1, Table 3, p. 112). According to personal communication
with HELD, the curator of the India Office Collection, John Falconer, confirmed in
an email that the drawings and impressions were never sent back to England and
that their whereabouts (if they still exist at all) are unknown.
113 The Siddhanātha temple was classified by COUSENS (1897: 41) as Class Ib, i.e.,
“Monuments which from their present condition or archaeological value ought to
be maintained in permanent good repair [this defines ‘Class I’] which are in the
possession or charge of private bodies or individuals [this defines ‘b’]”,(ibid.: ii; additions in square brackets mine).
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started in 1904114 with the “removal of the ugly dome, and the substitution
of something more in keeping with the old work”115 as the main objective
(Plate 32.4). After a slow start, this first campaign of restoration work was
completed in 1906 or 1907.116 In 1912, John Francis BLAKISTON recorded
that conservation work on the temple was well executed, the temple being
in good condition and that all loose stones and sculptures that could not
be fixed had been collected and placed around the temple to form the
compound wall. Additionally, he issued a Conservation Note in which he
recommended to re-erect a pillar found unbroken among the fragments
and to move all unbroken bases on to the platform and to place them
in appropriate positions.117 Ever since, the temple has been subjected to
restorations and alterations time and again. Even though the condition of
the temple had already been spoilt on a large scale long before COUSENS’
first visit, the fact that conservational measures by the ASI have, if at all,
been scarcely documented118 poses additional problems in interpreting the
extant remains. It is, for instance, nowhere recorded that the doorframes
of the garbhagr̥ha have been re-erected some time after 1894. This can
be observed on the north side and even more clearly on the west side, if
the present situation (Plate 32.1) is compared with that depicted in one of

114
115
116
117
118

The temple was officially declared a protected monument on November 16, 1912
by the Chief Commissioner of the Central Provinces (CPG 1912, Jul–Dec (Pt. I), p.
957). The respective notification was confirmed on April 11, 1925, by the Governor
in Council (CPG, 1925, Jan–Dec (Pt. I), p. 483).
COUSENS 1903: 7; 1904: 20.
COUSENS 1906: 57.
“Restoring and cleaning etc, of certain temples at Mandhata” […] “Completed, but
some further work remains to be given […]” (LONGHURST 1907: 8).
BLAKISTON 1912: 41.
Only since 1960 some brief notices have appeared in IA–R: “Siddhesvara Temple, Mandhata, District Nimar East. — The boundary-wall of the temple was restored and the pavement around the main shrine and steps re-laid.” (IA–R 1960–61:
79); “Siddhesvara Temple, Mandhata, District Nimar East. — The collapsed compound-wall was rebuilt in rubble-masonry in mud-mortar.” (IA–R 1961–62: 117);
“Siddhnatha Temple, Mandhata, District East Nimar. — Restoration of a stone masonry compound wall with departmentally available stone in lime-mortar and watertightening the shrine to check the seepage was attended to and the work is in
progress.” (IA–R 1984–85: 216–217); “Sculptures and Plinth of Siddhanatha Temple, Mandhata, District East Nimar (Khandwa). — Lower mouldings of the jagati
and a large number of sculptures and architectural fragments datable to the eleventh century were exposed by the Bhopal Circle of the Survey.” (IA–R 1995–96: 129);
“Sidhnatha Temple, Mandhata, District Khandwa — Collection of stone beams and
fixing over verandah pillars and repairs to the stones and filling of gaps with stone
masonry were done.” (IA–R 1998–99: 277).
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COUSENS’ photographs.119 Here, the lintel with figures of dikpālas topped
by another beam which presently crown the western entrance (Plate 32.5)
are missing. Another comparable lintel with figures of mātr̥kās was,
moreover, ignored and placed among other fragments near the eastern
boundary wall (Plate 32.6). Even more serious are probably restorations
which have a bearing on the ground-plan like, for example, the distribution
of pillar bases (or capitals) on the platform following BLAKISTON’s Conservation Note just mentioned. In three of the four corners between the pillared halls (i.e. in the north-west, north-east and south-east) the ASI has
placed altogether 15 pillar ‘bases’. The problem here is that eight of these
are in fact not bases, but capitals (marked ‘C’ in Fig. 5). This arrangement
was apparently intended to imitate the situation observed in the southwestern corner where four pillars and a base are found in comparable
positions among the remains of a second inner platform puzzled together
from many heterogeneous fragments about the same time (Plate 32.7).
The authenticity of these reconstructions is, however, doubtful – not only
in view of the vagueness of a respective statement by BLAKISTON,120 but
especially because none of the aforementioned four pillars stands in situ.
The arrangement of the ASI suggests that the temple originally contained
76 pillars (including eight pilasters), of which only 47 are preserved, resulting in the relatively high number of 29 missing pillars. If we subtract
20 doubtful pillars indicated by the capitals/bases placed in the corners by
the ASI, assuming that they never existed, the amount of missing pillars
would melt to a more plausible number of nine, but at the same time we
would be left with eight extant bases121 in excess. Theoretically at least,
a ground-plan consisting of either 76, 72, 64 or 56 pillars would theoretically be conceivable. This question is further complicated by the fact that
the reported number of pillars of the halls in front of the entrances vary
among the early witnesses: FORSYTH stated them to be fourteen in each
case122 and COUSENS speaks of twelve pillars plus two pilasters123 which

119 Cousens No. 1386 (see below, Appendix 1, Table 3, p. 112) now held in the BL. The photograph is available at: http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/apac/photocoll/g/
019pho000001003u01265 000.html (last retrieved on January 23, 2017).
120 “At the south-west corner is the remains of the old plinth which is the only key to the
original plan of the base of the temple. I think it might be possible to select, from the
miscellaneous collection of stones round the compound, more of these plinth stones
and have them set in their approximate former positions.” (BLAKISTON 1912: 41).
121 At least two more bases can be identified among the fragments in the compound.
122 FORSYTH 1870b: 260.
123 COUSENS 1894: 3.
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would result in altogether 56 pillars in both cases. However, about 15
years later, i.e. about a year after restoration work had been completed,
RUSSELL asserts that “[t]he central shrine had an entrance on each side
with a porch resting on 18 pillars”,124 resulting in a number of altogether
72 pillars. The ASI reconstructed the ground-plan with four additional
pillars in the intermediate directions, increasing the total number of pillars to 76, a solution which has eventually been corroborated by HELD.125
This may suffice to demonstrate the difficulties the present condition
of the temple poses in view of a reconstruction of its original appearance
which we may probably never be able to achieve.
What we can say with sufficient confidence is that the Siddhanātha
temple originally belonged to, or was built for the Pāśupatas, as the lintels
above the entrances each carry a figure of Lakulīśa in their lalāṭabimba
(Plate 32.8).126 The date assigned to the temple by the AIIS of ca. 1100–
1150 AD is probably not very far off the mark, though the ASI more recently suggested an eleventh century date.127 The only inscription which is
doubtlessly contemporary with the temple is found on the southern front
pillar of the hall in front of the western entrance and reads “magaradhvaja
jogī 700” (Plate 32.9), a graffiti that is well-known from a considerable
number of temples in Central India and beyond.128 As the person whose
visit it apparently documents can hardly be expected to have visited mere

124 RUSSELL 1908: 241.
125 After a detailed discussion of the different possibilities in keeping with the factual
remains; see HELD *2015: 118–121.
126 As far as I see, this is the only temple on Māndhātā hill, where Lakulīśa is depicted in such an exposed and significant position. A remark about “Ōṅkāra […] identical with Paśupati […] having his temple on the bank of the Rēvā […] near the junction of the Rēvā and the Kāvērī […]” (SIRCAR 1962: 143) found in verses 6–8 of the
Māndhātā plates of Paramāra Jayasiṃha-Jayavarman II, dated VS 1331 (1274 CE),
apparently refers to none other than the Siddhanātha temple. A verse about a group
of five liṅgas (pañcaliṅga) inscribed in the Amareśvara temple and dated 1063 CE,
further corroborates that the Oṃkāreśvara liṅga belonged to the Pāśupatas (NEUSS
2013: 142).
127 IA–R 1995–96: 129. Such an early date seems to be corroborated by the inscription
referred to in the preceding footnote which, however, mentions only the Oṃkāreśvara
liṅga and not a temple of that name.
128 The existence of this graffiti on the Siddhanātha temple has not been reported before. HIRALAL’s assertion that the same graffiti is found on the Caubīs Avatār temple at Panthiā is apparently based on a mistake (HIRALAL 1916: 72). When I visited
the Caubīs Avatār temple at its relocation site in December 2015, I could not find it
and the ASI’s attendant confirmed that there is no such inscription on that building. On the distribution of this graffiti and details on this personage, see HIRALAL
1927 and MAJUMDAR/UPADHAYAY 2012.
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construction sites, the often repeated view that the Siddhanātha temple
was probably never completed is presumably wrong.
Mention should finally be made of one of very few religious sculptures
found in the compound. It represents a portion of a doorframe with a large
figure of Bhairava(?) framed in a pratolī toraṇa (Plate 32.10) and may
originally have belonged to a now lost doorframe between the inner pillars
of one of the halls.129
Another important aspect in the present context is that the ASI’s compound wall unnaturally isolates the temple from its surroundings to which
it was originally more homogeneously linked. This is borne out by remains
of an old staircase in the east, now traversed by the compound wall which
leads down from the temple compound to an area enclosed by old walls
which seem to mark its original limits (Plate 32.11, Map 4.7). These walls
bulge out into a trapezium whose southern limit is formed by the portion
of the inner fort wall adjacent to the Bhīmārjunī gate (see Fig. 3). This
trapezoidal area probably represents an old tank which would explain its
comparatively low ground level as compared to that of the surrounding area
as well as the existence of the water outlet built into this portion of the inner
fort wall already mentioned above, see 2.2.3.a, p. 33 and shown in Plate 26.1.
2.2.4.2.2. Structure B2
Structure B2 is visible in Map 4.6. to the west of the Siddhanātha temple
and marked by a circular spot, comparable to those which mark other
remains. Its shape looks similar to that of B3 suggesting that it, too, may
represent an old temple platform. This is one of two occasions where, even
on repeated visits to the site, I was not able to locate the object in the field.
2.2.4.2.3. Temple B3
This temple ruin is located still further west (Map 4.6) and rises about
one and a half metres above the surrounding terrain which is completely
covered with vegetation (Plate 33.1). Around the site several architectural
fragments, pillars, brackets and parts of the śikhara are found (Plate
33.2). Parts of the vedībandha are exposed with a few akṣaras (‘śrī vāṭā’)
inscribed on the exposed kumbha (or kalaśa) at the south side (Plate 33.3).
These fragments attest to the existence of a ca. twelfth century temple,
probably of the pañcaratha bhūmija variety, at this site.

129 See HELD *2015: 144.
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2.2.4.3. Area C
Area C is a large roughly rectangular stretch of land which is enclosed
in the west and south by the footpaths leading from the Cāndsūraj gate
southwards to the Huṇḍī-kuṇḍī gate and from there eastwards to the
Siddhanātha temple (Maps 4.4, 4.8). In the east it reaches up to the compound of the modern Vedmātā Gāyatrī Mandiram and in the north it is
delimited by the respective northern stretch of the inner fort wall. Here,
the area slopes down into a shallow valley which seems to be devoid of
architectural structures.130 Area C has the same characteristics as Area
B from which it is separated only by the main footpath leading from the
Huṇḍī-kuṇḍī gate up to the Siddhanātha temple. This footpath marks its
southern limit which is likewise marked by a long line of earthwork running parallel to it, in which stretches of an old wall are still visible at a few
places (Plate 35). Area C, too, is densely overgrown with vegetation and its
ground level appears as elevated above the surrounding terrain as that of
Area B. It also gives the impression of an old settlement site in a similar
way as Area B, and, like the latter would need prior clearance in order
to render systematic exploration successful. The satellite map shows five
mounds (Map 4.8, Nos. 1–5) which all lie in proximity to the flanking
footpaths. Between these, loose stone blocks, wall remains and fragments
of rock-cut foundations are found at several places.
2.2.4.3.1. Structure C1
Structure C1 is a rectangular platform which rises about two metres above
the surrounding ground level (Plate 34.1). It tapers upwards in steps and
perhaps represents the core of a temple base. It stands immediately to
the west of the modern Vedmātā Gāyatrī Mandiram with its long sides
parallel to the footpath. Presently the eastern tip of the platform is occupied by a small liṅga with a pīṭha (Plate 34.2). Although this is certainly
a recent addition, it seems to indicate that the temple originally opened to
the west which is further suggested by traces of three staircases found at
the north-western, western and south-western ends. Only few sculptured
fragments are found around the platform, among them a pillar capital, a
bracket and two large sculptured blocks of uncertain function on top of the
platform itself.

130 This valley lies beyond the broken line shown in Map 4.8 which indicates the approximate northern limit of settlement structures.
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2.2.4.3.2. Structure C2
This is another platform located further to the west of C1. It is of similar
dimensions (Plate 35). Here, too, only a few sculptured fragments are
found, among them some broken pillars and brackets.
2.2.4.3.3. Temple C3
This temple ruin is located to the south-east of and near to the Cāndsūraj
gate (Plate 36.1). It is represented by a low platform and many sculptured
fragments strewn around it which leave no doubt that once a temple stood
at this place. Among the diverse fragments is a door lintel with a figure of
Gaṇeśa in the lalāṭabimba (Plate 36.2), the lower parts of the doorframe
with guardian figures (Plate 36.3) and parts of the śikhara with śr̥ṅgas
(Plate 36.4), suggesting again the former existence of a bhūmija shrine at
this site.
2.2.4.3.4. Structure C4
Structure C4 is found to the south of temple C3 and represents a very low
eroded platform (Plate 37). A number of sculptured temple parts are found
scattered around this site, too.
2.2.4.3.5. Temple C5
Located still further south, temple C5 is represented by a small platform
situated immediately to the east of the footpath leading from the Cāndsūraj
gate to the Huṇḍī-kuṇḍī gate. On its northern and western side, moulded
portions of the pīṭha and vedībandha are still preserved (Plates 38.1–2).
Diverse fragments are found around the site, among them parts of the
superstructure with characteristic śr̥ṅgas (Plate 38.3).
2.2.4.4. Area D
Area D is a rectangular stretch of land, much smaller than Areas B and
C (Maps 4.4, 4.9). It lies to the west of the footpath that leads from the
Cāndsūraj gate to the Huṇḍī-kuṇḍī gate. In the west it merges with the
compound of the modern Āśādevī temple beyond which the area is largely
disturbed by the modern settlement. In the north it is limited by the inner
fort wall adjacent to the Cāndsūraj gate, in the south by the Huṇḍī-kuṇḍī
gate and the footpath leading from there westwards to the municipal water
supply and the Āśādevī temple. Area D is densely covered with vegetation
and the structures which appear to be rather small, are difficult to trace.
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All three sites that I could locate are represented by shallow mounds of
stones with a variety of sculptured architectural fragments lying strewn
around each site, most of them half buried. Even though all these artefacts
seem to represent temple fragments, the area is so overgrown with vegetation and the structures so little exposed that it is difficult to determine
their dimensions and to decide whether these shallow mounds indeed represent the remains of old shrines. Plates 39.1–5 give an overview of the
structures and fragments which would need excavation before they could
be discussed in greater detail.
2.2.4.5. Area E
The terrain beyond the western limits of Areas B and D is largely disturbed by modern settlements and structures. However, there is a small
enclave to the west of the modern water supply, Area E which contains
the ruins of a large temple and another small building (Map 4.10, Plates
40.1–2). At the south-eastern corner of Area E, immediately adjacent to
the water supply, remains of the inner fort wall forming a right-angle are
found (Plate 40.3). These seem to be part of a rectangular structure the
ruin of which can be seen in the upper left corner of Dayal’s 1880 photograph already referred to (above, p. 24 and fn. 77) in connection with the
vanished south-western gateway.
2.2.4.5.1. Temple E1
Temple E1 is situated near the south-western edge of Māndhātā hill and
represented by a huge heap of stone blocks with a large tree growing out of
its centre (Plate 41.1). Stunningly, at the western side stands an old sign
board which must originally have belonged to the Siddhanātha temple
(B1), but now labels this temple erroneously as Siddheśvara mandir.131
What remains of the temple suggests that it must originally have been
a large and magnificent building. This becomes obvious especially in the
west, where parts of the jaṅghā are preserved. The kūṭastambhas, some
of which still stand erect here (albeit without the crowning kūṭas) are
exquisitely carved with figures and ornamental bands (Plate 41.2). Their
design is comparable to that found in the twelfth century Siddheśvara
131 Without doubt, the board must originally have belonged to the Siddhanātha temple, because in all the old reports the name Siddheśvara is alternatively used for
Siddhanātha, and it is absolutely certain that both names were used exclusively for
that most prominent temple on Māndhātā hill (see above, fn. 109). It is stunning
that the board was placed here by the DAAM.
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temple at Nemāvar,132 though their style appears somewhat less elaborate. Their apparent in situ existence suggests that the temple’s pīṭha
and vedībandha which are unfortunately nowhere exposed, are probably
entirely preserved. If these are of comparable dimension and style as in
Nemāvar they must lie buried to considerable height under the fallen
stones. The presence of the jaṅghā portion in the west suggests that the
temple originally opened to the east, where the ruin has a cavity with
straight unsculptured walls at its western and southern sides (Plates
41.3–4; note orientation marks). The original ground level is much lower
here than the surrounding terrain and a few heavy pillars with fine carvings are found at the eastern side of this cavity (Plates 41.5–6). This part
of the ruin probably represents a hall in front of the sanctum which, once
more, suggests that the temple was originally east-oriented. The vertical,
moulded stones found at the western side of the cavity seem to represent
the remains of a doorframe (Plates 41.4, 41.7). Another fragment of a doorframe is, however, found half-buried near the north-eastern edge of the
ruin (Plate 41.8) with a part of an udumbara lying nearby (Plate 41.9).
These fragments are apparently dislocated and it is unclear where they
originally belonged. Given its proximity to the modern settlement sites, it
seems rather astonishing that the temple has not been entirely plundered
of its material though much of the superstructure, at least, seems to have
been removed. I could locate just two fragments (śr̥ṅgas) clearly belonging
to the śikhara. Unfortunately, the condition of the ruin with many jumbled-up stones prevent a further assessment of its original ground-plan
and design, but this temple must originally have been much larger than
its current condition suggests. It may also have been connected to other
structures in its vicinity like structure E2 or another building of which we
now find only traces of its base buried underground a few metres to the
north-west of temple E1 (Plate 41.10).
2.2.4.5.2. Structure E2
This structure stands to the south-west of temple E1 (Plates 40.1–2) and
presently appears as a chamber with a hall in front (Plates 42.1–2) seemingly oriented to the south. Upon closer examination, however, it becomes
obvious that the extant structure represents only a part of an originally
larger building. This is clear from the position of pillars and the shape of
corresponding brackets (Fig. 6), especially at the western and southern

132 For an illustration see TICHIT *2010 (II): Plate 52, Fig. 3.
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side (Plate 42.2–3) and the north-eastern corner (Plate 42.4) which originally must have supported beams, now gone, projecting outward. The extant walls which partly survive only at the east and north side, are built
from two parallel rows of stone slabs. While the inner wall faces are left
unsculptured, the outer ones are carved with courses of base mouldings in
their lower portions, the lowest layers of which are buried underground.
Above these mouldings follow two courses of broad stone slabs forming
the jaṅghā which are carved with ornamental bands in shallow relief.
The most prominently visible one in the centre contains a line of gavākṣas
showing a linear version of what HARDY typologizes as “the ‘pipal leaf’
or ‘moonstone’ motif”,133 topped by another band of grāsamukhas (Plate
42.5).134 Above these slabs follow two narrow rows of stones, the lower one
moulded and the upper one carved with yet another ornamental band of
grāsamukhas.
Considering the beam supports of the extant pillar brackets, we may
infer that the building must originally have included at least one more
row of pillars/pilasters in the west. The bracket of the north-eastern pillar
in connection with the course of the wall remains seems to further suggest that the core building might once have been enclosed by a pillared
passage or a verandah, but this is uncertain. Among the fragments found
around the site are, for instance, a pillar and a beam and though a lot of
fragments may still lie buried underground, much material seems to have
been removed from the site. Without further investigation the original
function of this structure cannot be determined and it can also not be
decided whether this structure has any architectural or functional connection with temple E2 though this may be assumed, given the proximity of
both buildings. As for the orientation of the building, it seems likely that
it was originally oriented to the west.
2.2.4.6. Stray finds on Māndhātā hill
Besides the remains reported up to this point, there are a lot of stray
finds of loose sculptures and architectural fragments at different locations
on Māndhātā hill, whose provenance cannot conclusively be determined.
One such spot where a number of objects are found lies just to the north
of temple E1. A couple of years back, a rectangular building was erected
133 HARDY 2007: 75.
134 A similar design is found on the kūṭastambhas of the twelfth century Mudhaidevi
temple in Vaghli (Maharashtra) though there are no traces of kūṭastambhas here.
For an illustration see TICHIT *2010 (II): Plate 54, Fig. 3.
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here which people say, was to become a museum. It was, however, never
finished and stands abandoned since years (Map 4.3). The two roofless
rooms are empty barring a few insignificant fragments. If there were ever
sculptures stored here, they must meanwhile have been removed to the
sculpture store next to the Gaurīsomanātha temple on Mucukund hill (see
below, 2.3.1.3.6., p. 61). Still, a number of loose sculptures and architectural
fragments are found around the building. The most significant of these
may be a fragment of a door lintel with mātr̥kā figures (Plate 43.1).
Another spot where we find stray sculptures lies at the foot of
Māndhātā hill, near the staircase leading up to the Bhīmārjunī gate, near
to the spot where the path forks up to the Bīrkhalā hill. Here stand two
temporary structures in which a number of broken sculptures are kept
(Plates 43.2–3). Presumably most, if not all of them originally come from
the Bīrkhalā hill.
A third find spot is located on the southern slope of Māndhātā hill,
between the South gate (see above, 2.2.2.3., p. 29) and the platform with
doorframe (see above 2.2.3.c, p. 34). Among remains of the inner fort wall
(Plate 43.4) we find here a number of diverse architectural fragments,
perhaps originally belonging to a temple (Plate 43.5). Their provenance
is, however, uncertain as no temple base could be located around this site.
One may speculate that these fragments were perhaps dropped here while
being transported from somewhere on Māndhātā hill to be reused somewhere else in the settlement area on the south-western slope of the hill,
now called Śivpurī.
2.3. Mucukund hill
Mucukund hill is the third and largest hill on Māndhātā island. It lies
to the north-west of Māndhātā hill proper and its area is roughly three
times larger (Map 1.3). Mucukund hill, too, is enclosed on all sides by
courses of a fortification wall running along its summit (Map 1.4). But
while the fortress on Māndhātā hill shows two parallel courses of stone
walls all around, the outer fortification on Mucukund hill is in the form of
a rampart made of rubble and earth that runs only along the north side
of the hill.
The fort on Mucukund hill is divided into two major enclosures, the
‘Outer fort’ (see below, 2.3.2., p. 62) and the Gaurīsomanātha plateau (Map
5). The latter represents a large area in the south-east of Mucukund hill
which is closed off to the north and west by a massive fortification wall
running roughly south-east to north-west. This wall terminates about the
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middle of Mucukund hill where it branches off in almost a right angle
to the south and continues in that direction until it meets the southern
course of the fortification wall. Another rampart that runs parallel to this
wall is again found only near its northern stretch.
2.3.1. The Gaurīsomanātha plateau135
The Gaurīsomanātha plateau occupies the south-eastern portion of
Mucukund hill. It represents the most elevated area on the Mucukund
hill and is, as already described, enclosed by a massive fort wall. In the
west the adjoining area slopes down gently, whereas in the north the slope
beyond the wall is more steep. In the south and south-east the plateau borders on a steep precipice. Satellite images taken in 2001 show the outlines
of extensive structures buried underground on the plateau which was till
recently largely uninhabited, apart from a small settlement close to the
Gaurīsomanātha temple (Map 6.1). Unfortunately most of the western
half of the plateau was heavily disturbed in recent years by the construction of vast, (pseudo-)religious building complexes (Map 6.2). To the west
of the Gaurīsomanātha temple, an organisation called ‘Rājrājeśvarī Sevā
Saṃsthān Ṭrasṭ’ has constructed a large building complex including a
hospital, an old people’s home, a temple and a giant, full-kitschy concrete
statue of Śiva (Plate 44.1).136 Simultaneously, the area further west was
almost completely occupied by the ‘Śiva Miśan Nyās’, Gwalior137 which
erected a number of buildings including the curious ‘Oṃ Namaḥ Śivāya
Mantra Bank’138 and laid out a quite impressive plantation named
‘Nakshatra Garden’ which included a swimming pool. About the middle
of 2014, however, the buildings in the compound were all demolished by
the district administration for illegal encroachment (Plate 44.2). The
area is now completely messed up, because the buildings were, as usual,
crudely demolished with the help of a JCB, and the broken parts just left

135 This is my own arbitrary designation for this area chosen with respect to the most
prominent temple it contains.
136 The statue has aroused much scorn and ridicule in the village because it faces north
and hence turns its back on the village and the arriving pilgrims.
137 To have an idea of that organization see its homepage under http://www.
shivamission.in and that of the associated ‘Namah Shivaya Mission’, Śivkoṭhī (near
OM) under http://www.namahshivayamission.org [last retrieved on February 2,
2015].
138 This ‘bank’ has set a dubious world record for the largest collection of hand written
mantras, see: http://goldenbookofrecords.com/largest-collection-of-hand-written-mantra/
[last retrieved March, 20, 2017].
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where they dropped. In October 2014 the Rājrājeśvarī Trust complex had
still managed to escape the same fate by bribing the authorities, if local
intelligence is to be trusted. According to local hearsay, the demolition
campaign was initiated by a complaint of a bābā who was incited by the
water wastage incurred by the Nakshatra garden with its swimming pool.
However, it eventually aimed not only at these large and recent illegal
establishments, but threatens also common people who have been living
on the hill for years or even decades. Rumour has it that the whole of
Mucukund hill is scheduled to soon be completely vacated and a number of
people already have received notices to leave their homes.139 Coming back
to our point, these recent developments have at best gravely disturbed, if
not completely spoilt, this historically extremely interesting and probably
highly significant area which represents the citadel of the fort.
2.3.1.1. Fortification walls
The stretches of fortification walls enclosing the Gaurīsomanātha plateau
are in different states of preservation. Much of the massive northern
stretch is preserved, though damaged at several places. The western,
southern and south-eastern portions, the latter two running along the
precipice of the hill, have largely collapsed, but their course can clearly
be traced for most parts. Only in the south and south-east some stretches
have almost completely disappeared. Much of the material has probably
been removed to other places for use in new constructions in the adjacent
settlement areas.
2.3.1.2. Gateways and staircases
In the course of the fortification wall we can presently trace with certainty
four entrances to the Gaurīsomanātha plateau (Map 6.3). However, it is
difficult to determine what the gates originally may have looked like as
all of the original structures around these entrances are either destroyed
beyond recognition or have been rebuilt. Three staircases are preserved
in the north-west, south and east which can with certainty be stated to
be original. The north-western one links the plateau to the ‘Outer fort’,

139 This measure also includes the eastern slope of the hill adjacent to the valley running between Mucukund and Māndhātā hill. It is not yet clear what the intention
behind the administration’s measures is. Some people in OM say that Māndhātā island will become a protected nature resort, others opine that the parikramāpatha
will be further developed for the pilgrims and only temples and monasteries be allowed to remain.
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along the path leading up to the Kāverīsaṅgam in the extreme west of the
island. The southern staircase is the longest and steepest of all and runs
from the only extant, though reconstructed gateway down to the bank of
the Narmadā. The eastern staircase connects the Gaurīsomanātha plateau with Māndhātā hill proper, the path leading directly to the latter’s
northern gateways. Of the extant main footpaths on the Gaurīsomanātha
plateau, those connecting the north-west with the south and east gates
seem still to follow their original course. A third path which today branches
off to the south-east near the Gaurīsomanātha temple and which traverses
the outer wall about the middle between the south and east gates, is certainly modern.
2.3.1.2.1. The North-west gate
The North-west gate links the Gaurīsomanātha plateau with the large
western part of the ‘Outer fort’. The short steep staircase which runs
through the gate is lined on both sides with small shops (Plate 45.1). The
space around the opening in the wall is since long occupied by a Bhilālā
family running a small restaurant and a temple with free drinking water
supply. Their house and restaurant were recently partly demolished by the
administration and the family was asked to vacate the place. The temple
which appears to be somewhat old is adorned with stucco, and was fortunately spared. It possibly indicates the position of the ruins of the western
wing of the original gatehouse over which it may have been built (Plate
45.2). A pillar at the south-eastern corner of the temple is nicely finished
with stucco ornaments which perhaps conceals an old stone pillar. Given
the present situation it is, however, difficult to say, what kind of gatehouse
originally stood here. The fortification walls running to the west and east
of the staircase are very massive, at any rate (visible in Plate 45.1, left
side).
2.3.1.2.2. The North-east gate
The structures around this gateway are almost completely destroyed with
heaps of stones lying strewn all over the site. The remains are largely
overgrown with vegetation at and beyond the northern side. Nevertheless,
the remains at the site suggest that this was probably the largest entrance to the whole fort (Plates 46.1–3). The massive fortification wall is,
however, well preserved and runs right up to both sides of a wide opening
(Plate 46.4). At either side, walls branch off at right angles which apparently formed the side walls of a probably very large, now completely
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ruined gatehouse, delimiting a wide passage. The present situation seems
to suggest, that the passage was flanked on both inner sides by large stone
sculptures of Mahiṣāsuramardinī in the west (Plate 46.5) and Kātyayaṇī
in the south (Plate 46.6).140 Both sculptures are still extant at the site, but
their placement is probably arbitrarily chosen – the former leans against
a heap of rubble, the latter is mounted on an old socle and framed in
a niche. It is difficult to say, whether the socle and image are in their
original positions. The flanking ‘pilasters’, at least, cannot be original,
as they are formed by a motley collection of stones. Beyond the course of
the fort walls, i.e. to the north of the passage, remains of massive walls
are visible which stand in right angles to either side, forcing the passage
into a U-turn in front of the entrance. A staircase which leads from near
the Mahiṣāsuramardinī relief up to the western stretch of the fortification
wall may, at least partly, be original (Plate 46.3). The present condition of
the large ruined structures at the site does not allow for further speculation about the original ground-plan and shape of this gateway and the
surrounding structures.
2.3.1.2.3. The East gate
The East gate stands further to the west, not far from the North-east
gate, near the extreme eastern corner of the Gaurīsomanātha plateau.
Its remains stand like two broken teeth to either side of an opening in the
fortification wall (Plates 47.1–2) which is situated at the head of a steep
staircase which descends down southward along the slope of the hill into
the valley separating Mucukund and Māndhātā hills. At its end it takes a
sharp turn and merges with the staircase leading northward up Māndhātā
hill and ending there at the Cāndsūraj gate. This path represents the only
direct link between Māndhātā hill and the Gaurīsomanātha plateau.141
On the northern side of the gatehouse, a recess with two pillars still
survives (Plate 47.3) while the corresponding recess at the south side is
almost completely destroyed (Plate 47.4). Given the usually elevated position of such recesses found in the other gatehouses, it may be assumed that
the bases of these structures lie buried considerably below the present
surrounding ground level.
140 For the sculpture of Mahiṣāsuramardinī see also SEARS 2014b, Fig. 7.2.
141 Therefore one may assume that this ruined gate corresponded in a certain way with
the Cāndsūraj gate on Māndhātā hill. This gateway may perhaps once have been of
corresponding dimensions and similar design even though, admittedly, its present
condition does not furnish much evidence in support of this assumption.
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2.3.1.2.4. The South gate
This gateway stands in the course of the southern fortification wall at
the southern end of the path coming from the Gaurīsomanātha temple
and at the head of a long and steep staircase leading down to the bank
of the Narmadā (Plate 48.1). It is the only access to the fortification on
the Gaurīsomanātha plateau that has an intact gatehouse. It is an old,
but not an original construction and must have been built before the end
of the nineteenth century, because the gatehouse is visible in its present
form in another photograph taken by Deen Dayal in the 1880’s.142 The
pillar which now supports the arch (Plate 48.2) is a later addition, as it is
missing in Dayal’s photograph.
2.3.1.2.5. The West gate
The wall at the west side of the Gaurīsomanātha plateau, though very
massive in the northern part, is much damaged with many fallen stones
lying along its course. The farther south, the more it looks like a rampart.
Apparently this area has been another site from which stones were removed for construction purposes. It is in this stretch that another gateway
may probably have existed, but the extant remains make it difficult to
determine its exact location or dimensions as nothing seems to be left of it
apart from a few foundation stones (Plate 49.1–2).
2.3.1.3. Settlement areas and temples
As already mentioned, we find the outlines of large, partly buried structures in the formerly unoccupied portions of the plateau (Maps 6.1, 6.4)
which are now largely obstructed especially in the eastern part where
vast areas have been severely disturbed by encroachments. Though settlement activities had also taken place since long in the western part of the
plateau, these were never as severe with regard to archaeology. They were
of a much smaller scale mostly confined to small dwellings and āśrams. In
the patches which have been left unoccupied I have found four sites with
remains of old temples and/or other structures (Map 6.4, Sites 2–5). But
first we shall turn to the Gaurīsomanātha temple (Site 1), the central,
most impressive and best preserved monument on the plateau.

142 BL Shelfmark Photo 430/21(13). The photograph is available under: http://www.
bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/apac/photocoll/m/019pho000430s21u00013000.html
[last retrieved on March 20, 2017].
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2.3.1.3.1. The Gaurīsomanātha temple
The Gaurīsomanātha temple stands in the western half of the Gaurīsomanātha plateau about half-way between the North-west and the South gates
(Map 6.4, Site 1).143 At first glance it appears to be the best preserved one
of all the temples at OM with the pīṭha, vedībandha and jaṅghā of the
mūlaprāsāda apparently intact (Plate 50.1–4).
The temple is oriented to the east and originally consisted of the
mūlaprāsāda, an antarāla, and a maṇḍapa with three entrances in the cardinal directions (Fig. 7). Of these, only the mūlaprāsāda and the antarāla
remain. The temple stands on a large, slightly staggered, unsculptured
platform (pīṭha) which seems to have been reconstructed around an old
core. At the eastern side in front of the temple stands, on a modern platform with a roof, a big bull (Plate 50.5) which was perhaps carved from
the same black stone as the giant liṅga in the sanctum. However, this
platform and the bull are quite recent additions as FORSYTH’s description
of the site differs considerably from the present condition.144
The mūlaprāsāda of the Gaurīsomanātha temple has a stellate
saptaratha ground-plan and is nirandhāra. A staircase is found in the
south side leading to the two upper storeys of the tower which is accessed
by a small entrance in the south-eastern wall (Plate 50.4). While the
original maṇḍapa is completely gone, the front face of the antarāla and
the seven-storey śikhara have been completely reconstructed.
Only at the north-eastern side of the mūlaprāsāda, a number of sculptures are found at the aedicules of the jaṅghā which fit perfectly into the
space they occupy (Plate 50.6). If in their original positions (but not necessarily in situ) they would indicate that the temple originally contained a
band of sculptures running all along the jaṅghā. The remainder of these
on the other sides of the temple must then have disappeared which in
143 AIIS Nos. 81912–81913 (dated ca. 1100–1199 CE). COUSENS (1897: 41) classified the
temple to category IIb, i.e. “Monuments which, it is now only possible or desirable
to save from further decay by such minor measures as the eradication of vegetation, the exclusion of water from the walls, and the like” which are “in possession or
charge of private bodies or individuals” (ibid.: ii).
144 “An immense Nandí (Siva’s bull), of a fine green stone, lies headless in front of
the shrine, and about a hundred yards in front of the door is an overthrown pillar which has been nineteen and a half feet high with its capital, and stood on a
raised platform of basalt blocks. For the first six and a half feet it is two and a half
feet square—thence polygonal, with occasional round belts to the capital which is
square—and furnished with five holes in the top, either to hold lamps or the fastenings of some figure.” (FORSYTH 1870b: 261.) Fragments of this pillar are still found
in front (to the east) of the temple.
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turn would suggest that the walls of the temple, too, were reconstructed
on a larger scale. Indeed, most of the aedicules in the jaṅghā appear to
be assembled from fragments which have been cut to fit each other. This
is indicated by white vertical lines of lime. At many places they have
moreover been rather oddly put together as obvious asymmetries and
conflicting designs show. So, in fact, the only portions of the temple which
can be said with some certainty to be largely original are the pīṭha and
the vedībandha.
Though it is unknown when and on whose order these restoration
works were undertaken, it may be assumed that they have taken place
prior to the middle of the nineteenth century, because FORSYTH remarks
that the temple “appears, however, to be an old shrine rebuilt with lime”.145
Probably these works, too, were commissioned by the Peśvā about the
end of the eighteenth century, at about the same time as those on the
temples in the Amareśvara complex, as comparable style and workmanship in the lower parts of the śikhara seem to suggest.146 In contrast to
most of the other reconstructed śikharas at OM (see especially Indreśvara
and Brahmeśvara temples), here the masons seem to have imitated the
bhūmija mode. Although the central offsets resemble uraḥśrṅgas in
śekharī fashion, the quadrants in between are arranged in vertical bands,
resembling kūṭastambhas, a distinct bhūmija feature. But, stunningly, not
a single original śr̥ṅga has been incorporated, although a large number of
such are still found in the vicinity of the temple. The upper portion of the
śikhara looks like having been added at a still later stage, but this is not
certain. At any rate, the extent and quality of the reconstruction which
can especially be observed in the jaṅghā points to a considerable local
importance of the shrine which is in pūjā till date.147
Apart from the sculptures already mentioned, some fine reliefs are
preserved in most of the bhadra niches on the jaṅghā of the mūlaprāsāda
and in the corresponding kumbhakas below, as well as in the kumbhakas of
the kapilī. It is difficult to decide whether the sculptures on the jaṅghā are
in their original places (in situ), because they apparently represent loose
slabs, and the niches in which they stand show traces of later repairing
work (Plate 50.6, upper right). The sculptures in the kumbhakas are,
145 FORSYTH 1870b: 261.
146 Compare the upper portions of the Vr̥ddhakāleśvara temple, above, 1.1.2.1.2., p. 10.
147 A short note on the temple is found in IA–R 1985–86: 135, but to the best of my
knowledge, there is no notice on any conservation or reconstruction work found in
archaeological literature.
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however, certainly in situ as they are carved directly onto the kumbhaka
blocks. The distribution of sculptures is as follows:148

mūlaprāsāda,
jaṅghā
mūlaprāsāda,
kumbhaka
kapilī,
kumbhaka

North

West

South

Brahmā

Śiva

Kubera

Sarasvatī

Pārvatī

Goddess holding cakra
and gadā

Pārvatī

Gaṇeśa

As stated, the figures in the kumbhakas are certainly in situ but the figures on
the jaṅghā need not be, though they correspond well with the former except,
perhaps, in the south, where the attributes of the goddess in the kumbhaka
suggest that it represents some form of Viṣṇu’s consort (Plate 50.7).
2.3.1.3.2. Site No. 2 and its surroundings
To the north-west of the Gaurīsomanātha temple runs the path down to
the North-west gate. It is enclosed by old city walls built from stone blocks
laid without mortar (Plate 51.1). To either side of the path, satellite images show many structural walls running in right angles (Maps 6.1, 6.4).
Stretches of these walls are still traceable on the surface today, but in the
eastern part modern settlements partly obstruct their course. The area
in the west is mostly unoccupied and here we find, close to the northwest corner of the extant fortification wall (Plate 51.2), remains of a large
platform which merges with the surrounding terrain (Plate 51.3). At its
western end, it is partly paved with stone slabs and here we find a complete udumbara of Paramāra times, a liṅgapīṭha with a bāṇaliṅga and a
pratolī among a few other fragments (Plate 51.4–5). In the surrounding
area a few more fragments are found, most notably a fragment of a base
moulding carved with a band of haṃsas and a śr̥ṅga, with only the central
latā ornamented.
2.3.1.3.3. Site No. 3 and its surroundings
This area lies to the south-east immediately adjacent to the North-east
gate (Map 6.4). It borders on the premises of the now demolished ‘Oṃ
Namaḥ Śivāya Mantra Bank‘ and has hence suffered severe disturbances
148 For a comparison with other contemporary temples, see TICHIT *2010 (II): Plates 146–148.
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in recent times. Nevertheless, a few old structures and a number of loose
fragments have still survived here. Apart from traces of the lateral buildings flanking the passage of the North-east gate, we find mainly two
structures here, both situated to the south-east of the gateway (Plate 52.1)
and adjacent to either side of the parikramāpatha. The ‘structure’ which
stands on the north side of the latter, is represented by an old incomplete
doorframe and remains of walls adjacent to it. These walls are apparently
built from stones collected from different locations, among them temple
fragments, and hence cannot represent an original construction (Plate
52.2). Inside the ‘structure’, behind the doorframe stands a liṅga on a
pīṭha, and a few temple fragments and sculptures are incorporated into
the ruined walls or lean on them, among which is a sculpture of Gaṇeśa
and one of a three-headed figure. Though the ‘structure’ now appears like
an independent building, it is doubtful if it ever was one. It may originally
have been just a portion of the gatehouse and it seems that most of the old
fragments found in it originally belonged to an old shrine which stands
only a few metres further south, just across the parikramāpatha.
At the site of this temple we find a comparatively high platform with a
staircase at its northern side and two fragments of heavy pillars in front
(Plate 52.4). The top of the platform is covered with a cement flooring
around a modern liṅga in a pīṭha which sits about its middle (Plate 52.5).
The cement floor as well as the staircase which is made from old stone
slabs laid with cement are modern works, indicating that the platform
has been in recent use. The step just before the summit of the platform,
however, carries a grāsapaṭṭī, a typical base moulding (found, for instance,
in the Amareśvara temple, above, p. 9), which may probably be still in situ
(Plate 52.6). Architectural fragments are scattered around the site, among
them śr̥ṅgas, fragments of pillars, parts of the temple base and slabs with
carved figures (Plates 52.7–8). All these remains bear ample testimony to
the former existence of a temple at this place.
2.3.1.3.4. Site No. 4 and its surroundings
Site No. 4 lies immediately to the west of the East gate. Adjacent to the
remains of the northern gatehouse stands the ruin of a building which
probably represents just a part of an originally larger structure (Plate
53.1). An old and almost intelligible sign board gives ‘Sitāmātā temple’ as
its name.
The rear or northern side of the building has a central passage with large
slabs of stone standing upright behind the flanking pillars (Plate 53.2).
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The lateral walls in the east and west of the building are still standing,
but the large blocks of stones they are composed of are left unsculptured.
The extant pillars carry the typical heavy, three-stepped beams with a
central kīrttimukha so commonly found in the buildings at OM.
The southern side of the building is also much damaged, but the central
passage already observed on the rear side, is here flanked by two dwarfish
pillars which are mounted on large blocks of stone. The eastern one is
elaborately carved on its front face with small pillars of which only the
top-most portions are visible, the rest lying underground (Plate 53.3). The
arrangement looks as if it may once have formed a kind of balustrade, composed, perhaps, of horizontal seat-slabs (āsanapaṭṭa) and vertical outwardsloping backrests (kakṣāsana). Inside of the building we find a number of
pillars with their lower parts including their bases buried. At the north side
many scattered fragments of the original superstructure are found (Plate
53.4). The extant structure appears as representing just the upper part of
a hall preceding a temple, with its lower part being buried underground
to a considerable extent. On the basis of these remains, it is impossible to
say anything definite about the original plan of the building which, in its
present state, seems to have been oriented along a north–south axis.
There are a few interesting sculptures found in and around this
structure. At the eastern wall inside of the building we find a stone slab
with a probably eight-armed goddess (most arms are broken off) framed
by a pratolī-toraṇa (Plate 53.5). The slab which leans on the temple at
the south-western side (Plate 53.1) shows a badly mutilated image of
Mahiṣāsuramardinī (Plate 53.6). Further to the west stands a large slab
depicting Hanuman in the open (Plate 53.1). The size of the sculpture
suggests that it may perhaps originally have stood in a niche of the gatehouse of the East gate.
2.3.1.3.5. Site No. 5 and its surroundings
This area is a large strip of formerly barren land situated on the southern
fringe of the Gaurīsomanātha plateau, about a hundred metres to the east
of the South gate. The outer fortification wall in this area is almost completely gone. Large portions of this area are now occupied by the Rājrājeśvarī
Trust in the north and the Oṃ Namaḥ Śivāya Mantra Bank in the east. In
the accessible parts, numerous traces of old walls running in angles can
be found, apparently remains of old settlements comparable to those found
to the north of the Gaurīsomanātha temple. The spaces between these
walls are strewn with stones (Plate 54.1–2). Apart from these settlement
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remains I have located one spot (Map 6.4, No. 5) where a few architectural
fragments are found, but as there is no visible trace of a platform (at least,
the site is not notably elevated against its surroundings) it is difficult to
decide to which structure these fragments originally belonged (Plate 54.3).
2.3.1.3.6. The sculpture store
Immediately to the south-west of the Gaurīsomanātha temple, a large
number of figural sculptures (including a few architectural fragments)
are kept in a store made up of two long halls which are joined in a right
angle (Plates 55.1–2). A similar number of sculptures of which most were
mounted on concrete socles were kept out in the open along the walls of
the store until 2014, when a roof was built over and another wall around
them. The caukīdār who keeps the keys, Mr. Devī Siṅgh Solāṅkī, lives in
a small house nearby and opens the doors on request.149
I estimate that altogether between 150 and 200 sculptures, most of
them fragments, are now kept in the store.150 Their exact provenance is,
however, undocumented and although they may have been brought from
any place on the island, it is probably no coincidence that the store has
been erected in the immediate vicinity of the Gaurīsomanātha temple. A
number of these sculptures may originally have belonged to the temple
just like the numerous śr̥ṅgas lying scattered in the compound which certainly belong to the temple’s original śikhara. Most of the sculptures are
rather small and often badly mutilated, but a few fine pieces are found
among them, such as, for instance, a sculpture of Naṭeśa (Plate 55.3),
Lakṣmīnārāyaṇa (Plate 55.4) and a broken panel depicting Gaṇeśa and
the (sapta-)mātr̥kās each holding a child on her hips (Plate 55.5).
Finally mention must be made of a giant sculpture of dancing Gaṇeśa
with its head and trunk broken off, standing to the south-east of the
Gaurīsomanātha temple (Plate 55.6). Going by its size, one may assume
that this sculpture may perhaps originally have belonged to one of the
gateways of the Gaurīsomanātha enclosure.151

149 It is no problem to see the sculptures, but for taking photographs, one would need a
permit of the ASI.
150 It seems odd that not a single sculpture from OM is found in the published catalogues of the Central Museum Indore.
151 The sculpture appears to have been brought here some time after 1860 only, as FORSYTH
(1870b: 261) does not mention it in his account of the Gaurīsomanātha temple.
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2.3.2. The ‘Outer fort’
The Outer fort is a large area that covers about three quarters of Mucukund
hill (Map 5). It is by far the most extensive fortified area at OM and is
again completely enclosed by massive fortification walls which are largely
extant on the northern and eastern sides. The south-eastern and southwestern stretches of these walls are destroyed at many locations, but their
original course is entirely traceable. Leaving aside the accesses from/to
the Gaurīsomanātha plateau, the extant remains show that the Outer fort
was accessible from outside at only two places, one at the extreme western
and the other one at the eastern end, where remains of large gateways are
extant.
Physically, the enclosed area falls roughly into three sections (Map
7.1). The eastern part is dominated by a large plain gently sloping down
to the north-east. Remains of long stretches of walls are found here, with
a gateway at the south-eastern side. The western part is represented by
a long narrow plain which is separated at the eastern side by an inner
wall. Although it is almost completely gone, its course can still be traced
on satellite imagery as well as in the field. Between these two sections
lies an extensive forested and largely uninhabited area which is marked
by hills and valleys, particularly to the north of the Gaurīsomanātha plateau. Because of the extent of the Outer fort and physical and structural
differences between these three areas, we shall deal with them separately.
2.3.2.1. Outer fort, eastern section
As stated, this area (Maps 7.2–3) is marked by a large plain sloping down
to the north and east (Plate 56.1). On these sides it is enclosed by a massive
fort wall which is largely preserved (Plate 56.2), while the southern course
of that wall originally running along a steep precipice is almost completely
destroyed. In the latter stretch, not far from the south-eastern corner of
the fortification wall, stand the remains of an old gateway probably representing the main point of outside access to this part of the Outer fort.
The structures to either side of the passage which runs roughly east to
west have collapsed, except some parts of the eastern side of the gatehouse
which are still standing (Plates 56.3–4). The gatehouse originally had
two storeys and contains some fragments of a pratolī toraṇa comparable
in style to similar elements found in the Cāndsūraj gate on Māndhātā
hill (see above, 2.2.2.1., p. 25). Another opening in the fortification wall in
this area is found in the northern stretch, but this seems to have been a
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rather narrow passage with a (ruined) pillared superstructure, perhaps
representing a watch-tower (Plate 56.5).
Most of this section of the Outer fort seems to be structured by courses
of intermediate walls which can clearly be seen in satellite images (Maps
7.2–3) but are not easy to trace in the field. Even more difficult to trace
are clusters of structures, like the one which seems to consist of sixteen
squares arranged in four rows of four squares each. The whole area is
strewn with rough-hewn stone blocks, sometimes forming heaps or lines,
but in the field it is difficult to make out consistent structural patterns.
Apart from the sculptured portions found on the East gate and some pillar
fragments lying on top of the small passage in the northern fortification
wall, I have found no sculptural remains in this section of the Outer fort.
2.3.2.2. Outer fort, central section
This large area which is dominated by hilly and forested terrain is almost
devoid of any structural remains, apart from a squarish structure immediately to the west of the Gaurīsomanāthā plateau and a structure with
an apsis at its western side near the northern stretch of the fortification
wall (Map 7.4). Both structures are of comparatively large dimensions.
While the former is easy to find, the one with the apsis is only shown in
satellite images shot on March 17, 2001. In subsequent images, nothing
of it is detectable and I was also not able to trace it in the field. Possibly
the structure shown in the satellite image represents only a temporary
structure.
In the eastern part of the central section, a small portion of the
northern stretch of the outer fortification wall traverses a small valley.
Though this part of the wall is severely damaged, probably as a consequence of flooding, it seems that it had originally been constructed in a
different manner than the rest of the wall (Plate 57.1). It seems to show
similarities to another comparable construction found on the south side of
Mucukund hill, where the central section borders on the western section
of the Outer fort.152 This construction may perhaps represent a kind of
dam, annually flooded by the Kāverī river in the rainy season, and holding
back the water in the valley. To this assumption one may of course object
that due to the perennial Narmadā river, OM probably never experienced
152 Here, we find at a comparable location, i.e. where the course of the outer fortification wall traverses the mouth of a valley, a construction with a long flight of steps
at its eastern side which appears to represent something like a dam with a ghāṭ to
hold back water in the valley (Map 7.5, Plate 58.2).
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water shortages and, hence, the construction of dams was unnecessary.
However, the river banks are dangerous for animals, and as the central
section of the Outer fort was probably used as the grazing land of OM,
an artificial lake for domestic animals at this site would have been an
essential facility at a convenient location.
2.3.2.3. Outer fort, western section
The western section of the Outer fort is a long narrow plain originally enclosed by an outer fortification wall to the north, west and south of which
only the northern stretch is preserved (Map 7.5). However, in this section
the wall is not as massively built as are its continuations in the central
and eastern sections; it appears narrower and not as tall as elsewhere.
At different places, toppled merlons suggest that, at least in this section
of the fort, the wall was crowned by crenellations (Plate 58.1).153 Towards
the south-east and east, this section of the Outer fort is separated from
the central section by an inner wall whose course is still traceable in the
field (Map 7.5). At its southern end this wall meets the southern stretch
of the fortification wall and here, we find that stepped ghāṭ-like structure
already mentioned which may have functioned as a dam (Plate 58.2)
Near the north–western end, an old gateway is found in the course of
the outer fortification wall (Plates 58.3–4). This gateway is locally known
as Dharmrāj gate154 and represents the only access to the Outer fort in
the west. The path which runs through this gate leads up eastward to
the North-west gate of the Gaurīsomanātha plateau. To either side of
this path a single row of square structures built from the same roughly
hewn stones as those used in the outer fortification wall are found (Map
7.5, Plates 58.5–6). On the north side of the path, these platforms are
better preserved than on the south side, where traces of only two such
153 Similar merlons are found at several places on the island, but their total number is
extremely small with regard to the total length of fortification walls.
154 Here, too, we find an old sign-board of the ASI which represents a kind of palimpsest. Originally it was written in white paint and in the same hand as the other
sign-boards mentioned above, fn. 96. Originally the label read “bhavānī dvār”, but
this was painted over with “dharmrāj dvār”. Likewise, the subsequent description
was considerably altered obviously on the order of the head of the District Magistrate (zilādhyakṣ) of Khaṇḍvā who is mentioned at the end as the issuing authority. Unfortunately, the old text is largely illegible, but interestingly, at the beginning huge statues of Mahiṣāsuramardinī and Cāmuṇḍā are mentioned. As no trace
of such sculptures are found here, it is evident that this sign-board must originally
have belonged to another gateway (the Cāndsūraj gate, perhaps?) and was palimpsested to be reused here.
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platforms are still found. However, the symmetrical arrangement of these
structures suggests that they formed two parallel rows of possibly equal
or near to equal numbers. While this part of the Outer fort, too, is devoid
of any remains indicating the former existence of a temple, we do find a
few sculptural fragments along the footpath up to the Gaurīsomanātha
plateau which I would assume to have been brought from other locations
on the island. However, a number of sculptures which originally belong to
this area are clustered around the Dharmrāj gate. The most important of
these is a large sculpture of Naṭeśa which is now housed in a modern shrine
about 20 metres to the west behind this gate (Plate 58.7). The sculpture is
coated with a thick layer of orange paint which obscures many of its more
intricate details.155 Given its dimension and its proximity to the Dharmrāj
gate it seems likely that the sculpture originally flanked this gateway
although no traces of a respective niche survives. Another sculpture of
Mahiṣāsuramardinī of comparable dimensions which is found in another
modern shrine about 50 metres to the west, near the path leading up to
the Dharmrāj gate but outside the fort, may perhaps represent the former
sculpture’s counterpart originally occupying the other niche flanking the
gateway (Plate 58.8).156
2.4. Monuments in the island’s periphery
There are a number of structures outside the fort area which certainly
go back to Paramāra times. These include two temples, the Kedāreśvara
which stands close to the Narmadā river at the south side of Mucukund
hill and the R̥namukteśvara at its extreme western tip and two clusters of
structures (Map 8). One of these, the ‘Rāṇīghāt cluster’ is situated at the
north-eastern side of the island exactly at the head of a valley which runs
north–east to south–west between the Māndhātā and Mucukund hills. The
other cluster is found at the south-western slope of Māndhātā hill proper
in the modern part of the town, presently known as Śivpurī, around the
Oṃkāreśvara temple. However, this entire area has apparently been restructured time and again, most extensively probably in the seventeenth
century, when the extant Rājmahal (inaugurated 1657) was built and the
Oṃkāreśvara temple reconstructed.157 The architectural situation in this
155 For a more detailed description see SEARS 2014b: 118 and Fig. 7.10. SEARS dates this
sculpture to the twelfth century.
156 See SEARS 2014b: 117 and Fig. 7.7.
157 This date was cited by Devendra Siṅgh Cauhān, senior member of the Cauhān Rāv
family, in a personal conversation on February 12, 2013. He also asserted that the
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part of the town is complicated. The area shows several layers of building
activity with old structures partly overlapping each other horizontally
and vertically. Hence, some of these structures are partly obstructed or
inaccessible and, moreover, the fact that this cluster represents the central ritual nucleus of OM, renders systematic and detailed investigations
particularly difficult. To entangle the puzzle this area poses and to draw a
clear picture of its architectural genesis would merit a detailed study of its
own. At the present state of investigations I can only give a brief description of the individual structures constituting this cluster which will follow
further below. Let us first turn to the other locations outside the fort areas
on the island where the situation is less complicated.
2.4.1. The Kedāreśvara temple
The Kedāreśvara temple158 stands close to the parikramāpatha on an
elevation near the bank of the Narmadā river at the south-western side
of Mucukund hill (Map 8). It is a rather small shrine with a pañcaratha
ground-plan which opens to the east. A sign-board near the temple claims
that it dates to the fourteenth century but was reconstructed in Marāṭhā
times.159 The latter claim is probably correct, because the walls and superstructure of the temple are doubtlessly reconstructed with the stones
set with mortar down to the level of the modern platform surrounding
the temple, and the workmanship displayed seems to be comparable to
other works of Marāṭhā times at OM (Plate 59.1). As the modern platform
obstructs possibly existing lower portions of the temple’s base, it is difficult
to decide whether a another temple really preceded the present construction, although some parts, like the sanctum doorframe, the udumbara and
two pillars standing in front of the shrine are certainly old (Plate 59.2).

palace was inaugurated by his ancestor, Rāv Daulat Siṅgh, which is corroborated
by DELAMAINE (1830: 208). However, the only historically known Daulat Siṅgh is
depicted as a middle-aged man in a portrait painted by William Carpenter around
March 1851 and mentioned as “the last rájá of Mándhátá” by FORSYTH (1870b: 258).
So the ruler in question must be either the father or grandfather of this Daulat
Siṅgh. (The painting is held by the V&A, No. IS.110–1881; see: http://collections.
vam.ac.uk/item/O108184/daulat-rao-of-mandhata-painting-carpenter-william; last
retrieved 01–09–2016.)
158 First mentioned in RAG 2012: 224.
159 As in the case of the sign-board at the West or Dharmrāj gate, this one, too, is a palimpsest made on the order of the District Magistrate (zilādhyakṣ) of Khaṇḍvā. Not
much can be deciphered of the original inscription other than that it must originally
have belonged to the R̥ṇamukteśvara temple.
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2.4.2. The R̥ṇamukteśvara temple
The R̥ṇamukteśvara temple is located at the western tip of Mucukund hill,
outside the fort area (Map 8).160 The temple proper stands in the centre
of a courtyard enclosed on all four sides by narrow buildings (Plate 60.1).
The pillars in the temple are old but the rest of the structure is rather
modern. Similar pillars are found in a shrine of Dvārkādīśa which occupies the northern half of the western part of the building surrounding the
courtyard (Plate 60.2). Above its cella which contains a modern sculpture
of Dvārkādīśa, a round cupola is found on a larger flat roof, indicating
that the reconstruction of this temple goes back to Marāṭhā times, too.
There are very few old but insignificant sculptures found in the courtyard.
2.4.3. The Rānīghāṭ area
The Rānīghāṭ area is represented by a strip of land, elevated about 15 to
20 metres above the Kāverī river’s water level (in the dry season) which
runs south to north tangentially along the eastern slope of Māndhātā hill
up to the south-eastern corner of Mucukund hill (Maps 8 and 9.1–2, Plate
61.1). On its western side this strip of land opens into a narrow valley
which separates the two hills from each other. The area presumably represents the principal point of access to Māndhātā island in ancient times.
Near the river, the area is strewn with architectural fragments (Plates
61.1–2), while at its rear side, near the slope of the hills, it is overgrown
with thick vegetation which obstructs the remains of a fortification wall
which originally ran down from the south-eastern corner of Mucukund
hill up to the north-eastern corner of Māndhātā hill (Map 9.2), connecting
the fort walls on both hills and traversing the mouth of the valley to ward
it off against uncontrolled intrusion. A few small stretches of this wall are
preserved near the south-eastern corner of Mucukund hill (Plate 61.3),
the rest being almost completely destroyed and identifiable in the field
only as a course of overgrown rubble. Its full course is also only partially
discernible on satellite images (Map 9.1–2).
As the popular name ‘Rānīghāṭ’ indicates, the area is marked by a
vast flight of steps leading down to the northern branch of the Narmadā
popularly held to represent an extension of the Kāverī river which joined

160 Mentioned in RAG 2012: 224. The only early reference is found in RUSSELL 1908: 242:
“At the western end of the island is a shrine of Rinmukteshwar to whom a handful of
split grain is offered by debtors, and this is said to release them from the obligation
of their debts or at least to remove any sin attaching to the non-payment of them.”
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the Narmadā on the south bank a few hundred metres to the east of the
site of the Oṃkāreśvar dam prior to its construction.
The Rānīghāṭ is situated near the landing point of a small motorboat
which operates as a ferry between Māndhātā island and Panthiā village
on the north bank of the Kāverī.161 Local people assert that before the
construction of the dam, the river could be crossed here even on foot in
the dry season.162 Despite obvious large scale destruction at the site a
few structures have survived, among them portions of the Rānīghāṭ itself,
and a cluster of architectural remains including, most prominently, the
so-called Dhavalīmaṭh (Plate 61.4).
Probably due to centuries of recurring monsoon floods, large portions
of the ghāṭ steps seem to have been washed away over a long period so
that the Rānīghāṭ’s original extent is impossible to determine (Plate 61.5).
Still, the large number of loose architectural fragments and the remaining
structures suggest that the ghāṭ must once have been part of an impressive assemblage of structures along the now vanished fortification walls.
As already stated, functionally the area represents probably the principal
point of entry to the fort linking it to the northern region of Mālvā. The
strategic position of the site in conjunction with the amount of architectural fragments strewn around the area and the near total destruction of
the fortification walls here and in the vicinity on both hills to either side of
the valley suggest that the assault(s) on Māndhātā fort which eventually
led to the large scale destruction163 of the island’s monuments may probably have commenced from here.
161 On the Panthiā side stands a modern staircase and gateway to the Jain tīrtha
Siddhvarkūṭ, but its condition has much deteriorated after the old Panthiā village
was almost completely demolished and the adjacent area bulldozed into a large
raised flat mound to accommodate a huge tin shed colony for the work-force brought
in for the construction of the dam.
162 The river bed was dredged in order to enhance the river’s capacity to absorb and divert the discharge of water from the turbine house.
163 There are a couple of suspects for the apparent large-scale destruction of monuments and sculptures observed at OM. FORSYTH (1870b: 259) held that “The fanatic
Alá-ud-dín passed through this country in A.D. 1295 on his return from his Deccan
raid, and as he took A’sírgarh, which is not far off, it is improbable that he would
have passed over so tempting an idol preserve as Mándhátá. Doubtless the work
commenced by him was continued by the Ghorí princes of Málwá, and completed by
that arch-iconoclast Aurangzeb.”
H.L. SRIVASTAVA (in BLAKISTON 1938: 81), on the other hand, reports that the
Oṃkāreśvara and Amareśvara temples are “stated to have been destroyed by
Mohammad Ghazni on his way back to sack Somnath (1024 A.D.).”
In 1820 an anonymous visitor to OM recorded another legend which he had heard:
“About 150 years ago, a king of Mandoo came to Uooncan with the intention of
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2.4.3.1. The Dhavalīmaṭh
The Dhavalīmaṭh (Plates 62.1–2)164 is a spacious building oriented to the
north. It consists of a closed rectangular hall at its rear or southern end,
another rectangular (now open) hall of equal dimensions in front which
is preceded by a smaller verandah or mukhamaṇḍapa with the entrance
to the building at the northern side (Fig. 8.1). The two halls each contain
three rows of six pillars in east–west direction. The two adjacent rows
of pillars of the two halls are placed close to each other and the spaces
between the pillars are filled up with stone slabs thus forming a massive wall between both halls. In north–south direction, passages with
doorframes, lintels and udumbaras are found in this wall between the
two central and two peripheral pillars on either side (Plate 62.3). All the
pillars in the building are placed at a distance of 2,10 m from each other,
except those flanking the central aisle which stand at a slightly increased
distance of 2,20 m from each other. The verandah contains one row of four
and one row of two pillars in east–west direction. The two pillars of the
front or northern-most row again stand at a distance of 2,20 from their
counterparts in the second row. All of the six pillars of this verandah are
‘split’ in so far as their bases support horizontal āsanapaṭṭas on top of
which the upper portions of the pillars are placed (Fig. 8.2, Plate 62.4).
These āsanapaṭṭas are carved on their outer vertical faces with a band
of semi-circular rosettes. There are no traces of correponding kakṣāsana
slabs, however. The space between the bases of these ‘split’ pillars is filled
with raw stone slabs which originally were covered on the outside with
vertical stone slabs carved with miniature pillars. Only at a few places
these slabs are still found in situ, especially at the outer north-eastern
side of the verandah (Plate 62.5). This type of construction is structurally
(but not in detail) comparable to other contemporaneous, similarly built
maṇḍapas.165
destroying all the temples and holy places about the island; he proceeded in his impious design, and ruined all the minor places of worship: but on his approaching the
grand temple, he was struck blind, which he attributed to the anger of the god, and
desisted. In the hopes of recovering sight, he made the Brahmins magnificent presents; ordered the temple to be enlarged and ornamented, and rebuilt all the places
he had destroyed.” (ANONYMOUS 1823: 47).
164 The Dhavalīmaṭh was first mentioned in RAG 2012: 228, but the description is very
faulty. The building is locally also known as ‘Sūrya temple’, but there is nothing in
the building that points to a solar affiliation.
165 See, for instance, those found in the Mahākāleśvara temple, Ūn (12th cent., TICHIT
*2010/II: Plate 4, Fig. 4), the Siddheśvara temple, Nemāvar (12th cent., ibid.: Plate
7, Fig 4.), the Galateśvara temple, Sarnel, (12th cent., ibid.: Plate 19, Fig. 4) etc.
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Presently, the floor level of the building corresponds with that of the
area outside, but as all of the maṇḍapas of comparable construction are
elevated and accessible by flights of steps of differing dimensions, it may
be assumed that considerable portions of the Dhavalīmaṭh’s substructure
lies buried underground. This is all the more likely as the area has always
been prone to annual monsoon flooding by the Kāverī river.
The superstructure of the building is completely lost, but the architraves which are supported by the usual cross-shaped brackets as well as
the roof slabs are largely preserved. The outer eastern and western flanks
of the front hall are largely destroyed with the front eastern pillar missing
(Plate 62.6) and its western counterpart broken (Plate 62.7). However,
unsculptured faces on the remaining pillars suggest, that the front hall
must originally have been completely enclosed by walls (Plates 62.6–7).
The inner core of the outer walls of the rear hall are for the most part
extant, but their outer shell which probably have consisted of sculptured
stone slabs is completely gone. This is clear not only from the walls’ crude
appearance but also from the south-eastern corner of the building, where
remains of outer base and wall mouldings are still found (Plate 62.8).
These stand removed to a considerable distance from the extant wall remains (Plate 62.9).
As already stated, the two halls are set off against each other by a
massive wall with three passages. These passages are the only portions of
the whole structure which are adorned with figural sculptures. All three
contain doorframes, lintels and udumbaras comparable to those found in
other temples and shrines at OM, the central one being more elaborately
carved in comparison to the lateral ones. While the lateral doorframes
consist of three vertical jambs or śākhās, the central one has five. In all
cases the central śākhā is adorned with pilasters supported by dvārapāla
figures (Plates 62.10–12). While the dvārapālas on the central entrance
are accompanied by four attendant figures, those in the lateral doors have
only one attendant each, except for the eastern doorframe, where the left
doorjamb has been left incomplete with the attendant figure missing (Plate
62.13). On the pilaster (stambhaśākhā) immediately above the dvārapāla
on the right side of the eastern entrance we find ‘kānsa’engraved in Nāgarī
characters (Plate 62.14, 16).166
The identification of figures on the basis of iconographic details like,
for instance, hand-held attributes or vāhanas is generally difficult here,
166 The shape of the characters does not furnish any clue to determine the age of this
inscription.
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because portions of the sculptures are either damaged or broken off. Additionally, the rock surfaces in the Dhavalīmaṭh are coated with a crust
of accumulated mineral deposits which conceals many details beyond
recognition.
All the dvārapālas on the doorframes are four-armed and of śaiva affiliation, the distribution of attributes as far as these are identifiable is as
follows (cf. Plates 62.13–15):
Eastern passage
dvārapāla, east side

dvārapāla, west side

RIGHT

LEFT

RIGHT

LEFT

UPPER

triśūla(?)

khaṭvāṅga

ḍamaru(?)

[broken]

LOWER

on bull’s head

[broken]

[broken]

[broken]

Central passage
dvārapāla, east side

dvārapāla, west side

RIGHT

LEFT

RIGHT

LEFT

UPPER

?

nāga(?)

nāga

khaṭvāṅga(?)

LOWER

khaṭvāṅga(?)

?

varadamudrā

[broken]

Western passage
dvārapāla, east side
RIGHT

dvārapāla, west side

LEFT

RIGHT

LEFT

UPPER

khaṭvāṅga(?)

triśūla

triśūla(?)

khaṭvāṅga

LOWER

[broken]

[broken]

[broken]

[broken]

In the upper horizontal portions all three doorframes have a central
lalāṭabimba in a single śākhā which all seem to show the same fourarmed figure sitting in lalitāsana, probably representing Gaṇeśa (Plates
62.17–19). This śākhā is topped by a carved eaves-like stone slab on which
rests a massive elaborately carved lintel (Plates 62.10–12). The lateral lintels are massive rectangular blocks of stone carved each with five figures
sitting in miniature shrines (Plates 62.20–21). The figures seem to have
no vāhanas – at least none is clearly discernible –167 and all figures are
partly damaged or severely corroded. Hence, identification of attributes
is difficult, in the western lintel even almost impossible. The figures in
the eastern lintel are all four-armed females sitting in lalitāsana, with

167 Doubtful in the eastern lintel. Here, the central figure has certainly no vāhana. In
Nos. 1–2 the respective portion is damaged, in Nos. 4–5, one might sense something
of the kind. In the western lintel, I mean to see a haṃsa next to the second figure’s
right leg.
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the exception of the central one which sits in padmāsana. The figures
in the western lintel all sit in lalitāsana, but the first figure is male and
represents Gaṇeśa. As far as I can see, the distribution of attributes in the
lateral lintels is as follows (from east to west):
Eastern lintel
1
RIGHT

2
LEFT

RIGHT

3 (centre)
LEFT

RIGHT

4

LEFT

5

RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT

UPPER

padma? padma? ladle? pāśā? triśūla khaṭvāṅga cakra

?

?

?

LOWER

varadamudrā

?

?

?

varadamudrā

?

Western lintel
Gaṇeśa
RIGHT LEFT

2

?

?

?

3 (centre)

RIGHT

LEFT

RIGHT

LEFT

?

4

5

RIGHT LEFT

RIGHT

LEFT

UPPER

?

?

?

?

ḍamaru

?

?

?
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The central lintel is not as elaborate as the lateral ones and its carving
is generally more shallow. The lintel is a long but narrow beam carved
with seven sitting figures in miniature shrines. The figures are smaller
than those in the lateral beams, and the shrines in which they sit are
less elaborately carved (Plate 62.22a/b). The outer left figure is male and
probably represents Gaṇeśa, the central figure seems also to be male and
holds a vīṇā, perhaps representing Vīṇādhara sitting in padmāsana. The
remaining five figures are all female and sit in lalitāsana. A portion of
this beam seems to be missing at its right end (Plate 62.22b).
While all the three entrances with their lintels, doorframes and
udumbaras appear like garbhagr̥ha entrances, it is doubtful that the rear
hall to which they give access ever housed a sanctum. On the one hand,
the back wall of the hall has two windows, placed exactly between the
lateral and central entrances (Plates 62.23–24). On the other hand, there
is no indication, neither on the pillars (such as unsculptured faces), nor on
the floor or among the debris, that the hall was ever divided by walls into
individual rooms or compartments (Plates 62.25–26). Some of the pillars
and pilasters in the rear hall carry short inscriptions with symbols on
their top-most brackets, possibly representing either names of donors or,
perhaps more likely, masons’ marks, such as “māghā śrī” with an aṅkuśa
and “śrī salaghā” with a combined triśūla-aṅkuśa (Plate 62.27).
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Although the figural representations at the entrances clearly point to a
śaiva affiliation of the Dhavalīmaṭh, its orientation as well as the features
of the rear hall suggest that the building does not originally represent a
temple, but, as the traditional designation also seems to corroborate, a
maṭha. Instead we find remains of temples at a short distance to the north
of the Dhavalīmaṭh.
2.4.3.2. Further structures near the Dhavalīmaṭh
A short distance to the north, in front of the Dhavalīmaṭh and slightly
removed to the west and east of its central axis, we find remains of two or
perhaps three more structures, now completely in ruins (Plate 63.1).
The western structure which is situated near the slope on which
the wall traversing the mouth of the valley between the Māndhātā and
Mucukund hills presumably stood (Map 9.2), is represented by a platform
buried underground. It is exposed only at its northern side and only a few
insignificant fragments are found at this site which do not reveal much
about the original features of this structure (Plate 63.2).
The eastern structure which is located near the bank of the Kāverī
river is represented by a larger area strewn with numerous remains presumably of a temple including pillar fragments and parts of the śikhara
(Plate 64.1). To the south of these fragments the remains of a temple base
buried underground are found (Plate 64.2). It is not clear whether the
fragments belong to this platform or belonged to another building. That a
temple of considerable workmanship must have existed around this site is
suggested by many fragments and fine sculptures strewn around the site,
a charming example of which is shown in Plate 64.3.
For a similar ensemble of buildings possibly corresponding to the
Dhavalīmaṭh, see Gayāśilā (below, 3.4., p. 97).
2.5. Śivpurī
Most of the historic structures in the Śivpurī area are found clustered around
the Oṃkāreśvar temple and the Rājmahal (Map 10.1, Plates 65.1–2). The
most fundamental reconstructions in the area occurred probably in the
seventeenth century, when Śivpurī was given its still dominating structure. Not only was the present Rājmahal built from old material probably
collected from several sites on Māndhātā hill, but also the massive foundations along the river banks supporting the buildings from the Cauhān
family’s samādhi in the west up to the Oṃkāreśvar temple in the east
including the staircase leading down to the main ghāṭ as well as the ghāṭ
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itself were constructed. About the same time, the Oṃkāreśvara temple,
many parts of which go back to Paramāra times, was reconstructed. While
some structures in this area have been maintained since then, others have
subsequently been abandoned. The historic stratigraphy of buildings in
the Rājmahal-Oṃkāreśvara temple area is complicated and the entanglement of its architectural history would merit a specific study because the
area seems to bear important clues to the architectural history of OM in
general. For now, I must confine my description to a brief overview of the
main structures found at Śivpurī.
2.5.1. Monuments in the Rājmahal-Oṃkāreśvara temple area
2.5.1.1. The Kālikāguphā
The so-called Kālikāguphā168 is located at the foot of the hill on which the
Oṃkāreśvara temple stands, at the end of the bāzār in the corner where
the street forks to the staircase leading up to the Oṃkāreśvar temple and
turns south to lead down to the main ghāṭ (Map 10.1, Plates 66.1–2). It is
commonly held that Govindācārya, the guru of Ādi Śaṅkarācārya, lived
in this cave and that Śaṅkarācārya received his initiation here. Though
there seems to be nothing to substantiate this claim,169 the guphā was
reconsecrated on the occasion of Śaṅkarācārya’s (alleged) birthday on
April 21, 1988, by the head of the Kāñcīpuram Kāmkoṭī Pīṭh, Jayendra
Sarasvatī, and is since officially named Govindeśvaraguphā.170 But despite the name and the tradition, it is doubtful whether this structure
originally represents a cave or guphā at all. The staircase in front leads
down to two entrances leading into a low hall of a square ground-plan
(Fig. 9). Both entrances lie to the south of the central east–west axis of the
building. The northern one opens into the central aisle (Plate 66.3), while
the southern one leads into a southern side aisle (Plate 66.4). These aisles
168 For a tradition regarding the name, see below, fn. 177.
169 I find no trace of a corroboration in the hagiographies (written centuries after
Śaṅkara) apart from the Narmadā or Revā just being mentioned in some of them
(but curiously said to flow in the Māgadha country; for a list of places allegedly visited by Śaṅkara, see BADER 2000: 142–143). The only place on the Narmadā mentioned in these texts at all is Māhiṣmatī, where Śaṅkara is said to have argumentatively defeated Mandanamiśra, but the source texts are at variance on this claim
too (ibid.: 157).
170 A stone plate commemorating the event has been fixed near the entrance. However, this claim would push back the date of the guphā to a point considerably earlier
than Paramāra times, as Śaṅkarācārya’s dates fall somewhere within the period
650–800. On the different claims regarding Śaṅkarācārya’s dates, see BADER 2000:
18–19.
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are formed by old stone pillars and pilasters, probably of Paramāra times
which stand in modern support frames made from stone (Plate 66.3). The
pillars are adorned with large human figures on all four sides at their
bases, as are the pilasters on their exposed faces (Plates 66.5–7). At the
centre of its southern wall, the hall opens into a very small, empty room
(its entrance can be seen in Plate 66.3) and at its north-eastern end is a
small staircase leading up into the inner of the temple mound (Plate 66.8).
Unless this exit was broken into the wall at a later date, this suggests
that the Kālikāguphā may have been just a part of a larger construction.
The guphā has been profoundly renovated presumably in the course of its
reconsecration in 1988. The walls are all covered with slabs apparently
made of the same stone as the support frames for the pillars. Hence, it
is difficult to say, whether the Kālikāguphā originally represents a stone
or brick building (the outer facade seems to suggest the latter). It appears more likely, however, that it originally was (part of) a (larger) stone
building, as the central part of the ceiling which is exposed between the
four free-standing inner pillars, consists of geometrically carved stone
slabs (Plate 66.9).
2.5.1.2. Between the Kālikāguphā and the Oṃkāreśvara temple
Immediately to the north of the Kālikāguphā is a long staircase leading
up to a platform in front of, but still below the Oṃkāreśvara temple
(Plate 66.1), from which one may access the temple by yet another staircase. Alternatively, one may also branch off to the north here, to go to the
Rājmahal or up Māndhātā hill. It is here that a few old artefacts are found.
The first one, found immediately on entering the platform, is a large, loose
sculpture of a standing Viṣṇu (Plate 67.1) which was dislocated during
large-scale renovation work in this area in recent years. Turning north,
one immediately faces a construction with four tall pillars which looks
like an isolated mukhamaṇḍapa, and now stands against the rear wall of
a very recently constructed building housing the office of the Oṃkāreśvar
Jyotirliṅg Mandir Ṭrasṭ. The unsculptured faces of the front pillars show,
that this mukhamaṇḍapa was no isolated structure originally. In front of
this mukhamaṇḍapa some more ancient fragments, among them parts of
a doorframe and a pillar, are found (Plate 67.2).
2.5.1.3. The Pātāleśvara temple
Turning back to the east one finds, after a few metres, a small entrance in
the northern side wall of the upper staircase to the Oṃkāreśvara temple,
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with a label reading pātāleśvara mahādeva.171 Near this entrance, some
more old fragments are incorporated into the wall (Plate 68.1). After entering, one finds a narrow staircase leading down a few steps into an extremely small antechamber which has niches in its eastern and southern
walls and a broken sculpture of a bull lying on the floor (Plate 68.2). A stone
slab inscribed “Maharaja Holkar, Indore State” lies in the niche of the south
wall. An old pillar stands in the south-eastern corner and at the western
side is a garbhagr̥ha which opens to the east (Plate 68.3). It houses a small
śivaliṅga (Plate 68.4) and has an old niche at its rear side. The doorframe is
triśākhā with dvārapāla figures at either side of the entrance and a beautifully carved udumbara (Plate 68.5). The lintel carries a double lalāṭabimba,
showing Gaṇeśa below and a seated female deity above (Plate 68.6). Despite
its present condition, it may be assumed that the Pātāleśvara shrine was
originally a free standing building of which only the garbhagr̥ha is preserved.
2.5.1.4. The Oṃkāreśvara temple
The Oṃkāreśvara temple,172 as it stands today, is apparently the result of several phases of renovation. Core elements of the temple go back to
Paramāra times, but considerable parts of it including the entire śikhara,
portions of the jaṅghā and probably parts of the pillared halls in front
have presumably been reconstructed in the first half of the seventeenth
century, about the same time when the Rājmahal was built.
In recent times, the gravest a(du)lterations have occurred when the immediate surroundings of the temple were completely reconstructed and
the temple interiors extensively renovated by Jay Prakash Associates
(‘Jaypee’), a private company which built the Oṃkāreśvar dam. From May
2005 to December 2007, Jaypee first renovated the entire main ghāṭ to the
south and below the temple, and then extensively altered the staircase
and the structures to either side of the temple’s maṇḍapa (Plates 65.2,
69.1–3). Inside and around the temple, Jaypee laid a complete new marble
flooring and partly tiled walls, especially in the antarāla which serves as
an antechamber to the irregularly placed garbhagr̥ha. In the maṇḍapa,
Jaypee lowered the original ceiling level with the help of false ceilings
and applied coatings of plaster and paint which now conceal the original
rock surfaces. Steel railings were inserted between the maṇḍapa pillars
to regulate the rush of pilgrims inside the shrine. In the course of these

171 The temple is mentioned in RAG 2012: 223.
172 AIIS Nos. 81933–81943.
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works some pillars and a number of sculptures were removed and placed
elsewhere. In a documentary on Oṃkāreśvar aired in 2007 by the Indian
TV channel NDTV the journalist and writer Hartosh Singh BAL described
the then still on-going works thus:
[…] that looks like a hotel lobby… all that is happening… defies any
kind of sense about how conservation of cultural legacy should go on…
Jaypee Associates has not consulted anybody, there is no archaeologist
involved… they have people who worked on hotel lobbies, then of course
you get a hotel lobby… (BORDIA 2007).173

The Oṃkāreśvar temple is tightly enclosed within a number of modern
constructions crammed around its northern, southern and eastern sides.
The vast roof made of corrugated iron sheets around the temple, the
maṇḍapa and above the staircases shield off most of the daylight from the
interior of the temple. All this renders photographic documentation of the
temple’s architectural features difficult.
A first notice of the temple is found in an anonymous report about a visit
to OM in May, 1820,174 followed by a brief description of the temple by
DELAMAINE a decade later:
On visiting the temple, it covered and enclosed the original one which is
very small and old; the dome or kulis appearing only through the platform
of the upper sabha, or portico of the new temple. To enter, therefore, the
sanctum below, after entering the temple, you turn a little to the right, by
which you come into the small original temple which contains the pindee.
This is extremely worn and furrowed by time, and water found in it. […]
The new temple appears to have been erected by Jy Sing;H[175] the older
is lost in antiquity. (DELAMAINE 1830: 208; fn. in square brackets mine).

173 The respective sequence from the Oṃkāreśvara temple is also narrated in BAL
2013: 214–216. When asked about the people responsible for the planning of the restoration, Sachin Gaur, grandson of ‘Jaypee’ founder Jayprakash Gaur responded
(“[w]ith a confidence given to those inheriting a family business…”[BAL]): “Our company is doing it in-house, the entire design is being done by us […] We are already in
the hospitality sector, where we have hotels and stuff, so we are used to doing these
kinds of things.” (Ibid.: 216).
174 “The only thing worth seeing is the Temple which is at least a curiosity; it is built
about 200 yards from the river, to which it is connected by a long and regular flight
of steps. The weight of it is very great; the platforms of the temple, as they rise over
each other, are supported by pillars, thick and placed very close together; […] the
temple, the natives say, has existed since the creation of the world; it has, however,
a modern appearance […]” (ANONYMOUS 1823: 47).
175 DELAMAINE was not sure about the identity of this Jai Siṅgh and gives, in a footnote,
two alternatives: “If Jy Sing of Amber, a little more than a century; if Jey Sing of
Guzzerat, about 700 years ago.”
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All that FORSYTH has to say about the Oṃkāreśvara temple is that it
“[…] is evidently of modern construction”,176 and COUSENS, who visited
the temple in 1893, gave a similar, rather unfavourable judgement on it:
The great temple of Oṁkâreśvara which claims great antiquity, is for the
most part a comparatively modern building, but it is erected in part of
material from a much older one. The great columns within all belong to
the earlier period, and are coeval with the ruined temple of Siddheśvara
upon the top of the hill. The rest is chiefly chunam and whitewash.
(COUSENS 1894: 3).

The temple faces west and comprises a mūlaprāsāda and a double storied
maṇḍapa. The mūlaprāsāda has a high, elaborately moulded base and
walls which are exposed to varying heights only on its northern and eastern
sides (Plate 69.4–5). On the south side, these parts of the temple are, should
they still exist, completely concealed by modern constructions. The śikhara
of the temple was completely reconstructed probably in the seventeenth
century from unsculptured, rectangular blocks of stone and is, apart from a
few spolia, devoid of any sculptural ornamentation (Plate 69.6).
Inside, the mūlaprāsāda bears a unique anomaly. After entering the
main entrance, it consists of an antarāla which is blocked after a short
distance at its rear or eastern side by a wall, just where the entrance to
the original garbhagr̥ha must once have been. This wall has been tiled by
‘Jaypee’ with slabs of grey marble which frame an old lintel with sitting
female figures, which seems to be placed much too low as to sit in its original place (Plate 69.7; only faintly visible). On its left side, the antarāla
has a staircase which is not accessible to the public. On the right side is
a chamber, the actual garbhagr̥ha, housing the Oṃkāreśvara jyotirliṅga.
This chamber is very small and has a second passage on its western side
for the devotees to exit. Accordingly, the central cult object, the celebrated
Oṃkāreśvara jyotirliṅga, is neither placed in the central vertical axis of
the śikhara, nor does it stand in the central west–east axis of the temple,
but is removed to the south side of both. While the temple is oriented to the
west, the garbhagr̥ha irregularly faces north in the present arrangement.
The reason for this strange anomaly is not publicly known and seems to be
rigorously kept secret by the custodians and priests of the temple.177
176 FORSYTH 1870b: 258.
177 I have never heard a reasonable explanation for this anomaly. Its cause may, however, be reflected in an old legend about the establishment of the Cauhān family’s
rule. The founder of the dynasty, Bhārat Siṅgh, is said to have been invited by a
gosāī, Daryāo Nāth, to kill Nāthu, the Bhīl chief of the region and establish himself as the ruler. At that time, Daryāo Nāth “[…] was the only worshipper of Omkár
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The large maṇḍapa in front of the mūlaprāsāda on the ground floor
contains six rows of six pillars each of Paramāra times. It is enclosed
with high surrounding walls but originally had roofed entrances with
two pillars (mukhamaṇḍapas) to all three sides (N–W–S), of which only
the western and southern ones remain in their entirety (Plates 69.8–9).
The northern one now stands in the small passage along the northern
side of the temple, with its north-western pillar and the roof missing
(Plate 66.9). The first storey of the mūlaprāsāda is preceded by another
maṇḍapa which contains six rows of three pillars of Paramāra times. This
maṇḍapa which can be seen in its original state in one of COUSENS’ photos
(Plate 69.10),178 has since been extended to approximately the same dimensions as the maṇḍapa on the ground floor (Plate 69.11). The central
aisle of this maṇḍapa leads to another sanctum opening to the west and
housing Mahākāleśvara which is at its original and appropriate place in
the central axis of the śikhara (Plate 69.12). The sanctum has a complete
entrance with a triśākhā doorframe and an udumbara flanked by pilasters of Paramāra times. Different parts of the temple seem to have been
constructed on different horizontal levels (cf. Plate 69.9).
As mentioned before, the architectural history of the Oṃkāreśvara
temple is a puzzle and its documentation a challenge. However, as the pillars inside the maṇḍapas, especially those in the lower one, are among the
tallest and most exquisitely carved ones found at OM, the temple (to which
they originally belong) must have represented one of the more prominent
Paramāra constructions, even if its architectural stratigraphy is yet to be
established.
on the island which could not be visited by pilgrims for fear of a terrible god, called
Kál Bhairava, and his consort, Kálí Deví, who regularly fed on human flesh. Daryáo
Náth, however, by his austerities shut up the latter in a subterranean cave (the
mouth of which may still be seen), appeasing her by erecting an image outside to receive worship […]” (FORSYTH 1870b: 259).
If there is any historical truth in this legend, one might speculate that the bracketed statement in FORSYTH’s account may be a misinterpretation (he almost certainly hints here at the Kālikāguphā, see above 2.5.1.1., p. 74) and that Daryāo Nāth
in fact shut up Kālī in the original sanctum of the Oṃkāreśvara temple by sealing
it with a wall and establishing the Oṃkāreśvara liṅga at its present location. That
would explain why the facts are kept secret, the question being commonly treated
almost like a taboo. In consequence, this would mean that the present Oṃkāreśvar
temple does not represent the original shrine for the Oṃkāreśvara liṅga. While this
is speculation, too, it is certain that the present Oṃkāreśvara liṅga cannot represent the original one, whose existence at OM is attested as early as 1063 CE by the
pañcaliṅga inscription in the Amareśvara temple (see NEUSS 2013: 146).
178 Shelfmark Photo 1003/(1263). Accessible at: http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/
apac/photocoll/m/019pho000001003u01263000.html [last retrieved November 26, 2016].
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2.5.1.5. The Dvārkādhīś Raṇchoṛ temple
Immediately to the north, next to the north-western corner of the lower
maṇḍapa of the Oṃkāreśvara temple stands this shrine179 which is a mix
of ancient and modern parts (Plate 70.1). The ancient parts comprise the
two front pillars, a complete doorframe with lintel, śākhās adorned with
dvārapāla figures (Plate 70.2) and udumbara, as well as a few spolia in
the ceiling. The shrine is completely renovated and covered with a thick
coating of paint and the sanctum has been tiled. A painted advertisement
on the northern sidewall claims that the cult object in the sanctum, a
standing representation of Viṣṇu carved from black stone, is ancient. The
sculpture appears, however, to be comparatively modern and is certainly
not of Paramāra times (Plate 70.3).
2.5.1.6. The ‘Old mahal’
To the north and immediately adjacent to the Dvārkādhīś and Oṃkāreśvara
temples lies a large expanse of ruins which reaches up to the Rājmahal
in the north-west. Its outer foundations consist of walls built from stone
blocks of different dimensions which seem to enclose a platform which carries a vast ruined brick building on top that is now partly overgrown with
vegetation (Plates 71.1–3). At the west side is a small passage leading from
the Dvārkādhīś temple to a staircase which separates the ‘Old mahal’180
from the Rājmahal (Plate 71.4). Here, the outer wall has an entrance
made from bricks now blocked with debris (Plate 71.4–5). Apart from this
entrance, the wall is made from stone blocks apparently carved from old
material collected from Māndhātā hill as a few incorporated spolia suggest. At the extreme western end of this wall stands a sculpture of Śiva,
perhaps an old temple icon (Plate 71.6). If the ‘Old mahal’ is indeed a
former palace, then it must be comparatively old, as these structures lie
already deserted at least for about two and a half centuries, if the inauguration of the new Rājmahal initiated their abandonment. Interestingly,
some ancient structures have either been incorporated in the construction
or ancient remains have been reused in it.
At the west side stands a small shrine with the wall of the ‘Old mahal’
built around it (Map 10.1, ‘Temple No. 1’, Plate 71.2). The shrine opens

179 AIIS Nos. 81945–81946. The temple is also mentioned in RAG 2012: 222–223.
180 This designation goes back to DELAMAINE (1830: 208), who described the area thus:
“The new temple is much disfigured by the ruinous muhals of the Raos of Mandatta,
now uninhabited on account of dilapidation and ghosts.”
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to the west and contains no icon. While the superstructure appears to be
of a late date, it has an old doorframe (Plates 71.7–8) with a lalāṭabimba
showing Gaṇeśa in the lintel and on the right hand side of the entrance a
small sculpture of Viṣṇu is inserted (Plate 71.9).
Above this shrine, on the level of the ‘Old mahal’, is another entrance
(Plate 71.1-2, 7) which gives access to a pillared hall of considerable,
and, from the outside, unexpected dimensions. The hall is quite spacious
and full of garbage and debris, parts of the hall seem to have collapsed
(71.10–12). It is very dark inside, but as far as visible, the pillars are of
Paramāra times as are other structural elements like, for instance, an old
stone screen (jāla) (Plate 71.13). There are at least two more entrances
in the ‘Old mahal’ which seem to lead into other, possibly subterranean
structures (Plate 71.1). These lie more to the east and on a higher ground
level of the ‘Old mahal’ area and at least the northern one may perhaps
give access to other ancient structures.
This short and preliminary account of the monuments in the
Oṃkāreśvara temple area show how difficult and complicated the situation regarding the architectural stratigraphy here is. Despite the repeated reconstruction works in this area, and although it falls outside the
Paramāra fortification, it is evident that already in Paramāra times the
area contained a number of buildings.
2.5.1.7. The Rājmahal
As already mentioned, the Rājmahal (Plates 72.1–2) is said to have been
inaugurated by Rāv Daulat Siṅgh Cauhān in 1657.181 It is an impressive
edifice built in typical Rājasthānī style on a platform presumably specially
carved out of the rock for the purpose. Probably a large number of stone
blocks collected from the ruins on Māndhātā hill and cut to appropriate size
were used in its construction, as a number of spolia incorporated into the
outer walls suggest (Plate 72.3). Immediately adjacent at the western side
stands the cūnāgaṛh, a building of square ground-plan, in which lime was
crushed and the plaster for the walls was mixed. The main entrance to the
building is at its eastern side (Plate 72.4). A narrow footpath runs along
the northern side of the building where a smaller side entrance is found.
Close to the wall stands another inscribed hero stone (Plates 72.5–7).

181 See above, fn. 157. The building is briefly described in RAG 2012: 227–228.
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2.5.1.8. Temple at the south wall of the Rājmahal
Near the south-eastern corner of the Rājmahal and close to its south wall
stands another old temple which is buried almost up to its almost ruined
superstructure (Map 10.1, ‘Temple No. 2’; Plate 73.1). The temple is in a
dilapidated condition. It faces east and is difficult to access because of
accumulated debris and garbage blocking its entrance (Plate 73.2). The
temple consists of a mūlaprāsāda and a small mukhamaṇḍapa. The outer
pillars of the mukhamaṇḍapa are of Paramāra times (Plate 73.2–3). The
entrance to the garbhagr̥ha has a pañcaśākhā doorframe with dvārapāla
figures at the bottom (Plates 73.4–5). The lintel shows Gaṇeśa in its
lalāṭabimba (Plate 73.6). The garbhagr̥ha contains a standing life-size
sculpture of a male deity which is so badly mutilated that no attribute
is left to determine its identity nor its date (Plate 73.7). An inscription
is found on the left inner side of the entrance to the garbhagr̥ha. It is
preceded by a curious symbol and written in double outlined (‘hollow’)
characters (Plate 73.8). It is dated in the first two lines sa[ṃ]vat 1630 and
sāke 1495 which is equivalent to ca. 1573 CE and records the construction of the temple by a person named Lāharāmadāsa. It is not entirely
clear whether the temple was only reconstructed or built anew from old
material.
It must be noted here that the whole slope along the southern wall of
the Rājmahal and to the west of this temple seems to bear old structures.
Remains of these can be seen along the southern face, where wall remains
are partly exposed.
2.5.2. Monuments in the periphery of Śivpurī
There are a few more historic buildings at the periphery of Śivpurī which
merit mention (Map 10.2). All of them were either built or reconstructed
probably in Marāṭhā times, and in some of them spolia of Paramāra times
have been incorporated.
2.5.2.1. The Śiva temple
This small shrine which was probably reconstructed in Marāṭhā times, is
located to the north of the Oṃkāreśvara bāzār, just behind the northern
row of shops and residential buildings (Map 10.2). It opens to the east and
consists of a mūlaprāsāda and a mukhamaṇḍapa, of which only parts
of the supporting pillars remain (Plates 74.1–2). It has a pañcaśākhā
doorframe with figures of dvārapālas at the bottom (Plate 74.3) and a
lalāṭabimba on the lintel showing a figure which I cannot identify. The
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garbhagr̥ha houses a śivaliṅga. On the back wall is an old niche which
contains a mūrti of Śiva in a miniature shrine with an intricately carved
superstructure (Plate 74.4).
2.5.2.2. Shrine No. 1
There are two shrines standing one behind the other on different levels
at the extreme south-western end of Śivpurī on the slope of Māndhātā
hill (Plate 75.1). Shrine No. 1 consists of a small mūlaprāsāda and a
mukhamaṇḍapa (Plate 75.2). The temple opens east and is badly damaged on the north side. The garbhagr̥ha has an old, worn-off doorframe
(Plate 75.3) and houses a probably modern śivaliṅga. On its back wall
is an old sculptured stone slab depicting an emaciated goddess probably
representing Cāmuṇḍā, holding triśūla and khaṭvāṅga within a miniature
shrine (Plate 75.4).
2.5.2.3. Shrine No. 2
Shrine No. 2 stands on a lower ground-level behind shrine No. 1. It opens
east and consists of a mūlaprāsāda and a mukhamaṇḍapa. but it has no
extant śikhara (Plate 76.1). The shrine has a sculpture of Gaṇeśa on the
northern side of its front wall next to the old doorframe (Plate 76.2). The
garbhagr̥ha houses a śivaliṅga and has, like shrine No. 1, a sculptured
niche inserted in its back wall (Plate 76.3). Unlike the front wall, the inner
back and side walls look as if they had quite recently been reconstructed,
because the stones are set very evenly in mortar. The temple is used by the
neighbouring family as a store room.
2.5.2.4. The Samādhi
This building which looks like a small śekharī temple, is the memorial
of the Cauhān Rāv family. It stands at the western side of an old high
stepped platform which continues eastward along the north bank of the
Narmadā up to the Oṃkāreśvar temple. The platform in its present form
and the samādhi are probably contemporaneous with the Rājmahal.
2.5.2.5. The Hāthīkhānā
This vast but ruined rectangular structure stands half-way up at the north
side of Māndhātā hill on the slope of the ravine which runs between the
Māndhātā and Mucukund hills (Map 10.2, Plate 78.1). All that remains
of this building are its outer walls. At the eastern side is a large opening
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in the wall in which a modern gate has been fitted (Plate 78.2). A similar
opening, but without a gate, is found in the west wall. The southern end
of the building forms a steep rock face. The north wall is very long and
almost for its entire length, a projection runs along the inside with pillars
apparently arranged in pairs, forming what appears to be niches or small
rooms (Plate 78.3). The structure is probably contemporaneous with the
Rājmahal, but despite its popular designation, it is open to question which
purpose it once served.
Further to the west a few remains of a probably similar building of
comparable dimensions are found (Plate 78.4).
3. Panthiā
There are some more ancient remains found in a stretch of land along the
north bank of the Kāverī river delimited by the now vanished Panthiā
village in the south up to the Gayāśilā/Eraṇḍīsaṅgam in the north. The
old village of Panthiā was originally situated on the south-eastern tip
of the north bank of the Kāverī river, just where it branches off from
the Narmadā (Map 11.1). Almost the entire village area has been fundamentally disturbed in the course of the construction of the Oṃkāreśvar
dam. The core of Panthiā village has been cleared to make room for the
turbine and power houses of the Oṃkāreśvar dam (Map 11.2). The remains of four ancient shrines have been dismantled and relocated to two
new sites (Map 11.3). At the same time, a probably considerable number of
remains have been lost when temporary workers’ quarters, factory sites,
and a vast permanent settlement for the technical staff of the dam (to the
east of the Siddhvarkūṭ Jain monastery) were constructed. Still, a few
archaeological monuments have remained untouched, especially at the
so-called Gayāśilā, at the extreme north-western point of this area.
In view of the large scale destruction of monuments and alteration of
the landscape at Panthiā, FORSYTH’s description of what he encountered
here about 1860 is of special significance, as it gives at least an idea of how
much has since been lost:182
On the north bank of the so-called Káverí opposite Mándhátá is a series
of deserted temples, evidently of considerable antiquity. Mándhátá itself
182 FORSYTH’s account of Panthiā which appears particularly detailed as compared to
his descriptions of Māndhātā island is all the more important, because it gives a
rather comprehensive overview of the monuments at Panthiā, a feature that the
later ASI reports, that deal only with the Caubīs Avatār temple and the Mahākālī
statue lack.
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seems to have been a perfect stronghold of Sivaism, no temple having ever
been erected save to the destroyer or his associate deities. Here, however,
besides one or two old structures that seem to have been also consecrated
to Siva, we find several devoted to Vishnu, and a whole group of Jain
temples, the existence of which has only recently been ascertained. Just
where the Narbadá forks are the remains of a large Vishnuite erection,
of which only some gateways, and a shapeless building formed of the old
materials, exist. The former are in the same style of architecture, without
cement, as the oldest on the Mándhátá hill. In the latter are twenty-four
figures of Vishnu and his various avatárs, carved in good style in a closegrained green stone, including a large varáha or Boar avatár, covered
with the same panoply of sitting figures as that at Khandwá. Jain-like
sitting figures also appear in the other carvings of Vishnu, illustrating
the intimate connection between the two religions. The date 1346 appears
on an image of Siva in the same building, but there are no legible dates
on the others. Further down the river bank are some very old remains,
formed of huge blocks, and apparently from the carvings, Sivite. Of one,
a portion of the dome is standing, formed in the same manner of blocks
crossing each other at the angles. (FORSYTH 1870b: 261).

3.1. Relocated remains from Panthiā village
3.1.1. The Caubīs Avatār temple
In the latter part of this account, Forsyth apparently describes the Caubīs
Avatār temple which, prior to its relocation, represented the northern
member of a group of three temples which stood in close proximity to each
other (from north to south: Caubīs Avatār, Sarasvatī and Paśupatinātha
temples, Map 11.3a). Despite its being a ‘shapeless building’, the Caubīs
Avatār temple is the only monument on the north bank of the Kāverī which
ever received attention by the ASI after 1893, when Henry COUSENS first
visited Panthiā on his second tour to Māndhātā. It was on this occasion
that he discovered in the Caubīs Avatār temple seventeen “[…] images
of Vishnu where the standing figure is alike in each […]”,183 with label
inscriptions on their socles, of which he deciphered nine.184 These are the
sculptures which account for the traditional name of the temple, even
though there is no proof that they ever belonged to a series comprising
twenty-four images. COUSENS observed that

183 COUSENS 1894: 3. H. L. SRIVASTAVA (in BLAKISTON 1938:81) dates these sculptures
to the eleventh century.
184 Obviously the temple was in such a bad condition that in 1903–04 he proposed to remove some of the images to the Nāgpur Museum (COUSENS 1904: 20), a plan which
was later dropped “on account of local objection against it” (BLOCH 1908: 28).
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[t]he four hands each contain a separate symbol – the konch, the chakra,
the gadâ, and the padma and the variation of the arrangement of these
in the several hands give rise to twenty-four different arrangements. […]
There are altogether seventeen of these in the temple; seven are missing.
(COUSENS 1894: 3–4).

In 1908, BLOCH reported altogether only nine of them (all with inscriptions).185 On a visit to OM in November 1911 BLAKISTON counts again
nineteen such statues in the temple. For their protection, he recommends
“that the temple which is now in rather a dilapidated condition, be put in
good order, or sufficiently so, to serve as a proper shelter for the sculptures,
and that the building and its contents be declared “protected” under the
Ancient Monuments Act”.186 In a note, dated November 16, 1912, the Chief
Commissioner of the Central Provinces declared the “Chaubis Avatar
Temple with its contents”187 as protected under the Ancient Monuments
Preservation Act, No. VII of 1904.188 BLAKISTON recommends further
restoration work on the Caubīs Avatār temple for the season 1913–14.189
The last reference to any such activity by the ASI is found in ARASI
1921–22, where all restoration work on the monuments at OM are marked
as ‘completed’.190 On April 11, 1925, the Governor in Council eventually
confirmed the temple’s status as a protected monument.191
Ever since published information on the Caubīs Avatār temple is extremely scarce. Only about the middle of the 1980s we again find a reference to the temple after it had been visited by members of the ASI under
the leadership of B.L. Nagarch in the course of a survey of the temples of

185 BLOCH 1908: 27–28.
186 BLAKISTON 1912: 41–42. When the temple was relocated in 2005–06, the then General Manager of the Narmada Hydroelectric Development Corporation, I.D. Dayal,
who supervised the relocation, found eighteen images (probably counting all icons,
not only the avatāra slabs). In an article in the news magazine Outlook published on
October 18, 2006, he stated “Of the 24 idols, only 18 remain now. The rest have been
stolen.” (SHAINI 2006). From my photographs taken in 2013 at the Vr̥ddhakāleśvara
temple which cover all the different icons stored, I count only twelve avatāra slabs;
see also above, fn. 50).
187 Along with the “Chandsuraj Gateway”and the “Siddhesvara or Siddhnath Temple”,
see above, p. 26 and fn. 113.
188 The respective notification, signed by G.M. Harriot, Secretary to the Chief Commissioner, Central Provinces, was published in CPG, 1912, Jul–Dec (Pt. I), p. 957.
189 As well as on the Cāndsūraj gate and the Siddhanātha temple, see SPOONER 1913: 12.
190 SPOONER 1924: 192.
191 Confirmation published in CPG, 1925, Jan–Dec (Pt. I), p. 483.
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the Paramāras of Mālvā.192 About a decade later, a small excavation was
carried out near the Caubīs Avatār temple in the wake of its relocation
due to the construction of the Oṃkareśvar dam.193
The only two photographs of the Caubīs Avatār temple at its original
location known to me are one shot by COUSENS in 1893194 (Plate 79.1)
and another, later one, published in the East Nimar District Gazetteer
of 1969.195 The temple has been relocated in 2005–06 to a site belonging
to the ASI to the north-east of the Siddhvarkūṭ Jain monastery (Map
11.3b) which has been converted into a garden that is neatly maintained.
The building faces east. Apart from a few minor alterations and general
improvement of the fabric, the temple seems to have been reconstructed
rather true to its original shape (Plate 79.2).
It is, however, by no means clear that the building really represents a
temple. The brief description prepared by NAGARCH’s ASI temple survey
team erroneously states: “The original temple consisted in plan of a
sanctum, antarala, sabhamandapa, and ardhamandapa. The sanctum
and the antarala are entirely lost. The sabhamandapa has sixteen pillars
which are richly carved.”196 This, however, contradicts SRIVASTAVA’s earlier
observation that “nothing except the sanctum and the oblong maṇḍapa
have survived.”197
Plate 79.2 shows that the base of the building which lies completely
underground in Plate 79.1 must have been excavated, the slabs being
numbered in the same way as the rest of the stones of the building probably for correct placement in the relocation process.198 Given the extant
192 IA–R 1985–86: 135.
193 A very brief excavation report appeared in IA–R 1995–96: 47. However, here the
Caubīs Avatār is erroneously called a “star-shaped temple” – in reality its groundplan is rectangular. Obviously this refers to the platform of the Sarasvatī temple
which now lies immediately to the south of the Caubīs Avatār (see below, 3.1.2., p. 89).
194 Photo No. 1395 also held by the BL (Shelfmark Photo 1003/(2623)) and accessible at:
http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/apac/photocoll/g/019pho000001003u02623000.
html [last retrieved on November 27, 2016].
195 SHRIVASTAV 1969, opp. p. 471. It is unknown, when this photo was taken. The support
wall which is visible here on the right side of the temple seems to have been constructed rather recently. The photograph may perhaps have been taken by the ASI sometime around 1920 (even though there is no respective note in the Annual Reports), as
we have no indication that considerable restoration work has taken place thereafter.
196 IA–R 1985–86: 135.
197 In BLAKISTON 1938: 81.
198 In a personal email dated October 21, 2016, Brahmacārī Narmadāśaṅkar, the former pujārī of the Paśupatinātha temple, however, informs me that the stones were
already numbered when he first saw the temple in 1985.
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ground-plan of the building (and as it is inconceivable, that the platform
portions of a ‘lost sanctum and antarāla’ could have entirely disappeared
even if their superstructures did), we see SRIVASTAVA’s observation
confirmed here. At the front of the building is a verandah with a balustrade, consisting of ‘split’ pillars intersected by āsanapaṭṭas and lined at
the bottom with vertical stone slabs carved with pilasters (Plate 79.3).
Composition and design are somewhat comparable to those found in the
so-called ‘Sītāmātā temple’ (above, 2.3.1.3.4., p. 59) and the Dhavalīmaṭh
(above, 2.4.3.1., p. 69) and as in these cases there is no trace of corresponding
kakṣāsana slabs.
The entrance to the main hall has an elaborately carved saptaśākhā
doorframe (Plate 79.4). The udumbara is missing here, but seems to have
been erroneously placed in front of the staircase outside in front of the
building (Plate 79.5). The lalāṭabimba of the lintel carries a figure of seated
Gaṇeśa (Plate 79.6). This seems to contradict the common notion that the
Caubīs Avatār temple represents a vaiṣṇava building.199 The main hall
(Plate 79.7) is rectangular and, apart from the original pillars, has probably lost in the relocation process any distinctive feature which would give
a clue to its original function. Nonetheless it is clear that this hall cannot
represent the sanctum of a temple. An old stone screen is inserted in the
rear wall (and also in the front wall to either side of the entrance), but
these need not be in their original positions. Five damaged stone slabs
carved with figures stand leaning against the back wall.
The mouldings on the outside walls of the temple (Plate 79.8) seem
to be similar to those found on the Dhavalīmaṭh. On the west side of the
building the mouldings bulge out as to form another passage into the main
hall (Plate 79.9) which, however, is now blocked by its back wall. It is not
clear, whether this arrangement is in any way true to the original situation, but if so, it would suggest that there was another adjoining building
199 An inscribed stone outside of the temple states: “The temple of Chaubis-Avatar is a
shrine named after the twenty-four incarnations of Vishnu. Images carved in black
stone of several of the incarnations are extant. From the remains it is surmised that
this was formerly a seat of the cult of Vishnu.” SRIVASTAVA (in BLAKISTON 1938: 81)
had instead assumed that the images did not originally belong to the temple, but
“were brought from the ruins of temples near about and kept here.”
A similar supposition had already been expressed by FORSYTH, when he stated:
“[…] the writer found a headless sitting image of a Tírthankar, carved in the same
green stone as the images in the Vishnuite temple already mentioned [the Caubīs
Avatār temple]. Probably all these green stone images were brought from a distance long after the erection of the temples in which they stand.” (FORSYTH 1870b:
264; addition in square brackets mine). It is to be noted, that FORSYTH speaks here
of ‘temples’, as if the sculptures were stored in more than one building at his time.
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at this side. Similarly artificial appears the entire superstructure of the
building above the mouldings, especially since only few of its stone blocks
appear to belong to the original construction.
3.1.2. The Sarasvatī temple
Of the Sarasvatī temple, only the star-shaped base of the mūlaprāsāda
which was found only sometime in the 1990’s,200 survives (Plate 80.1).
It has been relocated along with the Caubīs Avatār temple and now lies
a few metres to the south of it. It has a square sanctum in the middle
with a modern liṅga on a floor level about half a metre below that of the
surrounding area. The entrance is to the west, with a few steps leading
down into the sanctum (Plate 80.2). Apart from the outer stones, the reconstructed parts of the structure are entirely modern and it is unknown
how much of the present arrangement corresponds with the original.
3.1.3. Loose fragments in the compound
A fair number of temple fragments are unsystematically placed along the
eastern wall of the ASI compound which surrounds the two temple just
described. Among them are sculptures (Plate 81.1) as well as architectural
remains such as fragments of pillars, śr̥ṅgas and an āmalaka of a temple
śikhara (Plate 81.2). The provenance of these remains is unclear.
3.1.4. The Paśupatinātha and Śiva temples
Although the Paśupatinātha temple originally stood in close vicinity to
the south of the Caubīs Avatār and Sarasvatī temples, it has been relocated to a site considerably distant from their new location. The reason for
this is that the Caubīs Avatār temple (and the Sarasvatī temple) belong
to the ASI whereas the Śiva and Paśupatinātha temples belong to the
DAAM, Bhopal.201 The latter two have been relocated to a site near an
old tank at a considerable distance to the east of the Jain monastery and,
despite their original situation, now stand in close proximity to each other
(Map 11.3b, Plate 82.1). The place is properly cared for by a sādhu, with a
nice garden around it and the shrines are under pūjā.

200 According to personal information from Brahmacārī Narmadāśaṅkar.
201 Sign boards near the temples were erected by the Department of Archaeology and
Museums, Bhopal. In these it is stated, that the relocation of the temples was undertaken in collaboration with the Narmada Hydroelectric Development Corporation.
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3.1.4.1. The Śiva temple
The Śiva temple is a rather small building which opens to the west.202 Only
parts of the base of the mūlaprāsāda, a few fragments of the walls (Plates
82.1–4), the doorway to the garbhagr̥ha with Gaṇeśa in the lalāṭabimba of
the lintel (Plate 82.5), and two pillars, apparently of an original antarāla
or maṇḍapa, are preserved. The shrine remains a fragment and it is
difficult to say how true to the original it has been reconstructed. Some
structural parts have obviously been misplaced (as, for instance, in the
north-eastern corner of the base) and the insertion of a few sculptures in
the otherwise entirely modern superstructure appears arbitrary as, for
instance, the fragment of a door lintel on the outside of the eastern wall
(cf. Plate 82.3). The garbhagr̥ha houses a modern śivaliṅga and contains
a few old fragments, among them an old niche on the back wall, whose
originality can not be ascertained (Plate 82.6).
3.1.4.2. The Paśupatinātha temple
The Paśupatinātha temple203 stands immediately to the east behind the
Śiva temple (Plate 82.1). Unlike the latter, it faces east.204 The shrine is
surrounded on all sides by a modern platform with iron poles supporting
a roof made from corrugated iron sheets (Plate 83.1). The temple seems
to have been entirely reconstructed (Plate 83.2). The only old parts in it
are the doorframe of the garbhagr̥ha in the east, again with Gaṇeśa in the
lalāṭabimba (Plate 83.3), two pillars in front forming a mukhamaṇḍapa
which contains a sculpture of Śiva’s bull, the ceiling slabs of this
mukhamaṇḍapa (Plate 83.1) and a few fragments incorporated into the
modern wall of the mūlaprāsāda (Plate 83.4). The garbhagr̥ha of the temple
houses a modern śivaliṅga. Its floor has been tiled, but the walls are left
raw and the back wall is adorned with an old sculptured niche (Plate 83.5).
3.1.5. The Rāvaṇnālā
Let us begin again with (the sequel of) FORSYTH’s observations:
A little way on is a small ravine running down from the hills, called the
Ráwana nálá, in which are some curious remains.
First comes a prostrate figure carved in bold relief on four basalt
slabs laid end to end. From head to foot it measures eighteen feet and
202 Mentioned in RAG 2012: 230.
203 Mentioned in RAG 2012: 230–231.
204 A side entrance is found on the south side of the apparently entirely modern mūlaprāsāda.
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a half in length. It is rather rudely executed; it is much weather-worn,
and the legs are gone from the thighs to the ancles. It has ten arms, all
apparently holding clubs and pendent skulls, but only one head. One foot
rests on a smaller prostrate human figure, in which also are fastened the
tigerlike claws of a small figure on the left. A scorpion is carved on the
chest of the large figure, and a rat is sculptured on the slab near his right
side. The people call it Ráwan,*[205] the demon who carried off Sitá, the
wife of Ráma, but it is questionable if statues are ever erected to him, nor
have the scorpion and rat, it is believed, anything to do with the story
of the Rámáyana. The figure was evidently intended to be erected in
a mammoth temple which never advanced far towards completion. The
adjoining bed of the ravine is strewn with huge basalt blocks, roughhewn, and slightly carved in some places. They are from ten to fifteen
feet in length, and about two feet and a half square; a few intended for
uprights are partially cut into polygons and circles. A number of blocks,
shaped like crosses, are also to be seen. They are quite rough, five and six
inches across each limb, the four projections being of equal size—cubes
of one foot nine inches. They were evidently intended to be cut into the
bracket capitals of the temple. […] Numbers of the stones from this nálá
appear to have been removed to build the modern town of Mándhátá. The
dry bed of the Narbadá, near the fork, is strewn with them, as if they had
fallen out of boats in the attempt to transport them during floods. It may
be conjectured that the figure is some form of Bhairava or some other of
Siva's sanguinary developments. (FORSYTH 1870b: 261–262; fn. in square
brackets mine).

The area around the Rāvaṇnālā, too, has been gravely disturbed during
construction of the Oṃkāreśvar dam. Today nothing remains of the artefacts that FORSYTH describes except the giant sculpture that he initially
“conjectured” to represent “Bhairava or some other of Siva’s sanguinary
developments”. The statue was photographed by COUSENS in November
1893 (Plate 84.1)206 and briefly mentioned in his report:

205 The asterisk marks a footnote inserted by GRANT (1908: 262) which reads: “*Regarding this figure Captain T. Forsyth, the writer of this article, has contributed the following additional information:—“On a second visit to Mandhátá [sic!] and careful
examination of this figure, I am satisfied that it represents the consort of Siva in her
more terrible form of Mahákálí. It is certainly a female, has a girdle and necklace
of snakes, and is either eight or ten-handed, it is not very clear which. The sword,
bell, mace, skull, and head held by the hair in her hands, point, I think, clearly to
the dread goddess Kálí.”—T. F.”
206 Photo No. 1396. The photo is held by the BL, Shelfmark Photo 1003/(2624) and
available at: http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/apac/photocoll/b/019pho00000
1003u02624000.html [last retrieved March 20, 2017].
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A short distance from the temple, nearer the village, and lying full length
upon the ground in four separate pieces, is a colossal statue in bas-relief
of Mahākāli.207

A more detailed description of the figure is found about fifteen years later
in RUSSELL’s Gazetteer of the Nimar District:
It is 18 feet long and ten-armed and really represents the goddess
Mahākāli — the consort of Siva. She has a girdle and necklace of snakes,
and holds a sword, mace and skull in her hands. Her stomach is empty
to signify her unslaked longing for human victims, and has a scorpion
carved on it. (RUSSELL 1908: 243).

Apparently unaware of these notes, SRIVASTAVA reports in ARASI 1935–36
the ‘find’ of this statue:
Opposite Mandhata island and close to Panthia village was found lying
in a gorge of the Vindhya range a broken image of Charchika erroneously
called Rāvaṇa. The image which measures 19’ x 5’9’’ x 2’4’’ has 10 hands,
a rat near the waist, a scorpion (14’’ long) above the contracted abdomen
with the left foot placed on a lion and the right on a prostrate figure of
a man. It may be assigned to the 9th–10th century A.D. Close by are
seen groups of images of the same period which formed part of a temple.
(SRIVASTAVA in BLAKISTON 1938: 81).208

The sculpture originally lay on a slope, broken into four pieces, with all
the extant parts209 arranged in due sequence and orientation (Plate 84.1).
It has been relocated to a site on top of a partly artificial hill in front of a
new school building (Plate 84.2) . But in view of the antiquity of the statue
and the nature of the task, this work has been carried out in an stunningly
sloppy manner as the four parts of the figure have been placed without
any regard for their correct sequence or orientation:210
207 COUSENS 1894: 4. His concluding remark on the monuments at Panthiā is: “Further
up the river, and on the opposite side, is the ruin of an old temple, now dedicated to
the bloodthirsty devi Kâli, at whose shrine goats are still sacrificed, and heaps of cocoanut shells attest to the number of devotees who worship at it.” (Ibid.)
The context seems to suggest that COUSENS speaks of a shrine along the Kāverī
river, but I suspect that he refers here to the erstwhile Saptamātr̥kā temple at
Koṭkheṛā (popularly known as Sātmātrā), about 2 km north of Godarpurā on the
south bank of the Narmadā (see below, 4.2., p. 101). This temple, too, lay within the
submergence zone of the Oṃkāreśvar reservoir and has been relocated to a site a
few kilometres to the south-east of its original location.
208 It is unclear to which sculptures SRIVASTAVA refers to here, as there is no other reference to such artefacts.
209 FORSYTH had already noticed that a portion between the thighs and the lower legs
including the knees, was missing: “legs are gone from the thighs to the ancles”.
210 As shown in COUSENS’ photo No. 1396, (Plate 84.1).
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Original situation208

After relocation

1. the head up to the
chest

1. the head up to the chest, but turned 90°
counter clock-wise (Plate 84.3)

2. the abdomen

3. the thighs, but upside down (Plate 84.5)

3. the thighs

4. the lower legs and feet, but upside down
(Plate 84.6)

4. the lower legs and feet

2. the abdomen (Plate 84.4)

The Mahākālī statue is probably the tallest of the numerous large ferocious icons at OM. Given the location of most, if not all, of such statues,
one would conjecture that this sculpture, too, was not meant to be housed
in a temple as FORSYTH assumed, but that it may rather have flanked a
doorway to a fortified enclosure originally. The “huge basalt blocks, roughhewn, and slightly carved in some places” that FORSYTH mentions seem to
fit much better to such a structure than to a “mammoth temple”. Unfortunately all of the apparently vast remains which FORSYTH witnessed and
which could furnish a clue in this regard are irretrievably lost.
3.2. The Siddhvarkūṭ Jain monastery
Although the Siddhvarkūṭ, i.e. the hillock on which the Jain monastery211
stands, lies outside the area which has been most affected by the construction of the Oṃkāreśvar dam, almost nothing of antiquity seems to have
survived in this large monastic complex. If it stands at the place of the
old Jaina remains at all, which seems to be the case though, it must have
been built completely anew as it now gives an entirely modern impression with all the shrines, rooms and halls neatly plastered and painted
(Plate 85.1).212 The complex comprises altogether 13 temples, halls and
rooms for the accommodation of pilgrims and ascetics, a bhojanālay etc.,
enclosed by a modern compound wall. On the inside, all these edifices
are adorned with numerous colourful paintings illustrating diverse Jaina
legends. To the visitor it is nowhere apparent that this is really a place
of antiquity. Hence, for an appraisal of this monastic complex in a historic perspective we have, once again, to turn to (the sequel of) FORSYTH’s

211 Mentioned in RAG 2012: 229–230.
212 I have visited the monastery thrice and could not find anything of ancient provenance. However, I was always guided by some clerk of the monastery and could not
freely move about the premises.
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report, which is the only eye-witness account left to us. In this case it is
rather lengthy and surprisingly detailed:213
The most curious of all the remains along this branch of the river is the
group of Jain temples. They cover an elevation overlooking, but a little
retired from, the river. The building nearest the figure just described
appears rather to be a monastery than a temple. It may be described as
a quadrangle, measuring outside 53 feet east and west, by 43 1/2 north
and south. The western extremity is, however, rounded off at the corners, so as to make a sort of bow-face towards the river. In the centre is
an open courtyard 23 1/2 feet by 14 feet. The whole of the rest, except in
three places, has been roofed by flat stone slabs, resting on numerous
carved pillars, with bracket capitals which differ only in the style of
ornamentation from those of the neighbouring old Hindú temples.
There are four main rows of these pillars running round the building,
and they stand about ten feet apart. They are also about ten feet high, and
the building is therefore wholly wanting in external architectural effect.
But the three spots now uncovered were evidently at one time covered by
domes or spires. Two of these were of small diameter, on either side of the
main entrance, at the eastern end of the building. Of one of these a portion
is still standing, and it seems to have been of a ribbed pyramidical shape.
The third must have been a large dome, over an octagonal opening in the
centre of the western or rounded end of the building. It appears to have
been built of large flat bricks, some of which are still in situ. The building
appears to have been closed by walls on all sides except that towards
the river. The eastern wall is still complete. The carving is mostly in
the form of circles of foliage, quadrated lozenges, and variations on the
square, polygonal, and circular sections of the pillars. It is all done in the
same yellow sandstone as the Hindu temples, and is of greatly inferior
execution to the Jain remains at Khandwá. The building seems to have
been left almost entirely devoid of external ornament. To the right of the
eastern entrance have been two chambers projecting into the building,
and immediately under the small spires already mentioned. That to the
left is, with its spire, in ruins. In that to the right the writer found a greatly
mutilated image of one of the Tírthankars; but neither on it, nor any
where in the building, was there any trace of an inscription. Immediately
to the right and left of the doorway, on entering, are two figures carved
on slabs about two feet in height. That to the left might be taken for
Bhawání, the consort of Siva, with her tiger and usual accompaniments,
except that she has a sort of corona, or canopy of radiating foliage, and
holds in one of her four hands a sort of triple-knotted rope, both of which
emblems are often seen in Jain carvings. That to the right is palpably
an adaptation of a Tírthankar to Sivite ideas, and may be considered a
most curious exemplification of the proneness of the later Jains to adopt
213 This attests, presumably, to the deep impression the ruins had left on FORSYTH.
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the Hindú mythology of the sect that happened to be most in fashion
in their neighbourhood. It is a pronouncedly naked (Digámbar) figure,
with a single cord round the waist, and pendent ends which alone would
stamp it as Jain. It has also large circular ear-rings and plain round
anklets. It is standing in an easy attitude, one leg encircled by a long
loop, seemingly part of a snake which also passes along the left side,
through the left hand, and up behind the head, where it ends in threehooded snake-heads, forming a canopy over the head. So far it might all
be Jain (the serpent making it out as Pársvanáth); but beyond this it has
four hands, one occupied, as stated, by the snake, while two hold a sword
and buckler, and the fourth Siva’s drum or hour-glass (damaru). These
and the Tírthankar already mentioned seem to be the only images now
left in the building, though the usual Jain figures are carved all over the
ornamentation of this and the other two buildings now to be mentioned.
It should be added that this building is erected on a platform of basalt
blocks five or six feet high.
A little to the north of the last building is the second, a great part of
which is a ruin. This ruin seems to have been the temple proper, and to
have been formed of a pyramidical shape with numerous smaller spires.
The building still standing is its anterior porch, closely resembling that of
A’mwá near Ajanthá, figured in Fergusson’s Architecture, vol. II. p. 626,
except that the plinth extends much further out all round, forming in fact
a wide open terrace about sixty feet square in front of the porch, and cut
down the centre into a long flight of steps. In form it is a square of fifteen
feet and a half, worked into an octagon by large slabs thrown across the
corners, on which appears to have rested the dome, now quite gone. From
each side of the square projects a recess or alcove about six feet square.
At each angle is a carved pillar, the intervals being filled up with dressed
sandstone blocks. The pillars are richer than those in the monastery, and
the ceiling in particular appears to have been exceedingly richly carved in
concentric circular patterns of foliage. The main entrance is to the east,
opposite the steps. The northern alcove is closed by a wall; and in it the
writer found a headless sitting image of a Tírthankar, carved in the same
green stone as the images in the Vishnuite temple already mentioned. It
bears a Sanskrit inscription on the pedestal, stating it to be Sambhúnáth.
It has not yet been properly deciphered, but the date appears to be
illegible. It is very correctly carved, but does not appear to be of any very
great age. Probably all these green stone images were brought from a
distance long after the erection of the temples in which they stand. The
recess in the southern face may have been either a doorway or another
image chamber, and is now quite ruined. The doorway from the porch
into the ruined shrine is covered with ornamental carving, chiefly sitting
female figures like that on the left of the entrance to the monastery, with
friezes of elephants’ heads, and figures of goats with human heads. No
doubt the most interesting part of the building is the shrine, now buried
beneath the ruins of its dome.
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The third building is merely a small temple, nineteen feet square,
built on the top of a pyramid of basalt blocks, about twenty-five feet
high, and with very steep sides. The dome must have been a very high
one, judging from the quantity of ruins, and it appears to have had no
porch of any sort. It has an image recess in the southern face which
is now, however, empty. The sitting figures over its doorways and other
carvings are precisely similar to those in the two larger buildings. It is
probable that these buildings date from the same period as the other
Jain remains of Nimár at Wún, Barwání, Hasúd, and Khandwá, viz. a.d.
1166 to 1293; but excepting those at Wún, they are the only remains of
the sort at all in decent preservation. The hills adjoining these temples
are like Mándhátá itself covered with remains of habitations and walls of
stone, and no where is there any trace of the use of lime in the building.
It seems therefore that the whole of the section of the Narbadá valley,
in which Mándhátá stands, was at one time the seat of a populous community. It is now unoccupied except by the attendants of the temples and
the Rájá's people. (FORSYTH 1870b: 262–264).

The only photograph which very probably shows a part of the Jain ruins
FORSYTH refers to here is another one of the Frith series (Plate 85.2). It
shows a conglomeration of buildings which cannot be identified otherwise
and which are definitely not extant today.214 Only the tripartite sculptured stone above the doorway in the middle of the photo (under the
faintly written number 4426) I believe to have recently seen inserted into
a modern wall above an entrance to the ‘Śrīśambhavnāth temple’ in a
Youtube video about the Siddhvarkūṭ Jain monastery.215
The monastery is managed by the ‘Śrī Digambar Jain Siddh Kṣetr
Siddhvarkūṭ Ṭrasṭ.’ According to a local tradition narrated in the Youtube
video, the Siddhvarkūṭ tīrtha once fell into oblivion. Then, on kārttik
kr̥ṣṇa 14, saṃvat 1935 (November 24, 1878), a Jain monk from Indore,
Bhaṭṭāraka Mahendratīrtha, had a sudden dream about this tīrtha and

214 Frith No. 4426, V&A Number E.208:2175-1994. One of the problems regarding Frith’s
photo is that it belongs to a series of seven, all taken at Māndhātā (Nos. 4423–4429).
Five of these are recto uniformly labelled ‘Mandhatta Jain Temple’, even though
No. 4425 shows the Siddhanātha temple, No. 4427 one of its porches, No. 4428 the
Cāndsūraj gate and No. 4429 again a few of the elephant slabs from the plinth of the
Siddhanātha temple. Hence, the labels as well as the numerical sequence can hardly
be those of the photographer himself, but must go back to someone, who never visited Māndhātā. As the label ‘Jain temple’ is so uniformly applied with none of the
remaining pictures matching it, it is very likely that No. 4426 indeed shows the then
still extant ruins of the Jain monastery. All of Frith’s pictures can be found at: http://
collections.vam.ac.uk/, search term ‘Mandhata’ [last retrieved February 22, 2017].
215 The video is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SdjVseFefpo [last retrieved
on November 28, 2016]. The stone briefly appears at time codes 20:17 and 20:37.
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after consulting some old treatises, he went to search for it on the banks of
the Revā. During his exploration,216 he saw the ruins of a huge temple and
some other Jaina buildings and, while inspecting them, found an ancient
image of Ādinātha [with an inscription] of saṃvat 11[?] carved from black
stone217 and another one of Candraprabhusvāmī, dated saṃvat 1545 (ca.
1488 CE). From saṃvat 1940 (ca. 1884 CE) onwards, the temples were
renovated and in saṃvat 1951 (ca. 1895 CE) the idols were consecrated.218
As already indicated, it is not known what exactly happened to the Jain
remains that FORSYTH had described. COUSENS, who first visited Panthiā
in 1893, (i.e. nine years after renovation work is said to have commenced),
is conspicuously silent about them in his 1894 report. In 1908, RUSSELL
remarks that “[…] on the Sidhwarkūt hill the ruins of a number of old
Jain temples formerly existed, but these have now been restored by the
Jain community and have a modern appearance. Some images found in
the old temples bear the date of 1488 A.D.”219
3.3. Further remains
To the east of the new colony built for the staff of the Oṃkāreśvar dam
exists a probably old, large pond. At its western side stand a few huts and
houses to both sides of a footpath running roughly north to south. Though
the area has been disturbed during the construction of the new colony,
some old fragments are still found at the south-western corner of the pond
(Plates 86.1–2).
3.4. Gayāśilā
FORSYTH has just one sentence to say about the area around and beyond
the Siddhvarkūṭ hill which concludes his remarks about the remains at
Panthiā: “The hills adjoining these [the Jain] temples are like Mándhátá
216 The legend suggests that Mahendratīrtha was the person who rediscovered the
Siddhvarkūṭ monastery in 1878. However, this claim is in conflict with FORSYTH’s
assertion that the existence of “a whole group of Jain temples […] has only recently
been ascertained” (FORSYTH 1870b: 261; see above, p. 85).
217 The image including the inscription appear in the same Youtube video at time code
18:00 ff. The video is not really clear, but the date seems to be actually written as a
four-digit number.
218 Apparently a great portion of the expenses were borne by Seth Hukumchand Jain
(Kasliwal) of Indore (1874–1959), who was one of the wealthiest Indians of his times.
His portrait along with those of Seth Kasturcand of Indore and Seth Kalyan Mal of
Indore are found painted on the walls of the Śāntināth temple.
219 RUSSELL 1908: 243.
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itself covered with remains of habitations and walls of stone, and no where
is there any trace of the use of lime in the building.”220
The Gayāśilā lies about one kilometre as the crow flies to the northwest of Siddhvarkūṭ. It represents a plateau about 20–30 metres above the
river just at the northern corner of the Eraṇḍīsaṅgam, the confluence of
an old nālā, the Eraṇḍī which is now dry for the most part of the year, with
the Kāverī river (Maps 11.1, 12).221 The gorge of the Eraṇḍīnālā separates
Siddhvarkūṭ hill from the surrounding hills further to the north.
The Gayāśilā is accessed from the mouth of the saṅgam walking about
50 metres up the dry bed of the nālā. Here one must turn north and climb
up the slope of the hill and walk into the forested area for about another
50 metres. The structures found here can hardly be detected from the
nālā, because they are concealed by trees and overgrown with vegetation.
Before approaching the buildings described below, one comes across the
remains of old walls running along the southern side of the slope which
are exposed at only a few places (Plate 87). The style of these walls is
very similar to that of the fortification walls on Māndhātā island, but it is
uncertain whether these, too, represent fortification walls or only served
as reinforcements against floods. At some distance to the north of these
wall, the remains of a maṭha, of temples and loose sculptures are found.
3.4.1. The Gayāśilāmaṭh
The largest and most prominent edifice at Gayāśilā is the Gayāśilāmaṭh
(Plate 88.1).222 The building faces south and seems originally to have been
a rather spacious construction of which only rear portions are preserved.
The only reasonably intact portion is a rectangular hall at the northern
end which is separated from the collapsed front part of the building by a
wall with a single, centrally placed entrance (Plate 88.2). But even this
part of the building has collapsed at its eastern side (Plate 88.3). It is
difficult to determine the extent and structure of the hall (or halls) which
stood in front of which only two pillars with beams are now standing.
However, the remains of a rock-cut platform which is exposed at a distance
to the south-west suggests that the building must originally have been

220 FORSYTH 1870b: 264; addition in square brackets mine.
221 This is one of the few cases in which I am unable to exactly locate extant monuments
in the satellite images.
222 Mentioned in RAG 2012: 229, from where I borrow the designation which, however,
I have never heard from anybody at OM.
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of considerable dimensions (Plate 88.4). The whole area is full of loose
architectural fragments (Plate 88.5).
The front wall of the extant hall is built from large rectangular and
undecorated stone slabs placed upright between the pillars and beams
supporting the roof (Plate 88.6). This is an unusual structural feature and
may perhaps represent a later replacement for the original wall.223
The entrance to the hall has a pañcaśākhā doorframe, with udumbara
and lintel (Plate 88.7). It is devoid of any figures flanking the entrance,
but the lintel carries Gaṇeśa in its lalāṭabimba (Plate 88.8). Inside, the
hall is a plain rectangular structure without windows or ornamentation
except those of the pillars and the usual kīrttimukhas on the beams traversing the pillar capitals, so uniformly found in all the buildings at OM
(Plate 88.9). The liṅgam now placed inside the hall is probably modern.
3.4.2. Temple ruin
Remains of what may probably once have been a temple contemporaneous
with the maṭha are found to the west of it. These are now represented by an
overgrown heap of stones (Plate 89.1). On top of this mound a few fragments
still stand erect, including the lateral portions of a doorframe (Plate 89.2).
3.4.3. The phaṃsanā shrine
At a short distance to the south-west of the maṭha stands another small
shrine which consists of a square mūlaprāsāda with a tiny mukhamaṇḍapa
in front (Plate 90.1). Both are crowned by a phaṃsanā superstructure. The
walls of the shrine proper which is devoid of a cult object, are made of single
stone slabs standing upright. The central one on the rear or eastern side
is missing and those on the northern side have tilted outward (Plate 90.2).
The shrine is apparently much younger than the maṭha and the temple
ruin. The similarity in construction of its walls with that of the extant
front wall of the Gayāśilāmaṭh may point to a late contemporaneous usage
of both buildings.
3.4.4. Loose sculptures
A few loose sculptures are found among the large number of architectural
fragments lying around in the vicinity of this shrine and the Gayāśilāmaṭh.
223 Compare the outer walls of the later phaṃsanā shrine nearby which are similarly
constructed. The corresponding wall in the Dhavalīmaṭh, for instance, is built from
smaller and horizontally placed slabs (cf. Plate 62.3).
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The most interesting one among them is a large sculpture of Viṣṇu
(Plate 91.1) with eleven(!) avatāras in miniature shrines placed around
the central standing four-armed figure of Viṣṇu whose arms including
attributes are all broken off. The distribution of the avatāras is as follows:
Buddha
Bālarāma
Kr̥ṣṇa
(with a cow?)
Rāma
Kalkī
Vāmana
Paraśurāma
Varāha
Narasiṃha
Matsya
Kurma

To the side of Viṣṇu’s feet stand Cakra- (proper left side) and Śaṅkhapuruṣa
(proper right side) and below these, sitting figures of two donors are found.
Garuḍa is apparently absent and the sculpture is not inscribed.
The second sculpture is a representation of four-armed Gaṇeśa (Plate
91.2) and a third one is a slab depicting a two-armed female with her left
foot placed on an unidentifiable object (Plate 91.3). Finally there is yet
another old liṅgapīṭha lying nearby (Plate 91.4).
To the south-east of the Gayāśilā and still on the north side of the Eraṇḍī
nālā at a place called Pāṇḍukaśilā, an old well is found which is said to
cure diseases (Plate 92.1–2). In its vicinity, a few remains of walls made
of large stone blocks are found which suggest that this area, too, may
represent an old settlement site.
4. Beyond Oṃkāreśvar–Māndhātā
There are two more sites with old temples which do not strictly fall into
the area of Oṃkāreśvar-Māndhātā, but must be mentioned here, as they
have been culturally and ritually connected to the Oṃkāreśvar kṣetra.
4.1. The Kuberabhaṇḍārī temple
The Kuberabhaṇḍārī temple stood near the confluence of the Kāverī and
the Narmadā rivers about 1.5 km east of Godarpurā (Map 13). While OM
itself is almost absent from paurāṇik accounts of the Narmadā river,224
eulogies of the Kāverīsaṅgam and the Kuberabhaṇḍārītīrtha are already

224 See NEUSS 2012a: 157–164.
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found in Matsya- and Kūrmapurāṇa.225 Meanwhile, the Kuberabhaṇḍārī
temple has been submerged in the Oṃkāreśvar reservoir.226 The only
known photograph of it is found in RAG (2012: 231) which shows only
part of the building where it appears to have been a rather modern reconstruction topped by a round cupola comparable to those found on the
Kapileśvara temple (above, 1.1.2.5., p. 14) and the Dvārkādīśa shrine of the
R̥ṇamukteśvara temple (above, 2.4.2., p. 67). The walls were covered with
plaster and the only old parts seem to have been the pillars of the front
hall (only faintly visible in the photograph) and the doorframe inside the
temple, not shown in the photograph at all, but mentioned in the accompanying text. As stated, the temple is lost today, but was replaced by a
modern shrine erected on the south bank of the Narmadā near to the
Oṃkāreśvar dam.
4.2. The Sātmātrā temple complex
The Sātmātrā (=Saptamātr̥kā) temple complex was originally located at
Koṭkheṛā on the south bank of the Narmadā opposite Selānī village, about
5 km to the east of Godarpurā. Originally, three shrines, the Sātmātrā,
Cakkardevī and Śiva temples were found at this place. A short description
of the Sātmātrā shrine was given by Māyānand Caitanya227 who states
that the temple faced north and that the shrine contained nine statues,
standing in groups of three at each of its walls, i.e. a) east: Bhairavanātha,
Kaumārī and Maheśvarī, b) south: Brahmāṇī, Vaiṣṇavī and Indrāṇī, and
c) west: Vārāhī, Cāmuṇḍā and Gaṇeśa. Moreover, outside to the west of
the shrine statues of Hulkādevī, Mahāvīra, Vāgeśvarī, Kapālabhairava
and fragments of other ancient temples were found. As Koṭkheṛā fell into
the submergence zone of the Oṃkāreśvar dam, the monuments at the site
were dismantled and relocated to a site near Mātāghāṭ about ten kilometres further to the south-east. While it is unknown whether the Sātmātrā
and Cakkardevī temples have been relocated in their entirety, al least
the ancient rock-cut platform and the liṅga of the ruined Śiva temple
have been left for unknown reasons at Koṭkheṛā (Plate 93.1), only the

225 Matsyapurāṇa 189.13–20 (attested by an almost literal quotation in Lakṣmīdhara’s
Kr̥tyakalpataru, datable to ca. 1125–50), and Kūrmapurāṇa 38.40. Later, the place
figures also in Revākhaṇḍa (Skandapurāṇa) 41 and Revākhaṇḍa (Vāyupurāṇa) 29,
(see NEUSS 2012a: 154–155; 2012b: 203).
226 The temple was scheduled for relocation, but local people prevented its being dismantled (see NEUSS 2012b: 203–204).
227 In ĀVṬE 1919: 123.
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pillars and beams have been transferred to the new site (Plate 93.6).228
From the outside, the relocated shrines do not appear to include much old
material. Of the Cakkardevī temple, only the doorframe seems to be old.
The shrine is mounted on a new platform and a few old sculptures have
been incorporated rather arbitrarily into the front wall (Plate 93.2). Similarly, the Sātmātrā temple makes a rather modern appearance from the
outside (Plates 93.3–4), but the 16 pillars/pilasters inside, including the
beams they support, are old (Plate 93.5). Apparently, the building does not
represent a temple, but rather a hall of an old monastery. The images of
the saptamātr̥kās are all extant, but worn off and smeared with red paint
beyond recognition. Moreover, they are dressed in clothes. All this makes
their identification or a judgement about their antiquity difficult (Plates
93.7–10). I believe that they are of rather recent origin in comparison to
some other sculptures, also badly damaged which stand outside at different locations in the compound (Plates 93.11–12).

228 See NEUSS 2012b: 212–213.

